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Abstract

Helicoverpa armigera is an agricultural pest that causes billions of dollars’ worth of dam-

age each year. As H. armigera has evolved resistance to insecticides, an understanding

of resistance genes will provide useful insights into managing this pest. One approach to

identify candidate genes is to scan the genome for signs of strong and recent selective

sweeps. This extends the search beyond typical candidate genes (detoxifying enzymes

and molecular targets), although a limitation of the approach is that the selective agent

causing a sweep may not be an insecticide. Another approach is to use transcriptomics

to identify differentially expressed genes between laboratory-selected and unselected co-

horts, and between treatments (exposure to an insecticide). Genes that are differentially

expressed are good candidates for further investigation.

This thesis begins by estimating some baseline parameters such as nucleotide diversity

and the extent of linkage disequilibrium to lay a foundation for detecting selective sweeps

in H. armigera. In order to detect deviations from the neutral hypothesis, it is neces-

sary to ask ’What does neutral look like in H. armigera?’ first. Using molecular markers

designed to span introns, I survey nine Z-linked loci in females from three Australian

populations of H. armigera. The choice of Z-linked markers is motivated by the ability

to overcome the problem of gametic phase afforded by hemizygosity – sequencing the Z

chromosome in the hemizygous sex allows empirical estimates of linkage disequilibrium

to be obtained without relying on imputation. I find that H. armigera exhibits high

levels of nucleotide diversity and rapid decay of linkage disequilibrium. I also uncover a cy-

tochrome P450 gene, Cyp303a1 that exhibits the hallmarks of strong and recent selection.

Next, I extend the research to non-Australian populations of H. armigera and include

more Z-linked loci in the experimental design. As Australia is postulated to be the centre

of origin for the Helicoverpa lineage, it is not clear if the findings of the previous study

could be considered ’typical’ of H. armigera more generally. My assessment of Chinese

H. armigera populations finds that they too exhibit high levels of diversity and rapid
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decay of linkage disequilibrium. A comparison of H. armigera from Australia and China

reveals that there is generally very little population structure in this species, with the

exception of the Cyp303a1 locus. Using data from a Z chromosome-wide scan performed

in an independent set of Australian and Chinese samples, I find that there are ’blocks’ of

differentiation on the H. armigera Z chromosome and propose that the genes found in

these regions could be useful markers for discerning between H. armigera from different

populations. I also identify signs of a population expansion in the history of H. armigera.

Finally, I perform comparative transcriptomic analyses to identify differentially-expressed

genes between selected and unselected cohorts of H. armigera in response to the pyrethroid

insecticide fenvalerate. Where genomic scans of selective sweeps fall short in identifying

a selective agent, a transcriptomic approach may bridge the gap between genotype and

phenotype by validating the biological relevance of candidate loci. To that end, I look for

genes that are induced upon exposure to the insecticide, as well as constitutive differences

between an unselected strain and a strain from the same genetic background that has

been selected for resistance to the insecticide. I also assess the contribution of five detoxi-

fication gene families to the resistance phenotype, and find that they are over-represented

in the list of differentially-expressed genes. Cyp303a1 is not found to be amongst the list

of cytochrome P450s that are differentially expressed, and I discuss some reasons for this.

Finally, I discuss some implications and future directions of the findings presented in this

thesis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction





Helicoverpa armigera is a major lepidopteran pest of agriculture widely occurring through-

out Africa, Asia, Europe and Australasia. High polyphagy coupled with resistance to

insecticides make it particularly successful at causing significant damage to the yield of

economically important crops. In Australia, the losses caused by H. armigera along with

H. punctigera motivated the introduction of transgenic cotton and the development of

sustainable management strategies as resistance to DDT and synthetic pyrethroids were

detected in the 1970s and 80s (Zalucki et al., 1986; Fitt, 2003). The wide host range

and feeding habits of the species are reflected in the list of common names assigned to

it including the cotton bollworm, tomato grub, corn earworm and gram pod borer. The

recent incursion of H. armigera into Brazil (Tay et al., 2013) presents new challenges for

resistance management in the Americas. The study of insecticide resistance is relevant

for not only utilitarian purposes but also investigating the genetic basis of adaptation.

Insecticides are one of the strongest selective agents in the environment, so studying

resistance genes in a target pest organism provides unique opportunities to advance our

understanding of more general evolutionary processes as the selective agent is known and

fitness differences can be observed in a tractable manner (McKenzie and Batterham,

1994; McKenzie, 2000).

1.1 Helicoverpa armigera and its closely-related species

The Heliothinae subfamily of noctuid moths houses some of the world’s most injurious

crop pests such as the tobacco budworm, Chloridea virescens (formerly Heliothis virescens;

Pogue (2013)) in addition to the Helicoverpa genus. The major heliothine pests owe

much of their success to their broad host ranges, high fecundity and high dispersal ability.

Apart from the economic interest surrounding pest species, the subfamily acts as a useful

model for understanding host range evolution and host adaptation as it contains both

specialist and generalist feeders. The phylogenetic position of the Heliothinae with respect

to other noctuid moths is not fully established due to the large size of the noctuid family,

but it is likely that the subfamily forms a monophyletic group (Mitter et al., 1993).
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The genus Helicoverpa was introduced to house H. armigera and its sister species on

the basis of morphological structures, but many aspects of heliothine phylogeny were

not satisfactorily resolved by morphology due to a lack of informative characters from

simplified structures, prompting a study by Cho et al. (2008) to reassess the phylogeny

using sequences from two nuclear gene regions. Their work in addition to evidence from

other studies supports monophyly of the Helicoverpa genus, making it a fairly well-defined

genus within the heliothine subfamily (Matthews, 1991, 1999; Fang et al., 1997).

Relationships within the genus are less well-defined. Morphological similarities have re-

sulted in misidentification of specimens and crop damage by one species was sometimes

misattributed to another, creating difficulties in accurately determining their geographical

distributions (Common, 1953; Zalucki et al., 1986). Even with the use of molecular

markers, resolution of congeners can be limited by a lack of informative characters. At

present, H. punctigera is the best candidate for the basal species of the genus (Figure 1.1)

and suggests an Australasian origin for the Helicoverpa lineage as H. punctigera is endemic

to Australia (Mitter et al., 1993; Matthews, 1999; Cho et al., 2008). H. gelotopoeon is

the oldest congener outside of Australia and the most likely source of several species that

are endemic to South America. It is unclear where H. armigera arose. One hypothesis is

that the diversification that gave rise to H. armigera and H. assulta occurred in Australia

because H. assulta is closely-related to two Australian endemics, H. hardwickii and H.

prepodes (Matthews, 1999). H. assulta is distributed across the Old World but unlike

H. armigera, it is not viewed as a major pest as it is typically restricted to solanaceous

crops.

Interest in the relationship between H. armigera and its New World counterpart, H. zea

has been rekindled in light of H. armigera’s incursion into South America. The two

were once thought to constitute one species, Heliothis obsoleta or Heliothis armigera

until Hardwick proposed five species groups on the basis of morphological differences:

armigera, gelotopoeon, hawaiiensis, punctigera and zea. Subsequent data from immuno-

logical assays and mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) point to H. zea being a closer relative of

H. armigera than some of the other species within Hardwick’s zea group such as H. assulta
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Figure 1.1: Phylogenetic tree of species in the Helicoverpa genus, adapted from Cho
et al. (2008). Numbers represent the range of bootstrap values obtained from
two nuclear and one mitochondrial gene regions under maximum parsimony
(MP) or maximum likelihood (ML) models. A question mark represents
missing data, indicating weak support for the relationship. Note that no
bootstrap values were reported where the split between H. assulta and the
clade containing H. hawaiiensis and H. pallida occurs in the original figure.

(Greenstone et al., 1991; Behere et al., 2007). At present, H. zea and H. armigera are

thought to be two very closely-related but distinct species that diverged approximately

1.5–2 million years ago (Mya) (Mallet et al., 1993; Mitter et al., 1993; Mitchell and

Gopurenko, 2016; Pearce et al., 2017).

There have been reports of hybridisation between H. armigera and H. zea, and between

H. armigera and H. assulta in the laboratory, which have resulted in fertile offspring

(Laster and Hardee, 1995; Wang and Dong, 2001). Although such artificially-induced

matings may not be applicable to field populations, the overlapping ranges of Helicoverpa

species in Australia leave the possibility open. Difficulties with reconciling data from

molecular analyses, morphology and matings (the biological species concept) suggest that

the species boundary is not always clearly delineated, and that interspecific gene flow

is a natural (albeit uncommon) phenomenon. The large amounts of genomic data made

accessible by current genome-sequencing technologies are expected to provide more in-

sight into this area in the near future, along with increasingly sophisticated models that

include introgression and hybridisation (Marsden et al., 2011; Staubach et al., 2012;

Poelstra et al., 2014).
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1.2 Recent incursion of Helicoverpa armigera into the Americas

The geographic distribution of H. armigera was previously restricted to Africa, Australa-

sia, Asia and Europe, with the closely-related H. zea having a complementary distribution

in the Americas. However, the last five years have witnessed infestations of H. armigera

in multiple countries across South America (Czepak et al., 2013; Murúa et al., 2014;

Arnemann et al., 2016; Sosa-Gómez et al., 2016). Using molecular markers to discrim-

inate between the two species, Tay et al. (2013) confirmed that H. armigera was indeed

responsible for the unusually high rate of attacks and reduced efficacy of control methods

in the growing seasons of 2011 to 2013 in Brazil. The origins of the Brazilian popula-

tions could not be determined due to the prevalence of haplotypes that were shared with

populations found across the Old World. Nevertheless, the implications for Brazilian agri-

culture are serious due to H. armigera’s history of evolving resistance to several classes of

insecticides coupled with the lack of an integrated approach for managing resistance in the

region. Given its similar ecology to H. zea and migratory ability, it seems inevitable that

H. armigera will expand its range into North America. Where previously the perceived

threat was from human-mediated dispersal, deemed isolated events of low frequency and

easily eradicated, it now appears more likely that H. armigera may enter via natural dis-

persal pathways resulting in multiple re-invasions (Kriticos et al., 2015). An incursion

of H. armigera into the United States may require a reexamination of current practices

as H. armigera’s history of insecticide resistance and global distribution differs from the

country’s other established heliothine pests.

The potential for fertile offspring arising from hybridisation between H. armigera and

H. zea populations raises concerns that resistance traits from H. armigera could easily

introgress into H. zea. Adaptive introgression has been reported in mice whereby a diver-

gent allele conferring warfarin resistance was detected in Mus musculus domesticus, with

gene genealogies supporting an introgressive event from M. spretus (Song et al., 2011).

A second example comes from a study of African malaria mosquitoes, Anopheles gambiae
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and Anopheles coluzzii (previously designated as the M and S forms of the A. gambiae

complex), two species which differ in their susceptibilities to the insecticides used for

malarial control (Weill et al., 2000; Norris et al., 2015). The sympatry of H. armigera

and H. zea in the Americas provides ample opportunity for increased occurrences of

hybridisation and introgression, potentially allowing H. zea to rapidly acquire resistance

genes from H. armigera.

1.3 Mechanisms of insecticide resistance

Chemical insecticides continue to be a mainstay of crop protection despite concerns over

the sustainability of the practice and their potential toxicity to humans and other species.

Biological control carries its own set of environmental concerns and requires considerable

effort towards understanding the ecology of both the target organism and control agent.

High costs are incurred in the development of a robust yet stable strain of the control

agent, so chemical sprays are favoured for their relative ease of use, availability and po-

tential for quick intervention (King and Coleman, 1989). Nevertheless, development of

novel insecticides is not trivial and it remains in the best interests of manufacturers to

delay the spread of resistance for as long as possible. Given the intense selective pressure

and genetic constraints placed on a pest organism, developing resistance appears to be a

matter of ’when’ rather than ’if’.

Insecticides can be broadly classed by their mode of action based on the physiological func-

tions affected (Insecticide Resistance Action Committee: http://www.irac-online.org/modes-

of-action/ ). Examples of mode of action include inhibition of enzymes in the nervous

system, blocking of ion channels, inhibition of chitin biosynthesis and synthetic analogues

that mimic insect hormones. Mechanisms of insecticide resistance can be broadly de-

scribed in the following ways: target-site modification, metabolic detoxification, reduced

penetration through the cuticle and behavioural modifications. The first two mechanisms

are the most common whereby resistance occurs due to decreased sensitivity of the target

and/or increased detoxification of the insecticide.
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1.3.1 Target-site insensitivity

Conventional targets of insecticides include enzymes or receptors involved in the insect

nervous system and ion channels. Resistance arises from modifications to the target sites,

resulting in a failure of the insecticide to bind. Target-site insensitivity usually causes very

high levels of resistance compared to that seen in metabolic detoxification. Additionally,

one site may be targeted by multiple classes of insecticides, so target-site modifications

can cause cross-resistance, severely limiting the options available for pest control. These

modifications typically take the form of point mutations that cause amino acid substitu-

tions, and the same mutations can be observed in multiple species as the target sites are

highly conserved.

At the resistance to dieldrin (Rdl) locus for instance, the same replacements (alanine to

serine or glycine at position 302) were consistently found in a wide range of insect species

including D. melanogaster, D. simulans, beetles, whitefly, green peach aphid, mosquito

and cockroach (Anthony et al., 1998; ffrench Constant et al., 1998). In most species,

Rdl occurs as a single-copy gene that codes for a γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) receptor

subunit targeted by cyclodiene insecticides. GABA is a major inhibitory neurotransmitter

present in both vertebrates and invertebrates. Blockage of the GABA-gated chloride ion

channel causes lethality through hyperexcitation of the nervous system (Bloomquist,

1993). However, the situation in lepidopterans may be further complicated by the pres-

ence of three paralogues of Rdl which could either delay or hasten the development of

resistance (Heckel, 2009).

Another target is the enzyme acetylcholinesterase, which is responsible for degrading

the neurotransmitter acetylcholine. Organophosphate and carbamate insecticides inhibit

the enzyme’s ability to hydrolyse acetylcholine, leading to prolonged stimulation. Two

patterns of resistance have been identified: in Pattern I, insensitivity to carbamates is

greater than to organophosphates whereas in Pattern II, there are similar levels of insen-

sitivity to both classes of insecticides (Russell et al., 2004). Both patterns have been
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observed in lepidopterans, including H. armigera (Heckel, 2009). Higher Diptera have

one acetylcholinesterase (Ace) gene while other insects including H. armigera have two

(Ren et al., 2002).

Pyrethroids and DDT target the voltage-gated sodium channel, causing hyperexcitability,

paralysis and eventual death. knockdown resistance (kdr) is the most common form of

resistance against these insecticides, while a second trait, designated super-kdr has been

found to confer even greater levels of resistance. Studies of kdr and super-kdr house-

flies found that resistance was the result of modifications to the Vssc1 locus, which was

the orthologue of the Drosophila para sodium channel in houseflies. Further evidence

for the role of para in pyrethroid resistance came from mapping studies which showed

close genetic linkage between kdr and the para genes in tobacco budworm and German

cockroach (Davies et al., 2007). The para locus has also been used to explore genetic

variation in H. armigera, although no association was found between haplotype frequency

and fenvalerate resistance (Stokes et al., 1997). However, the authors noted that this

result is consistent with a reported increase in resistance mechanisms due to metabolic

detoxification rather than target-site insensitivity (Gunning et al., 1991).

1.3.2 Metabolic detoxification

The relatively small number of insecticide targets have facilitated our understanding of

target-site insensitivity, providing valuable insights into the mechanisms underlying resis-

tance as well as examples of parallel or convergent evolution in action. Characterisation of

metabolic detoxification, on the other hand, is encumbered by the large number and vari-

ety of enzymes involved in an organism’s physiological processes. Compared to target-site

modifications which are well-conserved across different insect orders, the enzymes involved

in metabolic detoxification can vary widely from species to species. Resistance can arise

from gene amplifications, transcriptional changes or mutations in coding sequences of the

genes encoding these enzymes, thus providing the insect with a wide range of genetic

options for evolving resistance, including cross-resistance to multiple classes of insecticides

(Li et al., 2007; Oakeshott et al., 2013). Characterisation of resistance due to metabolic
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detoxification has typically revolved around members of gene families involved in phase

I, II and III metabolism, detoxification, sequestration and/or removal of xenobiotics (Xu

et al., 2005; Dawkar et al., 2013).

Phase I metabolising enzymes mainly involve the cytochrome P450s (CYPs), a super-

family of enzymes with broad substrate specificity. Overexpression and amplification of

CYPs have been implicated in resistance to several classes of insecticides (Carino et al.,

1994; Zhao et al., 1996; Daborn et al., 2001; Edi et al., 2014; Puinean et al., 2010;

Lin et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2016) including chlorantraniliprole, a new class of insecti-

cide that targets the insect ryanodine receptors (Bassi et al., 2009). CYPs also have

other roles in insects such as ecdysteroid metabolism, pheromone metabolism and cuticle

formation (Feyereisen, 2005) which could potentially contribute to non-detoxificative

mechanisms of resistance. Phase I serves to reduce the toxicity of the insecticide while

Phase II converts hydrophobic toxic compounds into hydrophilic products to facilitate

excretion. Phase II metabolising or conjugating enzymes include superfamilies such as sul-

fotransferases, UDP-glycosyltransferases (UGTs), glutathione S-transferases (GSTs) and

carboxyl/cholinesterases (CCEs). Gene amplification and altered DNA methylation in

CCEs have been implicated in resistance to organophosphates, carbamates and pyrethroids

(Devonshire and Moores, 1982; Field et al., 1988, 1989) while GST gene amplification

and overexpression have been implicated in resistance to DDT, organophosphates and

pyrethroids (Grant and Hammock, 1992; Prapanthadara et al., 1993; Huang et al.,

1998; Vontas et al., 2001; Ortelli et al., 2003). Less is known about the contribution

of UGTs to insecticide resistance, but they could have a role in detoxifying DDT, car-

bamates, pyrethroids and chlorantraniliprole (Pedra et al., 2004; Vontas et al., 2005;

Silva et al., 2012; Li et al., 2016).

Finally, Phase III transporters act to remove the conjugated xenobiotics from the cell. The

superfamily of ATP-binding cassette transporters (ABCs) which includes P-glycoproteins

are capable of either importing or exporting a broad range of substrates, though they

typically function as exporters in eukaryotic cells. Apart from their roles as transporters,

they also function as receptors, ion channels and regulators of channels (Kuchler, 2011;
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Dermauw and Van Leeuwen, 2014). In insects, ABCs have been implicated in resistance

to several classes of chemicals including carbamates, organophosphates and pyrethroids

(Lanning et al., 1996; Srinivas et al., 2004; Epis et al., 2014). ABCs have also been

implicated in lepidopteran resistance to Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) toxins. In the model

proposed by Gahan et al. (2010), ABCC2 is hypothesised to be a binding target for the

Cry1Ab and Cry1Ac toxins, facilitating formation of the toxin pore in the membrane.

Resistance arises from an inactivating mutation that leads to loss of the binding site. The

C and G subfamilies of ABCs have particularly high frequencies of duplications (Labbé

et al., 2011), which suggests that they could have key roles in detoxification.

1.3.3 Reduced penetration through the cuticle

Target-site insensitivity and metabolic detoxification can be supplemented by reduced

penetration of the insecticide through the cuticle. Mechanisms such as thickening of the

cuticle or changes in cuticular hydrocarbon content can reduce the amount of toxin that

comes into contact with the insect’s internal organs and/or allow more time for the insec-

ticide to be detoxified and excreted (Pedrini et al., 2009; Wood et al., 2010). A study

involving DDT-resistant strains of D. melanogaster reported that Cpr72Ec (CG4784) and

Lcp1 (CG11650) were upregulated relative to the susceptible strain (Qiu et al., 2013).

Both genes are thought to be involved in chitin-based cuticle formation but their roles

are not fully understood.

The main contribution of reduced penetration is to delay the absorption and distribution

of toxins in the insect haemolymph. Apart from the active ingredient, the carrier molecule

or solvent used can also affect the absorption rate as these chemicals also interact with

the constituents of the insect cuticle, so this has implications for pesticide formulations

(Sawicki and Lord, 1970). Overall, reduced penetration through the cuticle in itself

appears to have only marginal effects on resistance. However, its role as an initial barrier

or delaying factor may significantly increase resistance in populations where target-site

insensitivity and/or detoxification mechanisms are already present (Sawicki, 1970; Hama

et al., 1987; Noppun et al., 1989).
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1.3.4 Behavioural modifications

Resistance due to behavioural modifications is poorly-characterised presumably due to

the complex genetic architecture underlying such traits, plus the challenge of defining the

scope of the behavioural response to be assayed in the first instance. A contentious issue

is whether or not observed differences in behaviour are a result of heritable changes (in

chemosensory receptors, for instance), aversion due to learning, or simply an artefact of

weaknesses in the study design (Zalucki and Furlong, 2017). Nevertheless, the study

of behavioural modifications remains relevant as it affects decisions about where and how

pesticides should be applied in order to maximise contact with the target pest. Further

study into the physiological mechanisms underlying behavioural resistance could help in-

form strategies for integrated pest management (Wang et al., 2004; Nansen et al., 2016).

1.4 Insecticide resistance in Helicoverpa armigera

The introduction of an integrated resistance management (IRM) strategy in 1983 arose

as a response to the development of pesticide resistance in the Australian cotton industry.

Resistance to DDT in H. armigera had already been documented in the Ord River Valley

of Western Australia in the late 1960s. By the time of the Ord industry’s collapse in 1973,

DDT resistance had also been reported in the eastern states. Detection of endosulphan

and pyrethroid resistance followed, leading to alternations in the use of different chemical

classes for control (Wilson, 1974; Forrester et al., 1993; Fitt, 1994). Studies of the

mechanisms underlying pyrethroid resistance in Australian H. armigera revealed that

target-site insensitivity was primarily responsible for the high order of resistance in pop-

ulations sampled before implementation of the IRM (Gunning et al., 1991, 1995). By

contrast, metabolic detoxification and reduced penetration through the cuticle were pre-

dominant in populations sampled after the restrictions on pyrethroid use, with resistance

occurring at a lower order.
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Studies of non-Australian H. armigera populations indicate that similar mechanisms are

present. Pyrethroid control failures have been reported since H. armigera was detected in

Brazil where it is now a major pest of soybean and cotton (Durigan et al., 2017). Nerve

insensitivity reminiscent of kdr has been observed in field populations from Asia (Ahmad

et al., 1989; McCaffery et al., 1997). Pyrethroid resistance due to reduced penetration

has been documented whereby recovery of 14C-labelled insecticide from the cuticle of

resistant strains was higher than from susceptible strains (Gunning et al., 1991; Ahmad

et al., 2006). Several reports have linked altered amino acid sequences and/or upregulation

of CYPs and CCEs to pyrethroid and organophosphate resistance although further study

is needed to determine the metabolic capabilities of these enzymes (Srinivas et al., 2004;

Brun-Barale et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2016). A novel

resistance mechanism has been described in H. armigera whereby a chimeric gene that

arose from unequal crossing-over between two functional parental genes resulted in an

enzyme capable of metabolising fenvalerate efficiently (Joußen et al., 2012). The presence

of this chimera, Cyp337b3 and its allelic variants has been documented in populations

of H. armigera from Australia, China, Pakistan and Brazil (Rasool et al., 2014; Han

et al., 2015; Joußen and Heckel, 2016; Durigan et al., 2017).

Expression of P-glycoproteins (Pgp) has been implicated in pyrethroid, organophosphate

and abamectin resistance while ABCA2 and ABCC2 have been linked to Bt resistance

in H. armigera (Srinivas et al., 2004; Xiao et al., 2014; Tay et al., 2015; Xiang et al.,

2017). Pgp’s role in resistance appears to be mainly that of a transporter involved in

xenobiotic efflux. This contrasts with ABCA2 and ABCC2 which act as binding targets

for Bt toxins, and mutations in the protein sequences confer the high levels of resistance

typically observed in target-site insensitivity. Interestingly, mutations in ABCC2 that

conferred resistance to Bt toxins appeared to increase susceptibility to abamectin (Xiao

et al., 2016). Such instances of negative cross-resistance may increase the sustainability

of pesticide application and provide a temporary respite in the race between humans and

their insect pests.

Table 1.1 outlines the findings and limitations of studies that have investigated the ge-
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netic basis of resistance in H. armigera, in particular, resistance to pyrethroids. In most

cases, overexpression in resistant strains of H. armigera is cited as evidence of a gene’s

contribution to the resistance phenotype. However, the different genetic backgrounds

of the resistant and susceptible strains are often not taken into consideration. A more

informative approach would be to compare expression profiles after controlling for the

genetic background of both resistant and susceptible strains and/or assess gene function

through enzyme activity assays or targeted gene replacement.
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Gene
Insecticide
class

Findings Limitations

Esterases
(Clade 1, 14,
16 17)

Pyrethroids,
organophos-
phates

Baculovirus expression of genes
produced isozymes with activity
against insecticides (Teese
et al., 2013)

Alleles have not been
characterised

CYP337B1,
CYP337B3

Pyrethroids

Linkage analysis maps to this
locus (Wee et al., 2008),
CYP337B3 metabolises
fenvalerate to a non-toxic
product (Joußen and Heckel,
2016)

Little correlation between
resistance and some alleles of
CYP337B3

CYP4G8 Pyrethroids
Overexpression in resistant
strain (Pittendrigh et al.,
1997)

Functional evidence and
enzyme activity have not
been established

CYP4S1 Pyrethroids
Overexpression in resistant
strain (Wee et al., 2008)

Functional evidence and
enzyme activity have not
been established

CYP6B2,
CYP6B6,
CYP6B7

Pyrethroids

Induction by permethrin (Wang
and Hobbs, 1995),
overexpression in resistant strain
(Ranasinghe and Hobbs, 1998;
Ranasinghe et al., 1998)

Linkage analysis of a
pyrethroid-resistant strain
did not map to these genes
(Grubor and Heckel,
2007), although they could
be responsible for resistance
in other strains

CYP9A12 Pyrethroids

Activity against fenvalerate
using yeast expression system
(Yang et al., 2008), induction
by deltamethrin (Zhou et al.,
2010a), overexpression in
resistant strain (Brun-Barale
et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2016)

Functional evidence (e.g.
targeted gene replacement)
has not been established in
H. armigera

CYP9A14 Pyrethroids

Activity against fenvalerate
using yeast expression system
(Yang et al., 2008),
overexpression in resistant strain
(Brun-Barale et al., 2010)

Functional evidence (e.g.
targeted gene replacement)
has not been established in
H. armigera

CYP4L5,
CYP4L11,
CYP4M6,
CYP4M7,
CYP6AE11,
CYP332A1

Pyrethroids
Overexpression in resistant
strain (Brun-Barale et al.,
2010; Xu et al., 2016)

Functional evidence and
enzyme activity have not
been established

Z-linked
factor

Pyrethroids

Linkage analysis of
endosulphan-resistant strains
found sex-linked inheritance
(Daly and Fisk, 1998)

Genetic basis not fully
characterised

Table 1.1: Findings and limitations of studies that have investigated the genetic basis
of pyrethroid resistance in H. armigera
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1.5 Genetic variation in H. armigera

Strategies for IRM are based on the premise that the increase in frequency of resistance

alleles in the field can be slowed by altering the selective pressure resulting from the use

of insecticides (Roush and Tabashnik, 1991). The study of genetic diversity allows us

to predict the spread of resistance as patterns of variation can be used to infer popu-

lation structure and dispersal. The success of H. armigera as an agricultural pest and

its resistance status motivated the characterisation of gene flow in this species in Aus-

tralia (Gunning and Easton, 1989; Daly, 1993). Genetic variation in H. armigera has

been explored via allozymes (Daly and Gregg, 1985; Fisk and Daly, 1989; Nibouche

et al., 1998), RAPDs (Zhou et al., 2000), mitochondrial DNA (Behere et al., 2007),

microsatellites (Scott et al., 2003, 2004; Ji et al., 2005) and exon-primed intron-crossing

(EPIC) markers (Tay et al., 2008). Stokes et al. (1997) explored allelic diversity in

Australian H. armigera using the para sodium channel gene and noted the high levels of

variation present in such a small region (at least 16 alleles in a 250-bp region), although

no associations between allele frequency and insecticide resistance were observed. Overall,

there appears to be little evidence for population structure in H. armigera. In cases where

it has been reported, there are typically no strong geographical patterns, and FST values

are low even among populations separated by geographical barriers (Daly and Gregg,

1985; Endersby et al., 2007). The ability of H. armigera to undertake long-distance

migration (Fitt, 1989) and the mating compatibility of insects raised on different host

plants (Vijaykumar et al., 2007) suggest a large effective population size and high gene

flow even if populations were structured due to feeding preferences. The presence of shared

haplotypes in collections from different continents supports the idea of H. armigera as a

panmictic species (Behere et al., 2007).

Various limitations are associated with the different markers. The dominant nature of

RAPDs makes heterozygotes indistinguishable from homozygotes, and allozymes do not

reflect variation at the nucleotide level. Microsatellites in Lepidoptera suffer from high

frequencies of null alleles and/or associations with transposable elements (Zhang, 2004;

Endersby et al., 2007; Weeks et al., 2010). The occurrence of null alleles is interesting
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in itself as it is suggestive of sequence polymorphisms resulting in the inability of primers

to anneal or failure in yielding observable products due to large insertions. While EPIC

markers are not immune to these failures, they have been successfully employed to demon-

strate polymorphisms in single-copy genes without the occurrence of allele dropouts (Tay

et al., 2008) and allow for extending the analyses to closely-related species. EPIC markers

thus form the backbone of the sequence data gathered in this thesis.

1.5.1 FST

FST is a widely-used statistic for estimating levels of genetic differentiation between pop-

ulations based on the variance in allele frequency between populations or subpopulations.

Low values of FST imply that allele frequencies are similar between populations, and that

little population structure exists. If a particular locus is under selection, it may result

in an FST value that is higher compared to other neutrally-evolving loci. FST can be

used in this manner to identify regions under selection in genome-wide scans (reviewed

in Holsinger and Weir, 2009).

1.6 Neutral theory and tests of selection

The study of genetic variation provides empirical measures to assess the effects of mu-

tation, selection and drift. These three forces interact to shape the genomic landscape

of populations over time, and their effects are intertwined. Mutation increases genetic

variation in a population by introducing changes or novel elements into the genome,

whereas drift reduces genetic variation through a random loss of alleles as a consequence

of randomly sampling gametes from one generation to the next. Selection can act to either

increase or decrease the amount of genetic variation relative to the previous generation;

for instance, purifying selection decreases genetic variation by nudging optimal genotypes

towards fixation, whereas balancing selection maintains advantageous polymorphisms in

a population. The neutral theory provides a useful framework to disentangle the effects

of these forces.
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Kimura’s neutral theory of molecular evolution put forward the idea that most mutations

at the molecular level are selectively neutral. Tests of selection therefore revolve around

predictions from the neutral theory as the null hypothesis. Some of these predictions

include expectations about how mutations are distributed within populations (the fre-

quency spectrum), linkage disequilibrium and haplotype structure (Nielsen, 2005). To

demonstrate that a sequence is under selection, the null hypothesis must be rejected i.e.

the changes observed in allele frequency must be incompatible with the effects of mutation

and drift alone (Kimura, 1983).

1.6.1 Effective population size, Ne

The impact of drift is not limited to neutral variation; beneficial alleles may be lost while

weakly deleterious mutations may reach fixation purely through chance (Duret, 2008).

As genetic drift is a consequence of sampling error, population size is an important pa-

rameter for many of the underlying assumptions in the standard neutral model. In an

ideal population, every parent has an equal chance of being the parents of any individual

in the next generation (Crow and Kimura, 1970). In reality, not all individuals in a

population will contribute equally to the next generation. Effective population size, Ne

thus differs from the population census size and uses the concept of an ideal population to

estimate the rate of change in a finite population due to genetic drift (Charlesworth,

2009). Smaller populations are more heavily influenced by drift, which results in greater

fluctuations in allele frequency even when sequences are evolving neutrally. The standard

neutral model assumes random mating, no population subdivision, constant population

size and discrete generations. Factors such as population structure, bottlenecks and in-

breeding have the effect of reducing Ne, so the population models used in formulating the

null hypothesis should consider these factors.
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1.6.2 Coalescence

The coalescent is the lineage of alleles in a sample traced backward in time to their

common ancestor. Under a neutral model, sampled lineages are ’randomly picking their

parents as we go back in time’ (Rosenberg and Nordborg, 2002). Coalescence occurs

whenever two lineages pick the same parents. Larger populations will have a slower rate

of coalescence as there are more parents to choose from. The coalescent is a useful model

for formulating expectations about how variation will be distributed in a sample of allelic

sequences. One of these expectations is that on average, nucleotide diversity (π) for a

sample will be roughly equal to the population scaled mutation rate, or

π = 4Nµ

where µ is the neutral mutation rate per generation and N is the population size. By

simulating the genealogy of the sample backwards in time then adding mutations along

the branches of the tree, we can come up with some expectations about how often a mu-

tation will be observed 1/n times, 2/n times, and so on in a sample of n sequences. The

coalescent process can be simulated to produce a random genealogy each time, so multiple

iterations of this process can be used to derive the allele or site frequency spectrum.

1.6.3 The frequency spectrum

The frequency spectrum describes the distribution of the frequencies of segregating sites

in a sample. For instance, the following sample of five sequences containing six segregating

sites

Sequence 1: – – – – – – x – – – – – x – – – –

Sequence 2: – – x – – – – – – – – – x – – – –

Sequence 3: – – – – – – – – x – – – x – – – –

Sequence 4: – – x – – – – – – – – – x – – – –

Sequence 5: – – – – x – – – x – – – – – – x –
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would result in a frequency spectrum of (3/6, 2/6, 0, 1/6) as there are three instances

where a segregating site is seen once, two instances where it is seen twice, and only one

instance where it is seen four times. The frequency spectrum is sensitive to changes in

population size, so deviations from the expected distribution could be interpreted as either

due to demography or selection.

1.6.4 Linkage disequilibrium

Apart from a skewed frequency spectrum, linkage disequilibrium (LD) and haplotype

structure can also provide evidence of selection. LD refers to a non-random association

of alleles at two or more loci. It describes a situation where the observed frequency of

a particular haplotype differs significantly from an expected outcome, given the random

formation of haplotypes and the allele frequencies in the population. For instance, if two

alleles are present at locus 1 and locus 2, each at 50% frequency, the expectation is that

four haplotypes would be observed, each at approximately 25% frequency. If the ratios

differ significantly from the expected values or fewer than four haplotypes are observed,

LD can be said to occur. If there were no selection acting, the expectation is that equi-

librium would eventually be restored through recombination and random mating in the

population (Hill and Robertson, 1968). Levels of LD vary between species and even

between genomic regions within a species due to factors such as recombination rates,

population sizes and demography. Some expectation of what constitutes ’typical’ levels of

LD under neutral evolution therefore needs to be formulated prior to testing for selection.

The metric used in this study relates to the distance (number of base pairs) at which the

correlation between alleles decays – the plots of LD decay curves provide a convenient

visual representation to detect atypical patterns when comparing different genomic regions.

1.6.5 Selective sweeps

A selective sweep describes a process whereby a beneficial mutation arises in a population

and ’sweeps’ away the variation at linked neutral sites as it increases in frequency (Figure
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1.2). An increase in the fitness of individuals carrying the beneficial mutation leads to

an increased prevalence of linked neutral sites that hitchhike along with the beneficial

mutation, causing variation to be reduced in adjacent regions. Variation within a species

is also reduced relative to variation between species, and this feature can be used to dis-

tinguish between a selective sweep and negative (purifying) selection as the latter reduces

both intra- and interspecific variation.

Figure 1.2: Different stages of a selective sweep, adapted from Kelley and Swanson
(2008). A beneficial allele arises in a population (a). As it slowly increases
in frequency (b), neutral mutations linked to the beneficial mutation also
increase in frequency. In an incomplete selective sweep, several ancestral
alleles are present along with the swept allele. As the swept allele approaches
fixation (c), it leaves behind a signature of reduced variation in the region
surrounding the beneficial mutation.

A selective sweep distorts the coalescent process and frequency spectrum because indi-

viduals do not have an equal chance of being the parents of any individual in the next

generation. When a beneficial mutation causes fitness differences between individuals,

some individuals will make a bigger contribution to the next generation than others,

leading to an increase in the proportion of alleles that are identical by descent. A selec-

tive sweep also increases the prevalence of LD and long haplotypes due to the increased

co-occurrence of the beneficial mutation and linked neutral sites. Tests of selection draw

on detecting patterns of variation and LD that deviate from the neutral model (reviewed

in Nielsen, 2005).
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1.6.6 Tajima’s D

This study primarily uses Tajima’s D as the test statistic to detect skewness in the fre-

quency spectrum. Tajima’s D is based on the premise that nucleotide diversity calculated

from the average number of pairwise differences between sequences, π, should be roughly

equal to that calculated from the expected number of segregating sites (Watterson’s

estimator, θW ) in the sample (Tajima, 1989). Tajima’s D is described by the equation

D =
π − θW√
V̂ (π − θW )

where V̂ is the variance of the estimate. New mutations that arise after a sweep have the

effect of producing an excess of rare (singleton) alleles in a population. Rare polymor-

phisms (many segregating sites at low frequency) increase the value of θW relative to π.

However, the signature of a sweep also resembles that of a population that is growing

after a recent bottleneck, so a negative Tajima’s D could be due to either a selective

sweep or population expansion. A positive Tajima’s could be a sign of balancing selection

or population contraction. The competing hypotheses (selection or demography) can be

distinguished by examining multiple loci – if the signature is limited to a particular locus,

it suggests that selection is acting on that locus whereas if the signature is seen across

multiple loci, a demographic explanation is more parsimonious.

1.7 From population genetics to population genomics and transcrip-

tomics

A population genetic approach provides a framework for us to understand how patterns

of variation are affected by mutation, selection and drift. Genome sequencing projects of

model organisms have expanded our understanding of molecular evolution, providing us

with bigger data sets for hypotheses-testing and statistical analyses. Different strategies

can be employed to identify new candidate genes for traits of interest. Genome-wide
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association studies (GWAS) analyse the significance of differences in allele frequencies

to associate a particular variant with the phenotype of interest. Panels of inbred strains

such as the Drosophila melanogaster Genetic Reference Panel (DGRP) are a valuable

resource because differences between the strains capture the naturally-occurring segregat-

ing variants, while the homozygosity of each strain allows reproducibility and increased

accuracy in estimating genotypic parameters (Mackay et al., 2012). Another strategy

involves identifying regions which appear to be targets of positive selection by performing

genome-wide scans to look for regions that deviate from expectations under the neutral

model. While genomic scans for selection offer an exciting and unbiased way of finding

novel candidates, it is difficult to ascribe genomic signatures to a selective agent without

some functional validation of a genotype-to-phenotype association. Transcriptome-wide

scans offer a complementary way of identifying resistance genes and validating the func-

tional significance of candidate loci. By looking for differential gene expression between

populations subjected to varying degrees of exposure to an insecticide, we can identify

candidates that are biologically relevant in responding to perturbations caused by the

insecticide.

One approach is a comparative analysis of susceptible and resistant individuals or popu-

lations. The problem of comparing strains with inherently different genetic backgrounds

can be mitigated by starting with a single strain, subjecting a subset to a selection regime,

then maintaining the selected (resistant) and unselected (susceptible) cohorts in parallel

for a number of generations. Genes that show differential expression between the selected

and unselected cohorts and/or upon exposure to the insecticide are strong candidates for

resistance. One of the most common means of acquiring resistance is through metabolic

detoxification of the insecticide. Changes in expression levels of particular genes in the

presence of an insecticide can point to candidates for resistance. Further, a substrate

is able to affect the activity of the enzymes that can metabolise it, so genes that are

induced upon exposure to an insecticide potentially play a role in resistance. Additionally,

differential expression between the selected and unselected cohorts in the absence of the

insecticide can be used to identify genes that have different basal levels of constitutive

expression.
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1.8 Thesis aims and outline

As a target pest of insecticides, the genome of H. armigera is expected to show signs of

selection and patterns of variation that deviate from neutrality. New genomic technologies

allow population genetic studies to identify loci potentially exhibiting signs of positive

selection or selective sweeps. This thesis aims to lay a foundation for future genome-wide

scans of selective sweeps in H. armigera by characterising some baseline population ge-

nomic parameters, beginning with the detection and characterisation of variation using

appropriate marker loci. In Chapter 2 (Paper 1), I develop EPIC markers and use them

to estimate levels of diversity and characterise patterns of LD in Australian H. armigera.

Chapter 3 (Paper 2) extends the use of these markers to characterise variation and LD

in non-Australian populations of H. armigera, and to assess the extent of population

structure between these inter-continental samples. In Chapter 4, I use a transcriptomic

approach to identify candidate resistance genes by looking for differential gene expres-

sion between a strain that has been selected for resistance to fenvalerate, a synthetic

pyrethroid, and an unselected strain of the same genetic background. I then discuss some

of the implications of these findings and their utility.
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Chapter 2

High nucleotide diversity and limited linkage

disequilibrium in Helicoverpa armigera

facilitates the detection of a selective sweep





2.1 Introduction

The primary goal of this paper is to estimate some baseline parameters to inform future

study designs that intend to use a population genomic approach. In genome-wide associa-

tion studies and scans for selective sweeps, for instance, estimates of nucleotide diversity

and linkage disequilibrium provide useful guidelines or constraints that dictate minimum

marker density as well as the number of alleles, individuals and/or populations to sam-

ple. Having a baseline also allows us to detect deviations from the neutral hypothesis

and to identify regions under selection. Prior to this study, population genetic studies

of H. armigera were typically focused on measures of heterozygosity for the purpose of

characterising population structure. Few studies employed measures of diversity with

the express aim of laying a foundation for genome-wide scans of selective sweeps in this

species. By quantifying nucleotide diversity, π, and the extent of linkage disequilibrium in

an important pest organism, this study addresses a gap in the literature for H. armigera in

the context of insect genomics. Future studies can also draw on these estimates to identify

candidate regions under selection for a trait of interest, such as insecticide resistance. This

paper thus provides a novel contribution to the field of population genomics and applied

pest research.
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2.2 Paper 1
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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

High nucleotide diversity and limited linkage disequilibrium
in Helicoverpa armigera facilitates the detection of a
selective sweep

SV Song1, S Downes2, T Parker2, JG Oakeshott3 and C Robin1

Insecticides impose extreme selective pressures on populations of target pests and so insecticide resistance loci of these species
may provide the footprints of ‘selective sweeps’. To lay the foundation for future genome-wide scans for selective sweeps and
inform genome-wide association study designs, we set out to characterize some of the baseline population genomic parameters
of one of the most damaging insect pests in agriculture worldwide, Helicoverpa armigera. To this end, we surveyed nine Z-linked
loci in three Australian H. armigera populations. We find that estimates of π are in the higher range among other insects and
linkage disequilibrium decays over short distances. One of the surveyed loci, a cytochrome P450, shows an unusual haplotype
configuration with a divergent allele at high frequency that led us to investigate the possibility of an adaptive introgression
around this locus.
Heredity (2015) 115, 460–470; doi:10.1038/hdy.2015.53; published online 15 July 2015

INTRODUCTION

New genomic technologies allow population genetic studies to move
beyond questions of migration and population structure generally to
those that identify loci within the genome that exhibit extreme gene
flow or population structure or other signs that may be interpreted as
selection. One strategy to identify potential insecticide-resistance loci is
to seek genomic regions that appear to exhibit the characteristics of
positive selection such as extended linkage disequilibrium (LD),
reduced nucleotide variation and increased proportions of rare
variants in the frequency spectra (Nielsen, 2005). These parameters
are expected to vary between different populations and different
regions in the genome due to the interplay between drift, recombina-
tion, mutation and selection. Consequently, some inquiry into what
constitutes the baseline population genomics parameters of a species is
required before deviations from neutral expectations can be detected.
A genome-wide survey of molecular variation within the model

lepidopteran, Bombyx mori, reported that LD decayed over very short
distances, with the implication that selective sweeps would be limited
to small regions (Xia et al., 2009). Signals of selection were detected at
1041 regions of which 354 were protein-coding genes. These were
deemed good candidates for domestication genes, including those
involved in silk production, as there has been recent strong selection
for such traits. It is reasonable to propose that, in pesticide-resistant
organisms where extremely strong selection is exerted on natural
populations, similar approaches may identify new candidate
resistance genes.
Helicoverpa armigera is a significant lepidopteran pest of agriculture

throughout Africa, Asia, Europe and Australia. High polyphagy

coupled with an ability to rapidly evolve resistance to insecticides
make it responsible for damage to crops estimated at 4US$2 billion
annually. Resistance to insecticide sprays in H. armigera drove the
introduction of insecticidal transgenic cotton to Australia and Asia.
The recent incursion of H. armigera into Brazil (Tay et al., 2013) also
threatens agricultural productivity in the New World. Population
genomics approaches can characterize past and present population
structure throughout the species range and identify adaptive loci such
as those that confer resistance to insecticides.
Helicoverpa is a well-defined genus within the heliothine subfamily

of noctuid moths where its monophyly is strongly supported by
morphology and molecular characterization (Matthews, 1999; Cho
et al., 2008). Within the genus, however, relationships between species
are less clear often due to morphological similarities. For instance,
crop damage by H. armigera in Australia is sometimes misattributed to
H. punctigera and vice versa (Zalucki et al., 1986). H. armigera and its
New World counterpart, H. zea were once thought to constitute one
cosmopolitan species but Hardwick (1965) placed them into separate
species groups when he distinguished five species groups on the basis
of penis structure: armigera, gelotopoeon, hawaiiensis, punctigera, and
zea. Subsequent data from immunological assays and mitochondrial
DNA sequence analyses suggested that H. zea is more closely related to
H. armigera than some other species within the zea group such as
H. assulta (Mitter et al., 1993; Behere et al., 2007). Hybridization
between H. armigera and H. assulta and between H. armigera and
H. zea is possible in the laboratory (Laster and Hardee, 1995; Wang
and Dong, 2001). H. armigera and H. assulta are sympatric, whereas
the geographical distributions of H. zea and H. armigera were not
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thought to overlap in the field until the recent incursion of
H. armigera into Brazil.
Previous molecular population genetic studies of H. armigera used

various markers and usually aimed to characterize population
structure rather than identify loci under selection. An allozyme study
of 12 H. armigera populations dispersed throughout Australia
suggested limited population structure (FST = 0.01; Daly and Gregg,
1985). Similarly, analysis of mitochondrial sequences reveals minimal
differentiation among global samples with most of the variation
distributed throughout the species range (Behere et al., 2007).
A survey of eight microsatellite loci revealed that FST among
Australian populations was 0.003 after the high frequency of null
alleles (410%) was taken into account (Endersby et al., 2007).
Microsatellite loci in lepidopterans have also been associated with
transposable elements causing whole loci to vary in copy number
(Zhang, 2004), which motivated the development of exon-primed
intron-crossing (EPIC) markers with primers that bind to conserved
exon sequences, reducing the frequency of null alleles and allowing the
characterization of the more variable intronic sequences (Tay et al., 2008).
EPIC markers also have the advantage of applicability across related
species.
Here we examine nucleotide diversity and LD at nine Z-linked EPIC

markers in H. armigera. H. armigera follows a ZZ/ZW sex determina-
tion with the female being the heterogametic sex. The focus on
Z-linked loci meant that we were able to Sanger-sequence amplicons
directly from females and thereby (i) prevent insertion/deletion
heterozygosity from confounding sequence traces and (ii) measure
the extent of LD directly without having to infer gametic phase. This
enabled us to quantify the extent of genomic nucleotide diversity
within H. armigera and determine whether LD declines in H. armigera
over short distances as it is reported to decline in B. mori. In doing
this, we identified a locus exhibiting unusual patterns of nucleotide
diversity. In order to determine whether a selective sweep was the best
model to describe the patterns in this locus, we sequenced two
additional flanking loci, sequenced the gene in related species and
characterized the global distribution of the putative sweep haplotype.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
To examine baseline nucleotide diversity in H. armigera, we chose EPIC
markers from the Z chromosome. Loci were chosen according to the following
criteria: they were likely to be located on the Z chromosome, likely to be
dispersed across the Z chromosome, we were confident in their gene models,
their introns were of a size appropriate for reliable PCR amplification, and had
flanking exon sequence conservation. We chose to examine Apt and
Tpi because they had been reported to be Z-linked in Lepidoptera species
(Jiggins et al., 2005; Yasukochi et al., 2006; d’Alencon et al., 2010). Two P450
genes were chosen but neither were expected to have a role in insecticide
resistance as their orthologs have roles in development (Willingham and Keil,
2004; Feyereisen, 2005). The other loci were chosen without regard to gene
ontology.

Development of Z-linked EPIC markers
B. mori Z-linked proteins were selected from the silkworm genome database
(http://www.silkdb.org/cgi-bin/silkgo/index.pl) and cross-checked against
Genbank accessions to obtain more detailed annotations. Protein sequences
were checked against the B. mori genome to ensure that they were single copy
and subsequently used to identify orthologs in the H. armigera contig database
(Helicoverpa Genome Consortium, unpublished) under the protein2genome
model in Exonerate (Slater and Birney, 2005). Other criteria were to avoid loci
that mapped to the ends of contigs (because sequence quality could be
compromised) and regions containing repeat sequences.
A total of nine B. mori proteins with a BLASTX score of at least 200 were

shortlisted so as to include all five scaffolds of the B. mori Z chromosome

(nscaf1690, nscaf2210, nscaf2734, nscaf3040 and nscaf3068). EPIC markers

were designed to span at least one intron with product sizes ranging from 600

to 1200 bp with exon sequences that were at least 50 bp away from either end of

an intron. The loci down3 (downstream 3 kb) and up3 (upstream 3 kb) were

subsequently included after the patterns of variation around Cyp303a1 were

observed although they did not return any matches to known protein-coding

sequences.
Twenty families were generated from single-pair matings of a laboratory-

maintained colony to follow the markers through a pedigree. F1 individuals

were sexed as pupae and re-assessed as adults. This colony was initiated from

field samples collected in the vicinity of Toowomba, Australia (27º34′S, 151º57′E)
in 2002 but has since been subjected to multiple injections of another

laboratory-maintained strain, GR, to counteract the effects of inbreeding

depression (Mahon et al., 2008). A separate set of pedigrees was used to

ascertain Z-linkage of the Cyp303a1 alleles as our colony had fixed for the

Ins200 allele. These families were derived from field samples collected in the

MacIntyre Valley and obtained as ethanol-preserved moths (parents) and pupae

(offspring). DNA extractions were carried out using a standard phenol–

chloroform procedure. Scoring was performed by visualizing PCR products

on agarose gels.

Samples
A total of 199 H. armigera (26 Australian and 173 non-Australian), 5 H. assulta

and 20 H. punctigera DNA samples were obtained from G Behere; data on the

collection of these samples is outlined in Behere et al. (2007). The Australian

H. armigera data set consisted of 16 females from Dalmore, Victoria (38º11′S,
145º25′E) and 10 females from Orbost, Victoria (37º42′S, 148º27′E), both of

which come from samples from the work by Behere et al. (2007) and a new

collection of 112 females from MacIntyre Valley, Queensland (28º32′S, 150º18′E).
The three collection sites are all temperate agricultural regions. However, they

are currently classified into distinct bioregions (of which there are 89 in

Australia; http://www.environment.gov.au/land/nrs/science/ibra). The Orbost and

Dalmore samples were collected off corn and the MacIntyre Valley population

off cotton. The Victorian female samples were identified by inferring hemi-

zygosity from Sanger sequencing of Z-linked loci, that is, if overlapping traces

(indicating heterozygosity for small indel polymorphisms) were present in the

chromatograms, the sample would be designated 'male'. The MacIntyre Valley

samples were collected as eggs from the field in 2010 and laboratory reared; sex

was determined directly from visual inspection. The Victorian and MacIntyre

Valley collections thus represent spatially and temporally separated populations

of Australian H. armigera. For the genotyping of Cyp303a1 in non-Australian

samples, the data set consisted of 35 individuals from Burkina Faso, 40

individuals from Uganda, 32 individuals from China, 12 individuals from

Pakistan and 54 individuals from India. The sexes of these individuals were

not known.

Sequencing reactions and quality checks
Cycling conditions varied slightly depending on the targets but were generally

35–40 cycles of 94 °C for 30 s, 60–65 °C for 30 s and 72 °C for 1.5 min. All PCR

reactions were carried out using NEB Standard Taq polymerase and buffer

(catalog number M0273). The final concentration of reagents was 0.025U/μl
polymerase, 1x buffer, 200 μM dNTPs, 0.3 μM forward primer and 0.3 μM
reverse primer. Sanger-sequencing of PCR products was performed on an

ABI3730XL system (Macrogen, Korea).
Sequence quality checks were carried out using Sequencher 4.72

(Gene Codes, Ann Arbor, MI, USA), and sequences were manually edited to

match the consensus-by-majority sequence if the base confidence was o40%.

This approach was adopted to remove polymorphisms likely to be introduced

by sequencing errors, especially for single-nucleotide indels occurring in a

homopolymeric run. The disadvantage is that true polymorphisms occurring at

low frequency are potentially discarded, but the preference was to adopt a

conservative estimate of polymorphism given our expectations of a high-

diversity genome.
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Sequence diversity and nucleotide divergence
For H. punctigera and H. zea sequences, a repository was available for BLAST
searches and accessing contigs (Helicoverpa Genome Consortium, unpub-
lished). In the case of H. assulta where no such database could be interrogated,
PCR reactions were carried out with H. armigera primers and Sanger-
sequenced; orthology is assumed because only a single specific product was
amplified. Multiple sequence alignment was performed using Seaview 4.0
(Gouy et al., 2010) and ClustalX (Larkin et al., 2007). Interspecies alignments
were carried out in a two-step process: first, by defining each intraspecies
alignment as a profile and, second, by aligning the profiles using the profile
alignment option in ClustalX. Maximum-likelihood trees were constructed
using PhyML under a GTR model, with support for clades based on 100
bootstrap replicates. Analyses of polymorphism and LD were carried out using
DnaSP 5.10.01 (Librado and Rozas, 2009), with alignment files indicated as
haploid Z chromosome. Estimates of polymorphism and divergence presented
are uncorrected with respect to models of DNA evolution. Population
differentiation was evaluated using an unbiased estimator of FST proposed
by Hudson et al. (1992).

Linkage disequilibrium
LD was estimated as the square of the correlation coefficient, r2, for each pair of
single-nucleotide polymorphisms using only parsimony-informative sites; sites
segregating for three or four nucleotides and all indel polymorphisms were
ignored. The statistical significance of each pairwise comparison was evaluated
using Fisher’s exact test and the χ2 test followed by Bonferroni correction for
multiple testing. The number of significant pairwise comparisons as evaluated
by Fisher’s exact test (Supplementary Table S1) is more conservative, but we
wanted to relax these constraints given our hypothesis of a low-LD genome;
hence LD heatmaps were plotted using the outcomes of the χ2 test, which
tended to evaluate a higher number of results as significant. The heatmap for
Cyp303a1 and its flanking regions (3 kb upstream and downstream) was plotted
by concatenating the sequences of up3, Cyp303a1 and down3 in individuals
(five insertion and six deletion alleles) where data were available for all three
loci. Heatmaps were visualized using the LDheatmap package in R (http://www.
r-project.org/).

Decay of LD over physical distance was modeled on the expectations of Hill
and Weir (1988) and implemented with the nonlinear least-squares
function in R.

Coalescent simulations
A Monte Carlo program, msms (Ewing and Hermisson, 2010) was used to
generate samples evolving under a neutral infinite-sites model based on the
coalescent process, assuming a large and constant population size. All
simulations were performed using the sample size n and number of segregating
sites S as minimal input parameters. The value of n= 63 was chosen to reflect
the allele frequencies in field populations while maximizing the number of
sequenced alleles in the analyses, that is, 44 Ins200 and 19 Del200 alleles
(defined below). The value of S= 80 was obtained from empirical data
(Table 1). The recombination parameter C was estimated using two methods:
the number of minimum recombination events (Rm) using the method of
Hudson and Kaplan (1985), and R from Hudson (1987), which is based on the
variance of the average number of differences between pairs of sequences in a
sample.
For the simulations under a single-locus selection model, effective population

sizes (Ne) between 105 and 107 and an allele frequency of 0.3 were used with the
SF switch, with time t set to 0 to represent selection occurring up to the present
time. The number of data sets in Table 3 (D) were chosen from simulations
that resulted in the highest probability (typically Ne= 107) so as to maximize
the available data for subsequent analyses. Two values of the selection
coefficient, s, were tested: the first representing weak-to-modest levels of
selection (s= 0.01) and the second representing a strong positive selection
(s= 0.1). The effect of the beneficial allele on the heterozygote was set to be half
of that of the homozygote, that is, -SAA 2Nes -SAa 1Nes.

RESULTS

Development of Z-linked EPIC markers
The development of nine H. armigera Z-linked markers in this study
(Supplementary Table S2) was informed by previous reports of
synteny in lepidopterans (Jiggins et al., 2005; Yasukochi et al., 2006;
d’Alencon et al., 2010). Apt and Tpi have been established as Z-linked

Table 1 Nucleotide diversity and Tajima’s D for nine loci surveyed in this study

Locus n No. of sites (bp)a Sb π Tajima's D

Apt (55) Dalmore (8) 751–772 26 81 0.01 0.02 0.57 −0.99

Orbost (5) 17 0.01 1.48

M. Valley (41) 80 0.02 −1.05

Cycle (21) M. Valley (20) 824 40 0.01 −0.02

Cyp303a1 (83)c Dalmore (14) 470–515 58 80 0.05 0.05 1.39 1.77

Orbost (10) 50 0.05 2.27*

M. Valley (56) 76 0.05 1.85

Cyp305b1 (22) M. Valley (21) 649 56 0.02 −0.30

Period (36) Dalmore (13) 336–511 36 54 0.03 0.02 −0.79 −1.57

Orbost (5) 29 0.03 −0.71

M. Valley (17) 52 0.03 −1.67

Phc (36) Dalmore (12) 482–534 64 94 0.04 0.04 −0.47 −0.48

Orbost (7) 61 0.04 −0.39

M. Valley (16) 77 0.04 −0.19

SCAP (12) M. Valley (11) 840 104 0.03 −0.79

Tc (16) M. Valley (15) 817 60 0.02 0.43

Tpi (33) Dalmore (11) 514–544 100 125 0.07 0.06 0.08 0.04

Orbost (2) 35 0.06 NA

M. Valley (19) 115 0.06 −0.24

Where estimates are presented in two columns under a single heading, the left column represents estimates for an individual population while the right column represents estimates after pooling
sequences of all three populations. Figures in brackets after the locus name represent the total number of sequences surveyed, including the reference strain. Tajima’s D for the Orbost population of
Tpi is not available as a minimum of four sequences are required. *Po0.05.
aThe number of sites is presented as a range due to the differing subsets of indel polymorphisms present in different populations. As gapped sites are excluded from this analysis, the lower boundary
represents the number of sites considered when alleles from all three populations are pooled.
bNumber of segregating sites, including singletons.
cIncludes two sequences from a laboratory-maintained colony.
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loci in multiple species, whereas the other loci were chosen because
they were single-copy sequences that had 1:1 orthologs on B. mori
Z-linked genes. Sex-limited inheritance of PCR amplicon size variation
across pedigrees confirmed Z-linkage for Cyp303a1, Phc and Period
(Supplementary Figures S1 and S2). For the remaining four loci, direct
sequencing of amplicons was carried out on female samples without
pedigree analyses. The absence of overlapping traces in the chromato-
grams indicated that the sequences were hemizygous and confirmed
that these four loci were also on the Z chromosome.

Sequence diversity
We initially characterized five loci for which Z-linkage was determined
by pedigree analyses (Apt, Cyp303a1, Period, Phc and Tpi) in two
Victorian population samples described by Behere et al. (2007).
Consistent with mitochondrial DNA analyses by Behere et al.
(2007), we found no evidence for structure between these two
populations (FSTo0.06 at all loci examined). These initial results
prompted us to expand the data set by obtaining an additional
Australian population. To avoid the redundancy of work associated
when scoring males (see Materials and methods section), we obtained
112 adult females from McIntyre Valley (on the border of New South
Wales and Queensland) and scored them at all nine Z-linked loci.
There was no evidence for population structure between the McIntyre
Valley samples and the two Victorian populations (Supplementary
Table S3), which suggested that LD analyses could be conducted on
alleles pooled from all three populations (see below).
Levels of nucleotide diversity across all loci and the three Australian

collection sites were high (694 single-nucleotide polymorphisms in
o6 kb of sequence) and did not differ substantially between collection
sites for any locus (Table 1). However, π values differed up to sixfold
across loci (0.01–0.06 nucleotide differences per site) while indel
variation differed by up to sevenfold across loci (0.002–0.014 indel
events per site; Supplementary Table S4). Haplotype diversities were in
the range of 0.7–1 for each locus per location, and we did not observe
significant geographic structuring of haplotypes. Six of the nine loci
had a negative Tajima’s D, indicating an elevated number of rare
variants in the samples although statistically the values were non-
significant (consistent with the neutral model). The most notable
feature of the frequency spectrum analysis was that Cyp303a1 had a
highly positive Tajima’s D. This was also true when each population
was looked at individually, although only the Orbost population
crossed the standard significance threshold.

Linkage disequilibrium
LD was calculated after pooling alleles from all three populations to
maximize the sample sizes and thereby increase the power to detect
significant associations. The level of LD in H. armigera was generally
very low and of a similar magnitude to that seen in B. mori. LD was
found to halve within 200 bps at each locus with the exception of
Cyp303a1, whereby the distance at which r2 reached half its maximal
estimated value was beyond the size of the 600/800 bp sequenced
region (Figure 1). The paucity of LD at Phc and Tpi is striking given
the total number of comparisons involved (Figure 2, Supplementary
Table S1) as there are 63 and 77 parsimony-informative sites in
Phc and Tpi, respectively.

Signals of selection at Cyp303a1?
The positive Tajima’s D values and the excessive LD at Cyp303a1 can
be further understood by the allelic network of this locus relative to
that of the other loci (Figure 3). An unrooted maximum-likelihood
tree reveals an anomalous long branch separating two Cyp303a1

haplogroups that we will refer to as Del200 and Ins200 because
a diagnostic feature of the two haplogroups is a 200-bp indel.
The other surveyed loci exhibit more gradations in their phylogenies.
Tpi does have a long internal branch but that can be attributed to a
single stretch of 25 nucleotides containing five fixed differences. Even
after exclusion of the 200-bp indel in Cyp303a1, the long internal
branch is still apparent (Supplementary Figure S3) as there are 31
other fixed differences that are interspersed throughout the sequence
alignment. The extent of divergence between the Ins200 and Del200
haplogroups raised concerns as to whether they represented two allelic
types or paralogs. However, we confirmed that the indel polymorph-
ism segregated in an allelic Z-linked manner where female offspring
always presented only one copy of the locus, inherited from the male
parent (Supplementary Figure S2).
A total of 44 Ins200 and 39 Del200 alleles were sequenced so that the

level of variation within haplogroups could be compared with the
divergence between haplogroups (Table 2). The Del200 haplogroup
contained very short branch lengths and was dominated by a single
haplotype (32 of the 39 individuals). Within the Del200 haplogroup,
there were very low levels of variation, evident in the small number of
segregating sites and haplotypes compared with an equivalent number
of Ins200 alleles. No indel polymorphisms were observed within the
Del200 haplogroup and Tajima’s D was significantly negative.
In contrast, the Ins200 haplogroup had levels of nucleotide and indel
diversity of a similar magnitude to that of other loci. The π value of the
Ins200 haplogroup was 20 times that of the Del200 haplogroup, and
multiple smaller indels were present within the Ins200 haplogroup.
The divergence between haplogroups exceeded levels of nucleotide
diversity at all other loci examined in this study.
To assess whether evolution at the Cyp303a1 locus was compatible

with the neutral model, two tests were carried out using coalescent
simulations. The first test addressed the likelihood of obtaining
i identical alleles from a sample of size n given the diversity of the
sample (Hudson et al., 1994). By analyzing the length of the
amplicons, the frequency of the Del200 haplogroup was observed to
be approximately 28% in all three populations. The preceding
haplotypic analysis indicated that 32/39 or 82% of alleles would fall
under a single haplotype, hence the value of i was determined to be
14 (0.28 × 0.82× 63) for a sample size of n= 63. Simulated data sets
were generated under three scenarios: (i) no recombination,
(ii) C=Rm, the minimum number of recombination events which
underestimates the total number of recombination events (Hudson
and Kaplan, 1985), and (iii) C=R estimated from the method of
Hudson (1987). The recombination parameter, C, was estimated using
the Ins200 haplogroup data. The first two scenarios are conservative,
yet the probability of obtaining a subset of identical alleles does not
exceed 12%. Under the third scenario, which includes a modest
amount of recombination, the probability is significant enough to
reject the neutral model (Po0.013; Table 3 (A)).
The second test addressed the likelihood of observing a major

haplogroup that is highly divergent from all other alleles in the
population. The test was only conducted on data sets that fulfilled the
criteria of the first test (i⩾ 14) and was implemented as follows: the
pairwise distances (d) between the major haplotype and all others in
the data set were calculated. Haplotypes that diverged at o5
substitutions represent variants in one haplogroup (corresponding to
the Del200 haplogroup) while those containing 430 substitutions
(fixed differences) represent haplotypes from other haplogroups (akin
to the Ins200 haplogroup). Data sets containing any values of
5odo30 are considered unlike our observed data set, that is, are
not divided into diverged haplogroups. The simulations conducted in
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the absence of recombination recovered diverged haplogroups
(like the observed data set) 10% of the time, whereas those with even
the minimal level of recombination recovered the diverged hap-
logroups o1% of the time (Table 3 (B)). These simulations
demonstrate that, under a strict neutral model of coalescence, it is
highly unlikely to observe a haplotype network divided into divergent
haplogroups with one containing limited diversity.
To assess whether selection was the most parsimonious explanation

for both the low diversity of the Del200 haplogroup and the divergence
between the two haplogroups, the two tests outlined above were
carried out under two models incorporating the selection coefficient
parameter, s (Table 3 (C–F)). Using an effective population size (Ne)
between 105 and 107, allele frequency (f) of 0.3 and allowing selection
to occur to the present time (t= 0), the likelihood of obtaining
14 identical alleles out of 63 was 485% in all the scenarios tested

(Table 3 (C and E)). However, the likelihood of obtaining a long
internal branch fell to o1% when even a minimal amount of
recombination was allowed, irrespective of the strength of selection
(Table 3 (D and F)). In the absence of recombination, the diverged
haplogroups were recovered approximately 5% of the time. These
simulations suggest that positive selection in and of itself is insufficient
to account for the patterns observed in our data set, and some
secondary mechanism affecting recombination may have accompanied
the selective event.
To further investigate whether selection affected Cyp303a1 and the

Del200 haplogroup in particular, the frequency of the deletion allele
outside of Australia was examined using PCR amplicon length
analysis. The deletion haplogroup was not detected in any samples
from India (n= 54), Pakistan (n= 12), Burkino Faso (n= 35) or
Uganda (n= 40). However, three deletion alleles were present in the

Figure 1 Plots of r2 over physical distance in base pairs, with curves showing the decay of LD modeled on the expectations of Hill and Weir (1988). The
approximate distance at which E(r2) decays to 0.2 (approximately half the maximum estimated value across all nine loci) for each decay curve is 104, 122,
4579, 25, 7, 14, 186, 76 and 11 bp for Apt, Cycle, Cyp303a1, Cyp305b1, Period, Phc, SCAP, Tc and Tpi, respectively. Maximum values of E(r2) ranged
from 0.39 to 0.51. The number of alleles sampled for each locus is reported in Table 1.
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Chinese population (n= 32) of which one was confirmed by Sanger
sequencing. This Chinese Del200 allele differed from the major Del200
haplotype found in Australia at a single site. A low frequency of novel
amplicon lengths were found in these global samples but most were
approximately 800 bps, which is typical of the Ins200 haplogroup. Thus
this locus contrasts dramatically with the multiple markers from multiple
studies that exhibit low FST in global populations (Daly and Gregg, 1985;
Nibouche et al., 1998; Zhou et al., 2000; Behere et al., 2007).
We postulated that the target of selection resulting in the patterns

observed in the Del200 haplogroup may not be within the sequence of
the EPIC amplicon we surveyed but another polymorphism that is in
LD with it. To determine whether there were any amino-acid changes at
Cyp303a1 that could be the variant targeted by selection, the complete
coding region was sequenced from two Ins200 and two Del200
alleles of a laboratory-maintained colony. We did not detect any non-
synonymous substitutions that could discriminate the two alleles,
although there were four synonymous polymorphisms segregating.
To determine whether the polymorphism targeted by selection

could be limited to the Cyp303a1 locus, adjacent regions 3 kb
upstream and downstream of Cyp303a1 were sequenced from a subset
of the field samples (5:7 and 11:12 Ins200:Del200 alleles, respectively).
An LD heatmap illustrates that approximately 300 bp of the 3′ end of
the upstream region is in LD with the indel (Supplementary Figure
S4). Levels of diversity at this locus were similar to that of other loci
with π= 0.05 and π(i)= 0.010 and Tajima’s D was slightly negative
(−0.29) but not statistically significant. In contrast, the downstream

region (down3) exhibited very low diversity (π= 0.004) with no indels
and had a significantly negative Tajima’s D (−1.95, Po0.05). Thus
selection may indeed be acting downstream of Cyp303a1.

Divergence from other species
The lack of nucleotide polymorphism in the downstream locus is
consistent with the idea that there has been a selective sweep in the
vicinity, and the implication is that this downstream locus is closer to
the target of selection. However, an alternate hypothesis is that strong
purifying selection independent of the effect seen at Cyp303a1 acts
upon this downstream locus, even though it appears to be non-coding
(that is, sequences are constrained because any change alters an
important function). The divergence between closely related species
could help us discriminate between these two hypotheses. If such
constraint is acting on the sequence 3 kb downstream of Cyp303a1,
then it may have been acting since the divergence of the species.
Table 4 shows the divergences between species for the nine loci and
the region downstream of Cyp303a1. As expected from the species
phylogeny, H. armigera sequences showed the greatest divergence with
H. punctigera followed by H. assulta and then H. zea. H. zea appeared
very similar to H. armigera. The down3 locus exhibited values that
were similar to those of other loci, which rejects the hypothesis that
the lack of diversity observed in H. armigera could reflect excessive
purifying selection at that sequence over the period encompassing the
divergence of these species. Rather, the lack of diversity despite

Figure 2 LD heatmaps for each of the nine loci plotted as significance of the r2 value in pairwise comparisons of segregating sites. Only bi-allelic sites are
included. In all cases, the physical distance between the first and last site does not exceed 1 kb. Shading indicates significance level with black: Po0.001
(significant by Bonferroni), 80% grey: Po0.001, 50% grey: 0.001oPo0.01, 20% grey: 0.01oPo0.05, white: not significant.
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divergence favours a model of recent positive selection affecting loci in
this region.
Furthermore, rather than showing selective constraint, the

Cyp303a1 amplicon shows high divergence relative to the values
observed at other loci in H. assulta and H. zea. The divergence across
the intron suggests overlapping indels during the evolution of this
locus, making alignments difficult. For instance, the H. punctigera
sequence shared one characteristic of the deletion variant in that it was
lacking the 200-bp insert. However, it also contained a 100-bp deletion
in a region common to both subgroups and various smaller indel

polymorphisms in the regions flanking the H. armigera 200-bp indel.
The H. assulta sequence had an 800-bp insertion that incorporated the
200-bp H. armigera insertion. The H. zea sequence incorporated parts
of the H. armigera insertion. A maximum-likelihood tree of the
sequenced region across H. armigera, H. assulta, H. punctigera and
H. zea (Figure 4) shows low bootstrap support of the relationships
between species, except for the placement of H. punctigera as the
outgroup. We also scored the state of the H. punctigera, H. assulta and
H. zea sequences where the fixed differences between the Ins200 and
Del200 haplogroups occurred (Supplementary Table S5). Although the
three outgroup sequences superficially have more states in common
with the insertion variant, there is no clear indication that the
insertion is the ancestral state.

DISCUSSION

The levels of diversity we observe on the Z chromosome of
H. armigera (average π= 0.03) are high relative to genome-wide
estimates of diversity in other insects, which are generally high among
that of other taxa (Leffler et al., 2012). In Aedes aegypti, Anopheles
funestus and Anopheles gambiae for instance, nucleotide diversity in
noncoding regions is approximately 0.01; in Drosophila melanogaster it
is ~ 0.01 and in D. simulans it is ~ 0.02 (Morlais and Severson, 2003;
Wondji et al., 2007; Langley et al., 2012; O’Loughlin et al., 2014). It is
worth noting that, if the mutation rates differ between the sexes,
then nucleotide diversity at neutral loci can differ between sex
chromosomes and autosomes (Vicoso and Charlesworth, 2006).
In Lepidopterans where males are the homogametic sex, a
Z chromosome spends 2/3 of its evolutionary time in males, whereas
an autosome only spends half of its time in this potentially more

Figure 3 Unrooted maximum-likelihood trees for each of the nine loci. Each tip represents an allele. A long branch separates the two clades representing the
Ins200 (above) and Del200 (below) alleles at Cyp303a1. Inset: The clade containing the Del200 alleles has very short branch lengths, with 32 out of 39
individuals carrying the same haplotype.

Table 2 Comparison of the Cyp303a1 Del200 and Ins200

haplogroups

Statistic Del200 Ins200

Number of sequences, n 39 44

Number of sites, excluding gaps 523 681

Segregating sites (including singletons), S 9 63

Parsimony informative sites 1 45

Number of haplotypes, excluding gaps 7 32

Number of indel events, I 0 17

Nucleotide diversity per site, π 0.001 0.019

Tajima's D −2.23** −0.43

Between haplogroups
Number of fixed differences 31

Nucleotide divergence 0.09

**Po0.01.
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mutagenic sex. Furthermore, positive selection could cause the
Z chromosome to evolve faster as recessive alleles are exposed in
females (Vicoso and Charlesworth, 2006). Therefore, it is possible that
the nucleotide diversity we observe on the Z of H. armigera may be
elevated relative to the genome-wide value. If estimates from silk
moths are used as a guide (Sackton et al. 2014), the autosomal
diversity will be approximately 60% of that Z chromosomes (that is,
~ 0.02), and that would not alter our conclusion that H. armigera
exhibits high levels of nucleotide diversity.
The frequency of insertions and deletions is also higher in

H. armigera (π(i)= 0.005) relative to D. melanogaster where π(i) is
o0.003 for intergenic and intronic regions (Ometto et al., 2005).
A pragmatic consequence of such a high indel frequency is that direct
sequencing of EPIC PCRs in this species may be problematic at
autosomal loci (and Z loci in males) because the sequence trace at
each frequently spaced indel (every 200 bps) will feature two over-
lapping sequences (observed as double peaks on the sequence
chromatograms) that may be hard to disentangle. At a theoretical
level, we are left with the question of whether the high nucleotide
diversity (π≈θ) in this species is due to a large effective population size
or a high mutation rate (θ= 4Neμ).
This study also reveals that the H. armigera genome displays

remarkably limited LD. For eight of the nine loci characterized herein,
r2 drops to half its estimated maximal value within 200 bps, and this is
low relative to that of the other lepidopterans so far characterized and
that of other insects (Supplementary Table S6). Regardless of the
reasons for the different levels of LD in different species, it creates an
important design consideration for future population genomic studies
in these insects. For instance, a rigorous genome-wide association

study in H. armigera would need such a high marker density that
whole-genome sequencing might be preferable to technologies that
genotype 'tag’ single-nucleotide polymorphisms. The high levels of
nucleotide diversity coupled with rapid decay of LD also mean that
genotype imputation approaches will be limited. Another challenge of
allele-rich architecture is genome assembly itself because alleles may be
confused as paralogs. However, an advantage of a low-LD, high-
diversity genome should be easier identification of causal variants in
genome-wide association studies or selective sweep studies.
This study supports previous findings of little population subdivi-

sion in Australian H. armigera (Daly and Gregg, 1985; Endersby et al.,
2007). Low FST values at multiple loci sampled from spatially and
temporally different populations suggest extensive gene flow. The
paucity of LD is consistent with this scenario—if the three populations
were genetically differentiated, we would expect a modest degree of
significant associations due to ’admixture’ from the pooling of alleles.
The presence of a single haplotype that appears to have recently arisen
to similar intermediate frequencies (the Del200 haplotype) in
geographically separated samples is parsimoniously explained by
extensive gene flow in Australia.
The divergence data reported here also suggests that H. zea are not

substantially diverged from H. armigera. For instance, divergence
between H. armigera and H. zea at the Phc locus (0.03) was less than
that observed between some H. armigera alleles (π= 0.04). This is
consistent with the origin of H. zea from within an ancestral
H. armigera population as proposed by Mallet et al. (1993) and
affirmed by Behere et al. (2007).

A footprint of a selective sweep?
The Cyp303a1 locus exhibits multiple patterns that are aberrant
relative to the other loci surveyed here and that are inconsistent with
neutral expectations. Among these is extended LD and an unusual
frequency spectrum of polymorphisms. These patterns can be
attributed to the occurrence of two divergent haplogroups, one of
which seems to have recently arisen to high frequency in Australian
populations as it exhibits very little allelic diversity despite it being at
28% frequency. The coalescent simulations performed here show that
such patterns are extremely unlikely in a neutral model, particularly
when so much recombination is observed in the H. armigera genome.
As discussed below, in order to see such patterns, the extent of
recombination among the sampled alleles must have been distorted by
the influence of selection, a molecular mechanism limiting the site of
recombination at meiosis, and/or population demographics.

Table 4 Nucleotide divergence between H. armigera and H. assulta,
H. punctigera and H. zea

Locus Nucleotide divergence, Dxy, between H. armigera and
H. assulta H. punctigera H. zea

Apt 0.06 0.08 0.04

Cycle 0.06 0.06 0.03

Cyp303a1 0.11 0.18 0.12

Cyp305b1 0.04 0.10 0.04

down3 0.07 0.13 0.05

Period 0.05 0.08 0.03

Phc 0.07 0.11 0.03

SCAP 0.10 0.19 0.04

Tc 0.09 0.12 0.05

Tpi 0.07 0.11 0.07

Table 3 Coalescent simulations with and without selection

Recombination parameter

C=0 C=Rm C=R

No selection
(A) Number of data sets 10 000 10 000 10 000

P (i⩾14) 0.120 0.064 0.013

(B) Number of data sets 1200 643 126

P (do5∪d430) 0.10 o0.01 o0.01

Selection coefficient, s=0.01
(C) Number of data sets 1000 1000 1000

P (i⩾14) 40.90 40.90 40.85

(D) Number of data sets 976 974 954

P (do5∪d430) 0.05 o0.01 o0.001

Selection coefficient, s=0.1
(E) Number of data sets 1000 1000 1000

P (i⩾14) 40.95 40.95 40.95

(F) Number of data sets 977 968 962

P (do5∪d430) 0.04 o0.01 o0.001

Probability of observing (A, C, E) a minimum of i identical sequences using a threshold
value determined from empirical observations of the frequency of the Del200 haplogroup and
(B, D, F) a major haplogroup that is highly divergent from all other alleles in the population
whereby the pairwise distance, d, between the major allele and all other sequences in a data set
is either o5 (representing variants within the Del200 haplogroup) or 430 (representing the 31
fixed differences between the Ins200 and Del200 haplogroups). All data sets were simulated
using the parameters n=63 and S=80. For simulations with selection, Ne ranged from
105 to 107and the SF option with t=0 and f=0.3 was used (Ewing and Hermisson, 2010).
In addition to a no recombination scenario, two estimates of the recombination parameter,
C, were included: the minimum number of recombination events, Rm=5 (Hudson, 1987), and
the estimator based on the variance of the average number of differences between pairs of
sequences, R=21.7 (Hudson and Kaplan, 1985).
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A subset of highly similar alleles within a set of diverged alleles has
been reported at particular loci in other species and is often attributed
to partial selective sweeps—the model is that a favourable variant has
increased in frequency at such a rate that recombination has not had
time to occur, enabling nearby variants to ’hitchhike’ to intermediate
frequency (Hudson et al., 1994; Schlenke and Begun, 2004; Sanchez-
Gracia and Rozas, 2007). In a similar manner, the lack of variation in
our deletion haplotype is inconsistent with a scenario of neutral
polymorphism at intermediate frequency or the scenario of an old
polymorphism maintained through balancing selection. Instead, the
selective sweep model is supported by the Del200 haplogroup
displaying a skewed frequency spectrum (Tajima’s D is significantly
negative), which can be interpreted as recent positive selection
resulting in an intermediate frequency of the polymorphism. Further-
more, the pattern of polymorphism in a noncoding region 3 kb
downstream of this locus also shows a significantly negative Tajima’s
D value. However, there is no clear bifurcation into haplogroups at
this downstream locus. This could be explained by a hard sweep
focussed on a variant closer to the down3 locus, purging variation at it;
the Cyp303a1 intron that is further away from this selective pressure
thus sits on the ’shoulder’ of the sweep where a limited amount of
recombination has prevented fixation of the Del200 haplogroup.
A second explanation for the patterns observed at Cyp303a1 is that

recombination is suppressed in the Del200 haplogroup because of an
uncharacterized molecular feature such as an inversion or perhaps the
200-bp indel itself has prevented exchange between chromosomes at
prophase I of meiosis. This would explain the second extraordinary
feature of the Cyp303a1 genealogy—the accumulation of so many
divergent sites between the Ins200 and the Del200 haplogroups
(31 fixed differences). Recombination would be unimpeded among
the Ins200 alleles but they could not recombine with alleles from the
Del200 haplogroup. However, such recombination suppression would
not explain the Tajima’s D test results among the Del200 alleles or the
down3 locus. The molecular explanation for the lack of recombination
would therefore still need to be accompanied by a secondary
selection event.
A third way that recombination could be distorted is if our samples

were influenced by demographic events such that alleles were not
sampled from a population where random mating had been occurring
throughout the history of their coalescence. We have already noted
that most of the data presented here are consistent with previous
suggestions of little population structure in H. armigera. However, the
population structure at the Cyp303a1 locus is exceptional in that the
Del200 haplogroup is present at high frequency in all Australian
samples yet does not occur in African, Indian or Pakistani populations
and is at very low frequency in the Chinese population we surveyed.
These data support the model that the Del200 haplogroup arose in
Australia and has increased to its current frequency of 28% due to
positive selection and has spread to China. The alternate model,
separating the originating country (for example, China) from the
sweep to high frequency, implies that the selective agent driving the
sweep is geographically limited to Australia; this is a more complex
and therefore less likely scenario.
We have not surveyed the other Z-linked loci outside Australia, yet

mitochondrial DNA, allozyme, microsatellite and EPIC PCR analyses
do not suggest that Australia houses particularly divergent or isolated
alleles (Daly and Gregg, 1985; Nibouche et al., 1998; Behere et al., 2007;
Endersby et al., 2007; Tay et al., 2008). So if there is no evidence of a
reservoir of diverged alleles in Australian H. armigera, where does the
Del200 haplogroup come from? One possibility is that it was
introduced via introgression from a related species. This notion is

Figure 4 Maximum-likelihood tree of Cyp303a1 sequenced region from
H. armigera, H. assulta, H. punctigera and H. zea. For clarity, only bootstrap
values pertaining to the relationships between species are shown.
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appealing because it explains the high level of divergence between the
two haplogroups. The term 'comet allele’ has been proposed
to describe haplotypes that have introgressed across species or
sub-species boundaries—similar to comets, they have 'dipped’ into
this system from another lineage (Staubach et al., 2012). There are
precedents for such events in other species such as that described by
Brand et al. (2013) where D. simulans alleles have entered the
D. sechellia genome in an adaptive process. The divergence between
the two haplogroups is as great as between H. armigera and H. assulta
at other loci. Given the observed frequencies of the Del200 haplotype
in our Asian and African populations, an Australian origin appears
most likely and is consistent with the hypothesized radiation of
heliothines on this continent (Matthews, 1999). Our data do not
provide evidence for a source population from H. assulta,
H. punctigera or H. zea. However, population structures and levels
of diversity in H. punctigera and H. assulta are not as well characterized
—the provenance of the H. armigera divergent allele could be a cryptic
race or isolated population of either species given their overlapping
ranges. Alternatively, it could be from another species not character-
ized here such as Helicoverpa hardwicki, Helicoverpa prepodes and
members of the genus Australothis and Heliocheilus, which are
endemic to Australia (Matthews, 1999; Cho et al., 2008).
Thus to explain the patterns we see at the Cyp303a1 locus, we are

left with two alternate hypotheses both of which involve a selective
sweep. In the first, our coalescent simulations suggest that the high
level of diversity within H. armigera coupled with a molecular-based
suppression of recombination in the Del200 haplogroup may have
allowed the emergence of a highly divergent and recently adaptive
allele. Alternatively, an adaptive introgression of this locus from
another species would explain the sweep of a highly diverged allele
through Australian populations.
Finally, we note that the selective agent believed to be driving the

patterns in the genealogy of Cyp303a1 is unknown. Given that
Cyp303a1 is a cytochrome P450 gene, insecticides could be candidates
because genes in the P450 multigene family are frequently associated
with insecticide resistance (Feyereisen, 2005). However, Cyp303a1 is a
strict (1:1) ortholog to a Drosophila gene that has been functionally
characterized as being essential for mechanosensation and chemosen-
sation and is expressed only in the sensory bristles (Willingham and
Keil, 2004). The occurrence of 1:1 orthology across this taxonomic
distance is notable given the multiple gene gain and loss events
commonly observed in multigene families and supports the grouping
of Cyp303a1 with the developmental rather than detoxification class of
P450s. If Cyp303a1 is the target of selection, the causal variant would
have to be a regulatory mutation as there are no amino-acid
differences between the Ins200 and Del200 haplotypes, and there
was no copy number variation detected at this locus. If insecticide
selection is acting on the function of the Cyp303a1 locus, then a
sensing function may be more likely than a detoxifying one. The
second possibility is that the target of selection is another gene and
Cyp303a1 is merely a 'hitchhiker’, although analysis of the contig on
which Cyp303a1 is located has not revealed any genes in the region
extending 10 kb downstream (unpublished data).
In conclusion, this study established that the H. armigera genome

exhibits high levels of nucleotide diversity within populations and
generally high levels of recombination and gene flow yet we discovered
an instance where deviations from these trends suggest that footprints
of selection can be detected. Genome-wide scans for signals of
selection are a complementary approach to genome-wide association
study in identifying candidate genes for phenotypes of interest.
Evaluating the role of demographic processes in shaping genome

architecture remains a major challenge, and new tests for identifying
selection will need to accommodate more complex scenarios poten-
tially including introgression from other species.
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Locus

Number of

pairwise

comparisons

Significant

pairwise

comparisons by

Fisher’s exact

test

After

Bonferroni

correction

Significant

pairwise

comparisons by

χ2 test

After

Bonferroni

correction

Apt 990 286 83 301 202

Cycle 300 86 15 131 18

Cyp303a1
1830 1119 683 1156 633

Cyp305b1
741 97 5 126 43

Period 378 40 1 48 30

Phc 1953 325 28 397 115

SCAP 780 93 0 171 0

Tc 946 110 0 129 0

Tpi 2926 375 36 549 87

Table S1 Average r2 and number of significant pairwise comparisons before and after Bonferroni correction



Locus Accession Primer sequence

Apt AB024903.1 forward: CTTGGTCTACTGCCGACCTCACT

reverse: TAGCCATCCTCATTGTTTGGACT

Cycle BAB20632.1 forward: GCTATGGCGAGGAAGTTAGACAA

reverse: TCTCTCCCGTGGGCTGAGGT

Cyp303a1 NM_143813.2 forward: ACGGCATTTCATGGGGCGCA

reverse: GTGCTTGGCTAGGCCGAACGGA

forward, nested: GCTCGCTGGATATTTTATACCAGA

Cyp305b1 NP_001106220.1 forward: ACACGTCTGCGTTTCTCCAA

reverse: GGTGTAGCCAATATACCAATCAAC

down3 forward: TCTCCATTCGGTTTCCCTTC

reverse: TAATCACTGGGTTGCTTCTGG

Period ABF21088.1 forward: CAGGGACTCGGGTGAGATGA

reverse: AGCACTGGTTGGATGGTAGG

Phc XP_002432072.1 forward: TACGCGAAGATGTGGTACAAGG

reverse: ACAAGTCCATCGGCGGTCTG

SCAP XP_974766.1 forward: AAAGCCAAAGCGAGCATAGCA

reverse: TACTGAACAAGCAGCCAGACC

Tc XP_972068.2 forward: TGTATTCCCAAGTCCGCTGTTT

reverse: TTGTTGATAGCTTCGCAAGAGT

Tpi AY736358 forward: ATTCGTTGTTGGTGGTAACTGGA

reverse: TTTGCCTGCCTCCCTCTCTTCT

up3 forward: GTTGCGAGTAAGATAGCAGCAC

reverse: GTTGCGTGGCAGGAAGGTAA

Table S2 Accessions of Z-linked loci and primer sequences used in this study. In cases where sequence quality was
unsatisfactory, an internal (nested) primer was used for re-sequencing. The loci down3 and up3 refer to
the regions 3 kb downstream and upstream of Cyp303a1, respectively, in which no known genes were
identified.



FST values for pairwise comparisons of populations

Locus Dal X Orb Dal X MV Orb X MV

Apt -0.077 0.020 0.013

Cyp303a1 -0.036 -0.012 0.018

Period -0.017 -0.005 0.025

Phc 0.059 -0.028 -0.009

Tpi -0.044 0.003 -0.176

Table S3 FST values for five loci sampled from Dalmore, Orbost and MacIntyre Valley populations using an unbiased
estimator (Hudson et al., 1992)



Locus n
Number of

sites (bp)a

Number of indel

events
π(i)

Apt (55) Dalmore (8) 779–840 8 23 0.004 0.005

Orbost (5) 4 0.003

M.Valley (41) 20 0.005

Cycle (21) M.Valley (20) 919 11 0.002

Cyp303a1 (83)b Dalmore (14) 774–780 13 20 0.005 0.006

Orbost (10) 7 0.005

M.Valley (56) 17 0.006

Cyp305b1 (22) M.Valley (21) 696 8

Period (36) Dalmore (13) 486–502 27 46 0.015 0.014

Orbost (5) 12 0.011

M.Valley (17) 32 0.013

Phc (36) Dalmore (12) 723–754 28 38 0.011 0.010

Orbost (7) 20 0.010

M.Valley (16) 25 0.009

SCAP (12) M.Valley (11) 974 20

Tc (16) M.Valley (15) 914 16 0.004

Tpi (33) Dalmore (11) 551–577 18 21 0.009 0.007

Orbost (2) 3 0.005

M.Valley (19) 14 0.005

Table S4 Indel diversity for nine loci surveyed in this study. Where estimates are presented in two columns under a
single heading, the left column represents estimates for an individual population while the right column
represents estimates after pooling sequences of all three populations. Figures in brackets after the locus
name represent the total number of sequences surveyed including the reference strain.

∗ p<0.05

a the number of sites is presented as a range due to the differing subsets of indel polymorphisms present in different

populations. Since gapped sites are included in this analysis, the upper boundary represents the number of sites

considered when alleles from all three populations are pooled.

b includes two sequences from a laboratory-maintained colony



Site Del200 Ins200 H. assulta H. punctigera H. zea

1 ATAA - x x GTAA

2 G(1A) C C x C

3 C T T x T

4 T C C x T

5 G A/T T x T

6 T(1G) A A/C x A

7 C G G x G

8 A G G x G

9 G A G x G

10 C(1G) A C x C

11 G T T x T

12 G C G/A x C

13 T A T x T

14 G T G x T

15 A G G x G

16 T C T/- x C

17 G T T/- x T

18 C G C x C

19 C A C x C

20 A G G x -

21 A G G x -

22 A G A x G

23 A C C x C

24 T A/C T T T

25 A C C C C

26 A T T T T

27 T C C C C

28 C A A A C

29 T A A A G

30 AACG - AATG AATN -

31 - A GA - A

32 A C A A G



33 A C A A G

34 A G A A T

35 G A A A A

36 G A AG - G

Number of sites with state identical or closer to the

Del200 haplogroup 10 14 5

Ins200 haplogroup 20 19 6

Ambiguous unknown: 6 3 25

Table S5 State of the outgroup consensus sequences at sites where fixed differences occur between the H. armigera
insertion and deletion haplogroups. ’-’ represents a gap in the alignment flanked by matching nucleotides
whereas ’x’ represents a gap that forms part of a deletion extending beyond the boundaries of the sites
where the fixed differences occur. All sites marked with an ’x’ are deemed ambiguous. Sites with a ’-’ are
considered unambiguous if they match one of the two states in the H. armigera alleles e.g. site 20 in
H. zea is considered ambiguous but site 30 is not. Sites which require more than one change from either
allele are also deemed ambiguous e.g. site 30 in H. assulta is considered to be closer to the insertion state
but the same site in H. punctigera is deemed ambiguous because a single event is insufficient to produce
a match to either state. Similarly, site 31 in H. assulta is ambiguous because only one event (a mono- or
di-nucleotide insertion) is sufficient to produce a match to either state. Where polymorphisms are present
in the outgroup sequences, they are deemed unambiguous if at least one of the states is identical to that
of H. armigera and all possible states are observed to be exclusive of the alternate H. armigera allele.
Sites 2, 5, 6, 10 and 24 are, strictly speaking, not fixed differences, but have been included because no
overlapping states have been observed between the two H. armigera alleles.



Organism π (102)

Approximate

distance (bp) at

which E(r2)≈0.2

References

Lepidoptera

Bombyx mori 1 >1600a
Xia et al. (2009); Guo et al.

(2011)

Bombyx mandarina 1–2 20–200a
Xia et al. (2009); Guo et al.

(2011)

Heliconius erato 2 <500 Counterman et al. (2010)

Heliconius melpomene 1 >500 Baxter et al. (2010)

Helicoverpa armigera 3 10–200b this study

Melitaea cinxia n.a 3000 Ahola et al. (2014)

Other insects

Acyrthosiphon pisum 0.6 1000 Brisson et al. (2009)

Anopheles arabiensis 0.2–0.3 <200 Marsden et al. (2014)

Anopheles gambiae 0.8–25 <200
Wilding et al. (2009); Harris

et al. (2010)

Drosophila melanogaster 0.6–2 30c–640d
Langley et al. (2012); Pool

et al. (2012)

Table S6 Estimates of nucleotide diversity, π and linkage disequilibrium, E(r2) in different species. Unless otherwise
indicated, LD was imputed from diploid sequences.

a haploid by cloning amplicons prior to sequencing

b haploid by sequencing sex chromosomes in hemizygous individuals

c haploid embryos

d haploid by using inbred lines



A

B

Figure S1 Pedigree analysis of (A) Period. All male offspring (lanes 1–6) present double bands inherited from both
parents while all female offspring (7–14) inherit a single band from the male parent (15). The female
parent has a slightly shorter product (16) and her allele is only seen in male offspring. Pedigree analysis
of (B) Phc. The upper gel shows male offspring (lanes 1–7), female offspring (8–15), male parent (16)
and female parent (17). The male parent is heterozygous. The lower gel stems from a technical replicate
(different PCR) to account for lack of product in samples 4, 10, 13 and 14. Male offspring exhibit
heterozygosity (2,3) while female offspring (excluding sample 10) exhibit hemizygosity.



A

B

Figure S2 Pedigree analysis on the Cyp303a1 insertion and deletion variants. The male parent of family 1 (A) is
heterozygous while that of family 2 (B) is homozygous for the insertion. In both cases, female offspring
exhibit hemizygosity whereas male offspring may be homozygous or heterozygous.



A

B

Figure S3 Unrooted maximum-likelihood trees for (A) Tpi and (B) Cyp303a1 after exclusion of the 25-bp stretch
and 200-bp indel, respectively. The long internal branch is still apparent in Cyp303a1. The fixed
differences between the insertion and deletion alleles cannot be accounted for by a consecutive stretch
of nucleotides that would constitute a single event. In contrast, the alignment in (A) illustrates that
excluding a single 25-bp stretch in Tpi (underlined with black bar) largely eliminates the long internal
branch.





p<0.001, significant by Bonferroni correction

p<0.001

0.001<p<0.01

0.01<p<0.05

not significant

Figure S4 (preceding page) LD plotted as significance of the r2 value for Cyp303a1 and its flanking regions. The
sequence under consideration was generated by concatenating the up3, Cyp303a1 and
down3 loci (n=11). The range of each locus is bounded by black lines. Approximately
3 kb separate Cyp303a1 from its flanking sequences. The downstream locus contained
very few segregating sites, hence the small area. LD is observable between the 3’
end of the upstream locus and Cyp303a1.
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Chapter 3

Population differentiation between Australian

and Chinese Helicoverpa armigera occurs in

distinct blocks on the Z chromosome





3.1 Introduction

The primary goal of this paper is to assess the extent of population structure between

H. armigera from different continents, and to identify candidate loci that are informative

in that respect. This study extends the aims of the previous study by assessing whether

or not the results (estimates of nucleotide diversity and linkage disequilibrium) obtained

in Paper 1 can be generalised to other populations of H. armigera. These parameters

are reported and subsequently used to quantify the differences between populations. We

then use a chromosome-wide scan to identify regions of high differentiation between

Australian and Chinese H. armigera and characterise loci that may be informative for

inter-continental population structure. As H. armigera is a globally-distributed pest of

economically important crops, understanding the extent of gene flow has implications for

managing the spread of resistance alleles in the field. This paper thus provides applied pest

researchers with some useful markers and recommendations for characterising population

structure in this species.

A secondary aim is to characterise how patterns of differentiation are distributed across

the Z chromosome, and to assess the evidence for competing hypotheses of how such differ-

entiated regions arose in the genome. We also assess the evidence for the hypothesis that

Australian H. armigera may belong to a subspecies distinct from that of non-Australian

H. armigera. Questions about species boundaries remain an active area of inquiry in biol-

ogy, and this paper explores the idea that highly-differentiated regions in the H. armigera

genome may have been a result of introgressive events.
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ABSTRACT 

Over the last 40 years, many types of population genetic markers have been used to assess the 

population structure of the pest moth species Helicoverpa armigera. While this species is 

highly vagile, there is evidence of inter-continental population structure. Here, we examine Z 

chromosome molecular markers within and between Chinese and Australian populations. 

Using 1352 polymorphic sites from 40 Z-linked loci, we compared two Chinese populations 

of moths separated by 700km and found virtually no population structure (n=41 and n=54, 

with less than 1% of variation discriminating between populations). The levels of nucleotide 

diversity within these populations were consistent with previous estimates from introns in Z-

linked genes of Australian samples (!=0.028 versus 0.03).  Furthermore, all loci surveyed in 

these Chinese populations showed a skew towards rare variants, with ten loci having a 

significant Tajima's D statistic, suggesting that this species could have undergone a 

population expansion. Eight of the 40 loci had been examined in a previous study of 

Australian moths, of which six revealed very little inter-continental population structure. 

However, the two markers associated with the Cyp303a1 locus that has previously been 

proposed to be a target of a selective sweep, exhibited allele structuring between countries. 

Using a separate dataset of 19 Australian and four Chinese moths, we scanned the molecular 

variation distributed across the entire Z chromosome and found distinct blocks of 

differentiation that include the region containing Cyp303a1. We recommend some of these 

loci join those associated with insecticide resistance to form a set of genes best suited to 

analyzing population structure in this global pest.  



INTRODUCTION 

Helicoverpa armigera is one of several polyphagous moths classified within the so-called 

‘mega pest’ lineage of heliothine moths which also includes Chloridea virescens, H. zea and 

H. punctigera. It causes billions of dollars of crop damage annually. The genus Helicoverpa 

most probably evolved within Australasia, as the most basal lineage within it (Helicoverpa 

punctigera) is only found in Australia, and the closest sister genus, Australothis is also found 

there (Matthews, 1999; Cho et al., 2008). Five (H. armigera, H. assulta, H. hardwicki, H. 

prepodes and H. punctigera) of the approximately 20 Helicoverpa species described are 

found in Australia (Gordon et al., 2010; Mitchell & Gopurenko, 2016). It is less clear where 

the species H. armigera arose. A typical way of inferring origins, the centre of nucleotide 

diversity, does not provide a clear answer in the literature published thus far (Nibouche et al., 

1998; Zhou et al., 2000; Behere et al., 2007). The age of the H. armigera diaspora is also 

somewhat clouded, although mounting evidence suggests it arose after the divergence from 

the New World sibling species, H. zea, which has been estimated as 1.5 – 2 mya (Mallet et 

al., 1993; Behere et al., 2007; Pearce et al., 2017).  

Until recently, the distribution of H. armigera was limited to Europe, Asia, Africa and 

Australia. However, the species was detected in South America around 2012 and is currently 

spreading through the Americas, causing significant damage (Czepak et al., 2013; Tay et al., 

2013; Murua et al., 2014; Arnemann et al., 2016; Sosa-Gomez et al., 2016). Many countries 

currently control this pest with strategies that combine crops genetically modified to produce 

Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) insecticidal proteins with practices such as the planting of ‘refuges’ 

aimed to slow the spread of recessive resistance alleles (Tabashnik et al., 2004). The recent 

range expansion of H. armigera into areas likely to have heterogeneous insecticide exposures 

and control strategies may increase the likelihood of insecticide resistance alleles 



 

proliferating. Resistant alleles may then flow back to populations in the ancestral range. Thus 

tracking gene flow of insecticide resistance alleles is important to control this damaging 

species throughout its range (Daly, 1993; Fitt, 1994). 

Population genomics offers a new way to identify insecticide resistance alleles because they 

may be associated with selective sweeps. Under the scenario where a resistance allele reaches 

high frequency (or fixation) in a population, the polymorphisms in neighbouring gene regions 

will exhibit atypical patterns such as reduced within-species variation, elevated levels of 

differentiation among populations, extended haplotypes and a skewed frequency spectrum 

such that a greater fraction of the variants are rare (Nielsen, 2005). Studies in Drosophila 

melanogaster underscore the potential of this approach, with genome-wide scans for positive 

selection successfully recovering strong signals at known resistance loci (Garud et al., 2015; 

Battlay et al., 2016) despite the fact that D. melanogaster is not itself a direct target of 

insecticides. Thus these findings hold much promise for organisms such as H. armigera, 

which would be expected to face much stronger selective pressures as targeted pest species.  

As high-throughput sequencing technologies continue to be refined, increasingly sophisticated 

approaches are available to reduce the complexities in genomic data yet capture the inherent 

architectures that are unique to each species. These reduced-representation sequencing 

technologies include RAD-Seq (Baird et al., 2008; Rasic et al., 2014) and genotyping-by-

sequencing (GBS; Elshire et al., 2011). Recently, Anderson et al. (2016) investigated 

worldwide population genomic variation in H. armigera with two different ways of sampling 

alleles from portions of the genome. In one, they examined 21,043 SNPs located across the 

genome among 216 individuals using a GBS approach. In the other, they examined the 

variation among 50 individuals in specific fully sequenced regions aligning to 2.3Mb of 20 

BAC clones. They found clear evidence for inter-continental population structure in their full 



mitochondrial sequence dataset and in their GBS and BAC-aligned sequence datasets. This 

prompted them to resurrect an idea that H. armigera from Australia had its own subspecies, 

named H. armigera conferta, that differs from H. armigera armigera in Africa, Europe and 

Asia (Common, 1953; Matthews, 1999). Several groups have used mtDNA to examine 

population structure, but these earlier datasets show a shallow star phylogeny and little 

structure (Behere et al., 2007; Tay et al., 2013; Leite et al., 2014; Mastrangelo et al., 2014). 

Microsatellite studies have also been used to examine this issue but interpretations are 

confounded by non-Mendelian patterns of the markers attributable to a high frequency of null 

alleles and to associations with transposable elements (Zhang et al., 2004; Tay et al., 2010). 

Behere et al. (2013) primarily used autosomal exon-primed intron-crossing (EPIC)  markers 

to address population structure issues between crops in India, and they too showed little 

compelling evidence for population structure.  

Our previous study of the Z chromosome of Australian H. armigera indicated that the amount 

of variation observed within populations was very high relative to other organisms (nucleotide 

diversity, !~0.02) and that recombination between sites must also be high as linkage 

disequilibrium (LD) decayed rapidly, with E(r2) approaching 0.2 within 200bps (Song et al., 

2015). Given that these metrics will differ due to the varying degrees of influence that neutral 

and non-neutral processes have on a finite population, we wanted to explore the robustness of 

the estimated parameters and examine if these observations could be extended to non-

Australian populations. H. armigera follows a ZZ/ZW sex determination system with females 

being the heterogametic sex. As in Song et al. (2015), a crucial aspect of the design we follow 

here is the focus on Z-linked loci because sequencing females provides empirical observations 

of haplotypes and overcomes the limitations of imputation solutions to the gametic-phase 

problem (in an individual heterozygous at two loci, the gametic phase is either AB/ab or 

Ab/aB and which one it is affects LD calculations) which are particularly inaccurate when LD 



 

decays rapidly (Slatkin, 2008).  

Here, we use a Z-linked EPIC dataset and a Z chromosome-wide scan to identify candidate 

loci that are informative for inter-continental population structure and to assess the conferta 

sub-species hypothesis. The first dataset employs targeted resequencing to examine 

nucleotide diversity and LD at 40 EPIC markers in female samples from two collection sites 

in China. The use of 454 pyrosequencing of PCR amplicons provides us with relatively long 

reads (~600bp), and by analyzing only female moths which contain only a single Z 

chromosome, we cleanly sample a single allele per individual. The 40 markers include eight 

loci characterized in Australian samples from our previous study (Song et al., 2015), which 

allows us to explore the question of differentiation between inter-continental populations of 

H. armigera. The second dataset uses previously reported whole-genome sequencing from 

Anderson et al. (2016) to scan the Z chromosome for regions that show high levels of 

differentiation between Australian and Chinese individuals. This dataset provides us with an 

independent sample of moths from the two countries to investigate how patterns of 

diffentiation are distributed across the chromosome whilst further exploring the question of 

inter-continental population structure. 

 

 

 



MATERIALS AND METHODS 

DNA samples  

Our analysis of polymorphic sites in the 40 Z-linked EPIC (exon-primed intron-crossing) 

markers in the Chinese samples was based on 41 female adults from Nanpi (Hebei Province, 

Yellow River Valley) (38o2!N, 116o42!E) and 54 female adults from Yancheng (Jiangsu 

Province, Changjiang River Valley) (33o20!N, 120o9!E) collected in 2011. DNA was isolated 

by column purification. The provenance of the Australian samples has been reported in Song 

et al. (2015). Briefly, they consist of eggs collected from MacIntyre Valley (Queensland) 

which were reared to adults in the laboratory, after which only female samples were used. 

Samples used in the Z-chromosome-wide analysis comprised 19 Australian and four Chinese 

individuals used in Anderson et al. (2016). In this case, H. armigera were collected as adults 

using emergence traps placed among cotton plants in New South Wales, Australia, and as 

caterpillars from cotton in Shandong, China. DNA was isolated by column purification. 

 

Library preparation 

For the EPIC markers, Z-linked loci were identified in the silkwork Bombyx mori using the 

published GLEAN cDNA dataset for this species and coding sequences were extracted based 

on the Z chromosome (chromosome 1) scaffold numbers (nscaf1690, nscaf2210, nscaf2734, 

nscaf3040 and nscaf3068 from http://silkworm.genomics.org.cn/). The H. armigera 

orthologues of these B. mori loci were identified though BLAST searches against a repository 

containing contigs from an H. armigera reference strain (Pearce et al., 2017). Intron-exon 

boundaries on the H. armigera contig sequences were identified with EXONERATE under 

the cdna2genome model using the silkworm cDNA as input queries. Loci were selected to 



 

include different regions of the Z chromosome and to incorporate clusters of loci, where the 

distance separating two loci was less than 50kb (Figure 3.1) to allow for the possibility of 

detecting long-range LD. 

The 454 Universal Tailed Amplicon (Roche) sequencing design was used where sequences 

from each individual were given unique barcodes. Briefly, the strategy utilizes two successive 

rounds of PCR to produce amplicons appropriate for the sequencing platform. The first round 

of PCR employs fusion primers consisting of the universal tail sequence and a gene-specific 

primer. The second round of PCR is carried out with fusion primers comprising the 454 

sequencing primers, a custom 5-bp MID (multiplex identifier) sequence, and a sequence 

which targets the tail sequences introduced in the first round. Primer sequences are provided 

in Supplementary Table S1 and loci have been named according to the B. mori gene they are 

based on; those with the suffix BGIBMGA refer to Bombyx mori orthologs using the names 

assigned by the silkworm sequencing consortium (http://silkworm.genomics.org.cn). 

First-round amplification with locus-specific primers was carried out in a reaction volume of 

20µl. Cycling conditions were typically 35 cycles of 94°C for 20 seconds, 58°C for 20 

seconds, 68°C for 1 minute. To estimate the size and intensity of bands, 3µl of each product 

was visualized on agarose gels with 5µl of DNA markers. Each amplicon was assigned a 

score of intensity ranging from 2 (strongest) to 10 (weakest) prior to pooling by sample 

barcodes (MIDs) for library preparation and sequencing. To compensate for different yields 

(to avoid over-sampling of particular amplicons during sequencing), pooling was carried out 

in the following manner: 2µl of an amplicon was included if it had a score of 2, and up to 10µl 

was included for weaker products.   

Bead purification was carried out with MagNA buffer (Rohland & Reich, 2012) and 1µl of 

each pool was used as a template for second-round amplification in individual reaction 



volumes of 50µl. Second-round amplification was carried out in duplicate with 10 cycles of 

94°C for 30 seconds, 68°C for 1.5 minutes to incorporate the MID barcodes and adapter 

sequences. The barcoded pools were combined into a single library then purified and 

concentrated by bead purification, gel excision and column purification prior to 

quantification. Sequencing was performed by The Ramaciotti Centre for Genomics 

(University of New South Wales, Australia) using Roche 454 GS FLX Titanium chemistry for 

amplicon sequencing (XLR70). 

For the Z-chromosome-wide dataset, library preparation has been described in Anderson et al. 

(2016). Briefly, Nextera libraries were produced following the manufacturer's instructions, 

and sequence was generated as 100-bp PE reads (Illumina HiSeq 2000, Biological Resources 

Facility, Australian National University, Australia). 

 

Sequence diversity and linkage disequilibrium  

For the EPIC dataset, sequence reads were first sorted by MIDs (individual barcodes) and 

assembled de novo in GENEIOUS R7 (Biomatters, Auckland, New Zealand) using a 

threshold of 10% for maximum mismatches per read. Contigs from all individuals were then 

mapped to the reference H. armigera amplicon sequences using BLASTN. Mapped contigs 

comprised 116,069 reads, representing 83% of the total number of reads. Multiple sequence 

alignments for each locus were performed using SEAVIEW 4.0 (Gouy et al., 2010) and 

CLUSTALX (Larkin et al., 2007). Sequences were assessed at two levels in the process of 

error correction: at the individual (MID) level and at the population (aligned to reference) 

level. Where low coverage at the individual level resulted in base ambiguities, this was 

resolved by comparing to other sequences in the population i.e. if all other individuals were 



 

monomorphic at that site, the ambiguity was manually edited to match the population. Base 

ambiguities observed at segregating sites were edited to match the majority (>50%) of 

individuals in the population. This approach was adopted to counteract the possible inflation 

of rare SNPs in the population which could result in deviations from the expected site 

frequency spectrum under neutrality. The filtered dataset contained a total of 40 amplicons 

distributed across 29 H. armigera contigs that map to five B. mori Z linked scaffolds (Figure 

3.1) with an average of 58 individuals per locus. 

Analyses of polymorphism and LD were carried out using DNASP 5.10.01 (Rozas et al., 

2003) with alignment files indicated as haploid Z-chromosome. Nucleotide diversity (!) and 

Tajima’s D were estimated using a total of 2351 sites.  A second estimate of ! and " was also 

made using only the first 100 bases from the 5’ ends of the sequence alignments (with indels 

excluded) to explore the possibility that diversity could be inflated by sequencing errors 

towards the 3’ ends of longer reads (Gilles et al., 2011). LD was estimated as the square of 

the correlation coefficient, r2, using only parsimony-informative sites, with decay of LD over 

physical distance modelled on the expectations of Hill & Weir (1988) and implemented using 

the nonlinear least-squares (nls) function in R (R Core Team, 2014). 

The data analyzed in the frequency spectrum tests above included eight haplotypes (spanning 

four loci) that were highly diverged from other alleles at those loci. Notably, three of the 

haplotypes came from a single individual collected from Yancheng, MID-95. At two loci 

where we had sequences from H. assulta, the divergent haplotype of MID-95 resembled the 

H. assulta sequences. We thus excluded MID-95 from all analyses on the likely basis that it 

was an assulta specimen.  

For the Z-chromosome-wide dataset, data handling has been described in Anderson et al. 

(2016). Briefly, raw sequence reads were aligned to the Z chromosome of the H. armigera 



genome using BBMAP v.33.43 (http://sourceforge.net/projects/bbmap/). Quality trimming of 

reads was carried out when at least two consecutive bases fell below Q10, and only uniquely 

aligning reads were included in the analysis. UnifiedGenotyper in GATK v. 3.3-0 (McKenna 

et al., 2010) was used to estimate genotypes, implementing a heterozygosity value of 0.01.  

 

Analyses of population structure 

AMOVA, FST and STRUCTURE analyses 

Analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) and FST calculations were performed on the EPIC 

dataset using functions implemented in the R packages adegenet v2.0.0, hierfstat v0.04-22 

and Poppr v2.2.0 (Goudet, 2005, Jombart & Ahmed, 2011; Kamvar et al., 2014). We used 

STRUCTURE version 2.3.4 (Pritchard et al., 2000) to assess the degree of population 

stratification between Nanpi and Yancheng, and between MacIntyre Valley (Australia) and 

China. Two approaches were initially considered in the definition of a locus: haplotypes, for 

which the dataset is well suited due to the phased (hemizygous) nature of the sequences; and 

sites, which increase the number of loci available for analysis. A haplotype is made up of 

many polymorphic sites within the same amplicon. Using this ‘haplotype approach’, our 

dataset thus contains only 40 loci for analysis. The ‘site approach’ treats each polymorphic 

site as a locus, and there were 2351 such sites in our dataset. Singleton sites (where only a 

single instance of a variant allele was observed) were then excluded as they are uninformative 

with respect to distinguishing between populations, reducing the number of loci to 1352 in the 

final analysis. In cases where sequences were not available for all individuals, a value of -9 

was assigned to denote missing data. 

The haplotype approach avoids any possible issues with non-independence between sites due 



 

to LD, but has the disadvantage of collapsing multiple polymorphic sites into a single 

haplotype, thus reducing the number of loci for analysis and consequently the power to assign 

individuals to a specific cluster. A second limitation was the high levels of diversity in all 

populations, leading to an increase in the uncertainty surrounding the clustering of singleton 

and low-frequency haplotypes. We attempted to reduce the number of singleton haplotypes by 

grouping together individuals that differed from a ‘core haplotype’ at polymorphic sites not 

represented elsewhere (singleton sites) but even so, overall haplotype diversity remained high, 

and this motivated the site approach. While a STRUCTURE analysis would not typically 

consider sites within the same amplicon to be independent markers, the rapid decay of LD in 

H. armigera suggested that a valid analysis could be performed without violating the 

assumptions of independence between loci (Falush et al., 2003). To assess the robustness of 

the site approach, a series of ‘thinned’ datasets were generated by randomly selecting 50% of 

the 1352 sites available, and subjected to the same STRUCTURE analyses as the full dataset 

(described below). Ten such datasets were generated, all of which showed a similar outcome 

to the full dataset, indicating that linked SNPs are not over-represented despite the short 

distances separating each locus (site). Only the results of the ‘site’ analysis are presented here 

as they proved to be more informative than the haplotype analysis. 

All STRUCTURE analyses were carried out under the model incorporating admixture and 

independent allele frequencies between populations, without using prior population 

information. A series of analyses was run using values of K (the number of genetically 

defined populations, which may be unknown) from 1–5 using the same parameters. Ten 

replicates were run for each K value with 10,000 iterations for the burn-in period followed by 

an additional 10,000 iterations after the burn-in. In cases where a choice lay between K=2 and 

K>2 to explain most of the structure in the data, the Evanno method (Evanno et al., 2005) was 

used to formally evaluate the most likely K value via STRUCTURE HARVESTER (Earl & 



vonHoldt, 2011) by choosing the value of K that corresponds to the largest value of "K. For 

the Nanpi-Yancheng comparison where the choice lay between K=1 and K=2, no formal 

evaluation was applied as it is not possible to obtain a value of "K between K=0 and K=1; the 

most likely value of K was inferred from the graphical results. 

The output of a STRUCTURE analysis is typically presented in the form of a bar chart 

illustrating the number of distinct populations as well as assignments of individuals to 

populations (such as those depicted in Figure 3.2). However, these visualizations represent the 

output of only a single run. We performed an analysis to explore the correlation between a 

single STRUCTURE run versus the results of 100 runs (Supplementary Figure S1). The 

results show that there is a moderate to high level of reproducibility in the assignment of 

individuals to a population across multiple runs. We therefore conclude that in most cases, the 

graphical output of a single, randomly-selected run is a reasonable representation of the 

results of multiple runs. 

Z chromosome-wide sliding window analysis of weighted FST 

Imputation of missing bases in the Z-chromosome-wide dataset was performed using default 

parameters in Beagle (Browning & Browning, 2007). Linkage disequilibrium (LD)-based 

pruning was conducted using Plink v.1.07 (Purcell et al., 2007) with the command “--indep 

50 5 2”. Non-negative weighted FST and Tajima’s D were calculated across sliding windows 

using vcftools v.0.1.14 (Danecek et al., 2011) where each window contained 500 SNPs. 

Sliding window analyses were plotted using R and ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009). A series of 

1000 permutations was carried out on the empirical dataset by randomly partitioning the 

samples into two groups, each containing 19 and four individuals. The same weighted FST 

analysis was then carried out on these permuted datasets whereby the 95th percentile of the 

FST values obtained in each window was used to plot the grey dots in Figure 3.4. The aim of 



 

this exercise was to assess the extent to which the empirical observations deviated from the 

expected distribution of FST values, given the small sample sizes and the disparity between the 

number of individuals in each group. Outlier loci were defined as those with an FST value 

above the 95th percentile of all FST values in the empirical dataset. 

 



RESULTS 

Sequence and haplotype diversity in China  

Measures of nucleotide diversity within the Nanpi population and the Yancheng population 

were similar. Values of ! ranged from 0.003–0.130 nucleotide differences per site 

(Supplementary Table S2), averaging 0.028 across 40 loci, while haplotype diversity ranged 

from 0.5 to 1 (within amplicon lengths of 120-660 bp), similar to that observed in Australian 

populations (Song et al., 2015). Linkage disequilibrium decayed in a manner similar to that of 

the Australian populations, with the average r2 (the square of the correlation coefficient 

between pairs of polymorphic sites) falling below 0.2 for sites separated by 200 bp or more 

(Supplementary Figure S2). 

There was little population structure between Nanpi and Yancheng. FST, a traditional measure 

of population structure, was very low (0.03) and an analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) 

indicated that less than 1% of the variation in the samples discriminated between the two 

Chinese populations, despite them being 700km apart. Likewise, analyses using the 

STRUCTURE program provided little support for population differentiation (Figure 3.2A, 

Supplementary Table S3). We performed two separate analyses on the combined Nanpi and 

Yancheng datasets; the ‘haplotype’ and the ‘site’ analysis. In the former, haplotypes were 

determined for each of the 40 loci; many haplotypes were found and all were at low 

frequencies (many haplotypes occur only once in a population). This approach therefore 

reduces the power to assign individual moths to a particular genetically defined cluster. By 

contrast, the ‘site’ analysis treats sites as independent (i.e. assumes no linkage 

disequilibrium). As each site is limited to a maximum of 4 states (we have not considered 

gaps) with most sites being bi-allelic, the estimated allele frequencies resulting from this 

treatment are substantially higher, increasing the ability of the STRUCTURE algorithm to 



 

strongly assign an individual to one cluster or another. Additionally, the use of polymorphic 

sites rather than haplotypes increases the number of loci available for analysis by 30-fold (40 

loci vs. 1352 sites). The STRUCTURE plot shows that Nanpi and Yancheng are both 

dominated by a single ‘genetically defined population’ (red in Figure 3.2A). These results 

indicate that the geographical separation of the two moth collections is not manifest in the 

genetic data surveyed here. 

Given the lack of evidence for population differentiation, the following analyses in this 

section were performed by treating Nanpi and Yancheng as a single population. Initially, to 

address the possibility that diversity could be inflated due to sequencing errors, ! and " 

(measures of genetic diversity estimated from the average number of pairwise differences and 

the number of segregating sites, respectively) were estimated using the first 100 bases 

(hereafter referred to as !100 and "100) from the 5’ end (excluding indels) where sequence 

quality is expected to be superior (Table 3.1). These values were compared to values obtained 

from the full-length datasets. While there was considerable variance between the two 

estimates at individual loci, the values averaged across all loci were similar, suggesting 

increased polymorphism in longer sequences due to sequencing error does not inflate 

estimates substantially.  

As the differences between " and "100 (and ! and !100) were small, Tajima’s D was estimated 

using all sites. A negative value was observed at every locus, indicating an excess of rare 

variants in the combined population. At ten of the 40 loci, these values were significantly 

different from neutral expectations. Five of the ten are located around the Cyp303a1 locus, 

which we have deliberately chosen to sample at a higher density here compared to other loci, 

as this is a region previously reported to harbour signatures of a selective sweep. Of the 

remaining five loci with a significantly negative Tajima's D, two (BGIBMGA012230 and 



BGIBMGA012230F2) are located in the same protein-coding gene (BGIBMGA012230) 

separated by a distance of 4kb. This gene is predicted to code for a subunit of the CCR4-Not 

protein complex, a global regulator of gene expression (Collart & Panasenko, 2012). The third 

locus is in the Kettin gene, which codes for a highly-conserved protein involved in insect 

flight muscle development (Lakey et al., 1993). The fourth, BGIBMGA000615 shares some 

sequence similarity with CG32030 in D. melanogaster (http://flybase.org/) which contains a 

formin domain. Members of the formin family of proteins have been characterized as playing 

a role in cytokinesis and cytoskeletal control (Wallar & Alberts, 2003). The fifth, 

BGIBMGA013328 is a TUDOR-SN protein containing staphylococcal nuclease-like (SN) 

and Tudor domains. The silkworm TUDOR-SN is thought to be involved in the formation of 

stress granules (RNA-protein complexes that form when translation initiation is impaired 

during a stress response) and interacts with components of the RNAi pathway (Zhu et al., 

2012; Zhu et al., 2013). 

Analysis of intercontinental population structure 

To investigate the extent of population structure between H. armigera from different 

continents, eight loci that had been Sanger-sequenced in Australian populations previously 

(Song et al., 2015) were included among the markers sequenced in the Nanpi and Yancheng 

populations: Cyp303down1, Cyp303down3, Cyp305b1, Period, Phc, SCAP, Tc and Tpi. An 

analysis was performed to assess two competing hypotheses, namely, whether the samples 

from Nanpi, Yancheng and MacIntyre Valley clustered into two or three groups. Replicate 

runs of the STRUCTURE analysis favoured models involving two genetically defined groups, 

K=2 (Figure 3.2B, Supplementary Table S4). This result is consistent with the lack of 

differentiation between the two Chinese populations as seen in the data above, and further 

suggests that the Chinese samples are distinct from the Australian samples. The differences 



 

between the Australian and Chinese samples are subtle with the two genetically defined 

groups being reciprocally more abundant in the two countries (Figure 3.2B) and admixed 

individuals being present in all three populations. If the number of genetic groups is increased 

to three, then one class (green) is more abundant in Australia. Omitting the Cyp303a1-

associated loci produced a similar pattern. These patterns should not be over-interpreted 

however as the lack of distinct clustering could also arise due to a lack of power from an 

insufficient number of markers and/or missing data (Pritchard et al., 2000).  

FST between the Australian and Chinese samples was generally low (0.09), and an analysis of 

molecular variance (AMOVA) indicated that 88% of the variation in the samples could be 

explained by the variation within samples from the same country. The Cyp303a1-associated 

loci exhibited the highest FST values, with 0.24 and 0.69 at Cyp303down1 and Cyp303down3 

respectively. FST at the remaining six loci did not exceed 0.2. 

The Cyp303a1 locus  

At seven of the eight loci, diversity in the MacIntyre Valley population did not markedly 

differ from the Chinese populations, although haplotype diversity appeared slightly elevated 

in the Australian samples (Table 3.2). Notably, Cyp303down1 was an exception (the 

Australian population had about ten fold lower nucleotide diversity than the Chinese 

populations), consistent with other lines of evidence (extended LD, reduced nucleotide 

diversity and a skewed frequency spectrum) that support the occurrence of a sweep at or 

around this locus in Australian populations (Song et al., 2015). We explored the patterns 

around the Cyp303a1 locus in the Chinese populations, in particular the frequency of the 

Del200 haplotype (the swept allele in Australia which is characterised by an intronic 200bp 

deletion) and the molecular signatures downstream of the indel polymorphism. Analysis of 

the amplicon lengths revealed that only 1/94 individuals carried the deletion, and sequencing 



confirmed the presence of the Del200 haplotype in this individual, YC-39 (Figure 3.3). 

Downstream 1kb of the indel, the most abundant haplotype was one that was shared between 

Australia and China but approximately 27% of the Chinese individuals had a second 

haplotype that was not observed in MacIntyre Valley (although the small sample size does not 

preclude the possibility that this second haplotype is present at a low-to-intermediate 

frequency in Australia). This locus, Cyp303down1 also exhibited a pattern of extended LD 

(r2>0.2 beyond 400bps) that differed from that of other loci where r2 typically declines to 

below 0.2 within 200bps (Supplementary Figure S3). 

A similar pattern of differentiation was observed between the Australian (n=22) and Chinese 

(n=69) populations in the region 3kb downstream of the Cyp303 coding sequence (Figure 

3.3). The major haplotype in Australia (Haplotype 2) was seen in two individuals from China, 

one of which was YC-39. As YC-39 was also the sole carrier of the Del200 allele amongst the 

94 Chinese samples in this dataset, we infer that YC-39 carries a haplotype that originated 

from Australia, and conclude that this locus is highly informative for determining whether an 

H. armigera individual originated from Australia or China. The Cyp303down3 haplotype is 

characterised by 14 polymorphic sites, three of which show a distinct difference in allele 

frequencies between Australia and China (Supplementary Figure S4).  

Are there other Z loci that show strong differentiation between Australian and Chinese 

populations? 

The strong discordance between the inter-continental population structure observed at 

Cyp303a1 and the other loci surveyed motivated us to extend the study to more loci. We 

wished to know whether the Cyp303a1 region was unique – perhaps because of its selective 

sweep, and whether there were other loci that showed strong inter-continental structure. We 

therefore turned our attention to the whole-genome sequence dataset generated by Anderson 



 

et al. (2016), and examined the Z chromosome sequences from 19 Australian and four 

Chinese samples in that dataset. In particular, we measured the weighted FST (Figure 3.4) 

across the H. armigera Z using sliding windows of 500 SNPs (see Materials and Methods). 

The plot has two striking features relative to such analyses from other species (e.g. Reinhardt 

et al., 2014): firstly, the FST values are distributed over a surprisingly large range (as high as 

FST=0.6) and secondly, the extremely high FST values are clustered along the chromosome so 

that distinct peaks are observed in the plot. This completely independent analysis is 

concordant with the EPIC data set to the extent that the Cyp303a1 locus is highly 

differentiated between Australia and China and only one of the six loci (the period gene) that 

showed minimal population differentiation in the EPIC data set, shows any Australia-China 

differentiation in the re-sequencing dataset.  

 

As the whole Z-chromosome dataset had an unbalanced sampling design with four moths 

sampled from China and 19 from Australia, we used a permutation approach to evaluate the 

extent to which the empirical dataset deviated from the distribution of FST values that could be 

expected given the small sample sizes. Four chromosomes were sampled at random from the 

combined set of 23 and FST was calculated. This was repeated 1000 times to give 1000 

datasets. Regions in the empirical dataset (represented by black dots in Figure 3.4) that fall 

outside of a distribution generated by 1000 permutations (grey dots) cannot be attributed to 

population sampling biases. It is noteworthy that the 95th percentile of the empirical dataset is 

substantially higher than that of the permuted datasets (represented by black and grey dashed 

lines in the figure, respectively) supporting the contention of population differentiation 

between Australia and China.  

 

There are 302 windows that cross a threshold defined by the top 95% most differentiated 

windows. These loci are therefore of interest as they provide useful markers of population 



differentiation. The 302 sliding windows can be grouped into 32 contiguous regions (ranging 

in size from 9kb to 268kb) and further simplified into seven broad arbitrarily-defined regions 

based on visual inspection. We used the recently available H. armigera genome sequence 

(Pearce et al., 2017) to identify the loci in these differentiated regions – these genes are listed 

in Table 3.3 along with credible homology-based functional annotations we can assign to 

them. Notably, the list includes members of the ABC transporter gene family which have been 

implicated in insecticide resistance (Srinivas et al., 2004; Buss and Callaghan, 2008). Also in 

the list are period (used as an EPIC marker in this study) and CCR4-Not which shows a 

significantly negative Tajima’s D value in the Chinese populations. 

 



 

DISCUSSION 

Our analysis of the EPIC data found that Australian and Chinese populations of H. armigera 

harboured similar levels of nucleotide diversity. Furthermore, the average pairwise nucleotide 

divergence between the populations in the EPIC dataset is the same as that calculated in the 

independent dataset of Anderson et al. (2016) where !=0.028. Haplotype diversity generally 

appears to be slightly elevated in the Australian samples (excluding Cyp303a1 from the 

comparison), although there are instances where nucleotide diversity of the Nanpi population 

exceeds that of MacIntyre Valley. The elevated Australian diversity motivated us to examine 

all the datasets in the literature to consider whether nucleotide diversity could provide a clue 

as to where the ancestral H. armigera populations arose. Revisiting the mtDNA data in 

Behere et al. (2007) reveals that a Ugandan population of H. armigera has higher nucleotide 

diversity than the Australian population, although haplotype diversity of Australia still 

exceeds that of Uganda. Anderson et al. (2016) found more mitochondrial diversity in 

Australia but the larger number of Australian samples distorts the interpretation slightly. More 

data would be required to determine whether there is a geographic region that harbours more 

diversity than all others.   

Another result from our EPIC analyses is the consistent signal of a negative Tajima's D, 

indicating an excess of rare variants in the Chinese populations. This result contrasts with that 

of Anderson et al. (2016) who report that Tajima’s D was positive in eight of the nine 

populations they examined, the exception being the Australian population. Even when 

singleton sites are removed from our analysis, Tajima's D remains negative for 29 of the 40 

loci, suggesting that our data are robust and sequencing errors do not overly inflate the overall 

negative pattern. We have two hypotheses to explain the discordance between the datasets. 

Firstly, all our loci are on the Z-chromosome whereas the data from Anderson et al. (2016) 



come from across the genome (which consists of 31 chromosomes of roughly similar size). 

Sex chromosomes are subjected to more efficient selection than autosomes because recessive 

mutations are exposed in the heterogametic sex (Charlesworth et al., 1987). Furthermore, 

female heterogamety means that Z-linked loci are subjected to higher mutation rates than 

autosomal loci because the Z chromosome spends two-thirds of its time in males where 

spermatogenesis is more mutagenic than oogenesis (Vicoso and Charlesworth, 2006; Sackton 

et al., 2014). Consequently, the combination of increased efficacy of selection and the 

increase in mutation rate could produce a relatively greater excess of rare variants on the Z 

chromosome relative to the autosomes. 

The second explanation is that the Tajima's D analysis of Anderson et al. (2016) is affected by 

the small sample size of populations (most are between 3 and 5 samples per population). 

Since Tajima’s D test is an allele frequency spectrum test, power is much lower with small 

sample sizes.  If we exclude these populations on the basis of small sample size, we are left 

with the one sample where Anderson et al. (2016) have a moderate depth for their Tajima's D 

test, the Australian population (n=17) which has a negative Tajima's D value. This set of 

individuals is in fact a subset of the 19 examined here, but is genome-wide rather than limited 

to the Z-chromsome, as our analysis is. Thus we interpret the negative Tajima’s D as evidence 

of a population expansion in the evolutionary history of H. armigera. It should be noted that 

such an expansion would be a much older event and not the recent incursion into the 

Americas (where insufficient time has passed to leave behind such molecular signatures). It is 

not clear if this expansion relates to the spread of agriculture or to an even older event such as 

the availability of new niches during favourable climatic conditions in the Pleistocene (the 

estimated period of divergence with Helicoverpa zea). More data and sophisticated population 

models would be required to date the expansion. 



 

Our data also speak to the question of whether H. armigera from Australia belong to a 

separate subspecies (Common, 1953). Most of the eight loci where we have EPIC data from 

China and Australia show no population differentiation between the two countries; the 

exceptions are the Cyp303a1-associated markers. Our previous study (Song et al., 2015) 

which characterised the Cyp303a1 Ins200 and Del200 haplotypes revealed extremely 

diverged alleles – so diverged that they may be considered ‘comet alleles’ (Staubach et al., 

2012) which may have arisen from introgression with some other unknown species. This 

suggests two contrasting models to explain the results of the genome-wide STRUCTURE 

analysis reported by Anderson et al. (2016). In one model, the signal for population 

differentiation comes from a smallish number of highly diverged loci (like Cyp303a1) that are 

distributed patchily across Australian genomes. These may derive from an introgression event 

in a way analogous to the ‘Neanderthal’ introgression footprints in non-African modern 

humans (Green et al., 2010). In the other model, the Australian H. armigera differ by small 

amounts diffused throughout the genome, reflecting variants that accumulated in Australian 

moths when gene flow to other parts of the world was less than it appears to be now; in other 

words, a more conventional isolation-by-distance model. The gene flow that established such 

a difference would have to be less than what is observed currently based on reports such as 

the repeated incursions of H. armigera into South America in recent years. 

The FST scan across the Z chromosome offers some support for the ‘Neanderthal’ model. 

There appear to be distinct clusters of elevated FST arising from a substantially lower baseline. 

Under an isolation-by-distance model, we may have seen more intermediate values of FST. 

These inter-population divergence patterns will be influenced by many factors including 

recombination rate heterogeneity and the timing and abundance of local selective sweeps 

Future studies should test other global populations for Z-linked population structure and 

should contrast these within-species data to between-species divergence with closely related 



species.  

At a pragmatic level, we have identified multiple loci including Cyp303a1 as useful markers 

to identify gene flow from Australia. We believe that the Chinese YC-39 individual, which 

shows a distinctly Australian haplotype at regions close to Cyp303a1, tells us that inter-

continental gene flow can occur. Such gene flow would contribute to a general lack of 

population structure in worldwide populations of H. armigera, and the most informative loci 

to track moth movements will be those that have recently increased in frequency due to strong 

positive selection locally. Most likely among those will be insecticide resistance genes, which 

currently include cadherin, ABC transporters, Cyp337b3, and kdr genes (Martinez-Torres et 

al. 1997; Head et al., 1998; Gahan et al., 2001; Gahan et al., 2010; Joußen et al., 2012). In 

fact, Cyp303a1, which Song et al. (2015) found to show the hallmarks of a selective sweep, 

and which belongs to the cytochrome P450 multigene family that includes classic detoxifying 

enzymes, may actually be a resistance allele itself. We note that Daly and Fisk (1998) report a 

Z-linked endosulfan resistance in Australian populations, so Cyp303a1 may be a candidate 

gene worth testing for this trait. Similarly, the ABCB subfamily of ABC transporters is of 

particular interest as they encompass a class of proteins known as P-glycoproteins which have 

been shown to be involved in transporting xenobiotics out of the cell (reviewed in Buss and 

Callaghan, 2008).  

Conclusions: 

Our study has led us to the following four conclusions. Firstly, specific Z-linked loci (such as 

Cyp303a1) provide useful markers for inter-continental population structure in Helicoverpa 

armigera. Secondly, an Australian haplotype at the Cyp303a1 gene is found in China and the 

length of this haplotype indicates that there has been recent gene flow from Australia to 

China. Thirdly, our deep sampling of Chinese allelic diversity reveals that low frequency, 



 

diverse haplotypes exist at multiple Z-loci within Chinese populations, and even when highly 

diverged haplotypes are excluded from the analyses, there is a skew towards rare variants in 

the dataset generally that we interpret as evidence of population expansion. Fourthly, 

remarkable localized clusters of high FST values occur across the H. armigera Z chromosome, 

perhaps supporting the proposition that the Helicoverpa armigera conferta subspecies may 

originate from an introgression event from an unknown species. 



Figure 3.1: Map of EPIC amplicons used in this study. Positions of contigs are based on
the five Z chromosome scaffolds of B. mori. Numbers in brackets after the
scaffold names refer to the lengths of the scaffolds in megabases. Amplicons
are named according to the gene they are based on; those with the suffix
BGIBMGA refer to B. mori orthologs using the names assigned by the
silkworm sequencing consortium (http://silkworm.genomics.org.cn).

Inset: Amplicon design for the Cyp303a1 locus.
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Figure 3.2: A) STRUCTURE plots using 40 loci for the Nanpi and Yancheng popula-
tions, with K =2. Each bar (column) represents an individual. Colours and
bar heights represent the inferred ancestries of an individual.

B) STRUCTURE plots using 8 loci for the Nanpi, Yancheng and
MacIntyre Valley populations. Each bar (column) represents an individual.
Colours and bar heights represent the inferred ancestries of an individual,
so admixed individuals that have a heritage derived from mixed sources
are represented by columns with more than one colour. Only K =2 and
K =3 are shown as they represent the values most likely to explain the
major structure in the dataset. In the K =2 visualization, MacIntyre
Valley has more ’blue’ individuals while China has more ’red’. In the K =3
visualization, MacIntyre Valley has more ’green’ individuals compared to
the primarily red and blue landscape of the Chinese individuals, suggesting
that some alleles observed in Australia are rare (or not found) in China.
Similarly, the higher incidence of ’red-only’ individuals in China suggests
that some alleles that are common here are rare in Australia.
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Figure 3.3: Major haplotypes observed in the sequenced regions of the Cyp303a1 locus
in Australia. At the Cyp303 indel locus, the Del200 haplotype occurs at
approximately 30% frequency in Australia but only appears in one individual,
YC-39 from China. Downstream 1kb of the indel, two major haplotypes are
observed in China. At the down3 locus, a different haplotype dominates in
the two countries, and individual YC-39 carries a haplotype that is commonly
found in Australia. The haplotype at the down3 locus is primarily defined by
two sites, from a total of 14 polymorphic sites at this locus (Supplementary
Figure S4).
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Figure 3.4: Sliding window analysis of weighted FST across the H. armigera Z chromosome for Australian (n=19) and Chinese individuals
(n=4). Grey dots represent the 95th percentile of FST values in each window for 1000 random permutations of the dataset while
black dots represent the values from the empirical dataset. The grey dashed line indicates the 95th percentile of the FST values
for the permuted datasets while the black dashed line indicates the 95th percentile of the FST values for the empirical dataset.
Seven broad visually-defined regions showing high population structure are numbered and indicated by grey shading. The loci
that were studied in the initial dataset are shown and their values in this dataset are shown as triangles.
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Locus π π100 θ θ100 Tajima’s D

BGIBMGA000508 (22) 0.009 0.021 0.018 0.033 -1.69

BGIBMGA000529 (56) 0.082 0.114 0.114 0.144 -0.98

BGIBMGA000615 (68) 0.026 0.016 0.072 0.044 -1.92*

BGIBMGA000615F2 (47) 0.035 0.021 0.069 0.036 -1.49

BGIBMGA000686 (61) 0.030 0.061 0.069 0.113 -1.68

BGIBMGA000687 (66) 0.026 0.023 0.040 0.036 -1.13

BGIBMGA000698 (61) 0.029 0.021 0.079 0.051 -1.70

BGIBMGA002020 (19) 0.037 0.027 0.043 0.034 -0.54

BGIBMGA002034 (54) 0.044 0.031 0.090 0.092 -1.61

BGIBMGA002043 (46) 0.019 0.012 0.029 0.009 -1.22

BGIBMGA002140 (50) 0.032 0.005 0.063 0.018 -1.63

BGIBMGA002140F2 (90) 0.029 0.031 0.050 0.041 -1.37

BGIBMGA002144 (28) 0.048 0.045 0.084 0.081 -1.65

BGIBMGA002144F2 (57) 0.032 0.020 0.066 0.048 -1.48

BGIBMGA003858 (10) 0.009 0.010 0.014 0.011 -1.65

BGIBMGA003864 (52) 0.046 0.040 0.062 0.042 -0.74

BGIBMGA003866 (93) 0.067 0.053 0.092 0.076 -0.91

BGIBMGA012230 (19) 0.004 0.002 0.009 0.006 -2.15**

BGIBMGA012230F2 (83) 0.005 0.002 0.015 0.012 -2.00*

BGIBMGA012240 (88) 0.027 0.007 0.043 0.014 -1.01

BGIBMGA012269 (13) 0.032 0.045 0.048 0.089 -1.00

BGIBMGA012322 (83) 0.027 0.035 0.062 0.058 -1.42

BGIBMGA012323 (31) 0.125 0.095 0.202 0.145 -0.43

BGIBMGA013317 (24) 0.036 0.002 0.056 0.005 -1.24

BGIBMGA013317F2 (84) 0.006 0.006 0.015 0.008 -1.77

BGIBMGA013328 (68) 0.006 0.001 0.011 0.002 -1.86*

Cyp303down1 (33) 0.021 0.032 0.029 0.041 -0.98

Cyp303down3 (69) 0.009 0.004 0.026 0.012 -2.04*

Cyp303F0 (75) 0.013 0.015 0.046 0.043 -2.21*

Cyp303F1 (88) 0.004 0.007 0.015 0.014 -2.30**

Cyp303F2 (83) 0.005 0.004 0.026 0.024 -2.63***

Cyp303F3 (25) 0.016 0.012 0.018 0.021 -0.49

Cyp303up1 (78) 0.023 0.029 0.061 0.057 -1.98*

Cyp305b1 (36) 0.020 0.011 0.027 0.012 -0.94

Kettin (93) 0.007 0.012 0.024 0.049 -2.15*

Period (87) 0.015 0.012 0.032 0.025 -1.34

Phc (59) 0.039 0.018 0.055 0.037 -0.72

Scap (79) 0.034 0.026 0.062 0.085 -1.46
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Tc (89) 0.008 0.009 0.014 0.012 -1.37

Tpi (48) 0.048 0.025 0.061 0.036 -0.33

Average 0.028 0.024 0.050 0.043

Table 3.1: Nucleotide diversity and Tajima’s D for all sites, and for the first 100 bases.
Figures in brackets after the locus name represent the total number of se-
quences surveyed.

∗ p<0.05

∗∗ p<0.01

∗∗∗ p<0.001
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Locus Population
Sample

size, n

Haplotype

diversity

Nucleotide

diversity, π

Cyp303down1 MV 8 0.64 0.002

Nanpi 15 0.96 0.025

Yanch. 18 0.93 0.015

Cyp303down3 MV 22 0.65 0.005

Nanpi 26 0.71 0.012

Yanch. 44 0.65 0.008

Cyp305b1 MV 21 0.97 0.024

Nanpi 17 0.95 0.020

Yanch. 19 0.94 0.021

Period MV 17 0.97 0.020

Nanpi 37 0.76 0.021

Yanch. 51 0.84 0.020

Phc MV 16 0.95 0.037

Nanpi 25 0.92 0.042

Yanch. 34 0.89 0.036

Scap MV 11 0.95 0.045

Nanpi 34 0.95 0.036

Yanch. 46 0.90 0.032

Tc MV 19 0.99 0.014

Nanpi 38 0.81 0.009

Yanch. 52 0.68 0.007

Tpi MV 19 0.96 0.059

Nanpi 17 0.95 0.052

Yanch. 31 0.95 0.044

Table 3.2: Haplotype diversity and nucleotide diversity for Nanpi, Yancheng and Mac-
Intyre Valley at eight loci
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HAOGS
Reference

Annotation Region

HaOG205589 BMORI:facilitated trehalose transporter Tret1-like 1
HaOG203061 BMORI:macrophage migration inhibitory factor-like 1
HaOG203059 BMORI:mitochondrial thiamine pyrophosphate carrier-like 1
HaOG216810 BMORI:patj homolog 1
HaOG213506 BMORI:putative zinc finger protein 724-like 1

HaOG203065
BMORI:RNA pseudouridylate synthase domain-containing
protein 1-like

1

HaOG214178 BMORI:T-box protein H15-like 1
HaOG203062 BMORI:ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 G2-like 1

HaOG203060
CELEG:P91119 Probable 3’,5’-cyclic phosphodiesterase
pde-5 BMORI:probable 3’,5’-cyclic phosphodiesterase
pde-5-like

1

HaOG200007 CYP303A1-Ha 1
HaOG203063 DMELA:A1Z6X0 CG12164 1

HaOG203066
DMELA:Q8SYS6 RE37593p
BMORI:alpha-1,3-mannosyl-glycoprotein
4-beta-N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase B-like

1

HaOG213125
DMELA:Q7Z020 Transient receptor potential cation
channel subfamily A member 1 BMORI:transient receptor
potential cation channel subfamily A member 1-like

2

HaOG213127
DMELA:Q9VSQ2 CG13310 BMORI:uncharacterized
protein LOC101744434

2

HaOG211956
BMORI:tRNA-specific adenosine deaminase 1-like isoform
X2

2

HaOG213135
DMELA:A8JUT1 Furrowed, isoform B BMORI:sushi, von
Willebrand factor type A, EGF and pentraxin
domain-containing protein 1-like

2

HaOG214578 BMORI:rho GTPase-activating protein 8-like 2
HaOG206575 BMORI:titin2 2

HaOG214577
DMELA:Q7YZH1 PHD finger protein rhinoceros
BMORI:LOW QUALITY PROTEIN: PHD finger protein
rhinoceros-like

2

HaOG214580 DMELA:Q9VS49 CG8600, isoform A 2

HaOG214579
DMELA:Q9W0Q2 Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase
BMORI:peptidylprolyl isomerase

2

HaOG204759 DMELA:A1ZAJ7 CG15615 3

HaOG216091
BMORI:chromatin-remodeling complex ATPase chain
Iswi-like

4

HaOG209512 BMORI:filaggrin-like 4
HaOG216089 BMORI:sodium-dependent noradrenaline transporter 4
HaOG200348 HaABCB1 ALT:HaABC-B-01-1-F 4
HaOG200349 HaABCB2 ALT:HaABC-B-01-2-F 4
HaOG200350 HaABCB3 ALT:HaABC-B-01-3-F 4

HaOG216075
DMELA:A8JMD5 CG34356 BMORI:SCY1-like protein
2-like

4

HaOG216074
BMORI:EF-hand calcium-binding domain-containing
protein 1-like

4
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HaOG216055
DMELA:P45447 Ecdysone-induced protein 78C
BMORI:ecdysone-inducible protein E75-like

4

HaOG209024 BMORI:niemann-Pick C1-like protein 1-like 4

HaOG208377
BMORI:succinate dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] flavoprotein
subunit, mitochondrial-like

4

HaOG208378
BMORI:succinate dehydrogenase cytochrome b560 subunit,
mitochondrial-like

4

HaOG207326
BMORI:insulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA-binding protein
1-like isoform X1

5

HaOG215518 BMORI:pogo transposable element with ZNF domain-like 5
HaOG207329 BMORI:exportin-1-like 5
HaOG212018 BMORI:LIM domain-containing protein jub-like 5

HaOG214354
BMORI:methylcrotonoyl-CoA carboxylase subunit alpha,
mitochondrial-like

5

HaOG207328 BMORI:rho guanine nucleotide exchange factor 11-like 5
HaOG207327 DMELA:E1JJM0 FI20063p1 5
HaOG215851 DMELA:P07663 Period circadian protein BMORI:period 6

HaOG203153
DMELA:O76933 Pentaxin-like protein
BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101736996 isoform X1

7

HaOG203152
DMELA:Q7KW14 Coiled-coil domain-containing protein
CG32809 BMORI:coiled-coil domain-containing protein
AGAP005037-like

7

HaOG209864 DMELA:Q8MQJ5 CG31122, isoform B 7
HaOG203160 BMORI:protein bric-a-brac 1-like, partial 7

HaOG215757
BMORI:leucine-rich repeat serine/threonine-protein kinase
1-like

7

HaOG203170 BMORI:protein Daple-like 7
HaOG204924 BMORI:protein ELYS-like 7
HaOG213826 BMORI:threonine dehydratase, mitochondrial-like 7

HaOG203168
DMELA:E1JI71 CG32352, isoform E BMORI:biorientation
of chromosomes in cell division protein 1-like 1-like

7

HaOG203164
DMELA:O76867 EG:100G10.7 protein
BMORI:paraplegin-like

7

HaOG213827 DMELA:Q7KST5 CG8129, isoform A 7

HaOG203169
DMELA:Q9VRT9 CG13293 BMORI:uncharacterized
protein LOC101746024

7

HaOG203162 DMELA:Q9W3N7 CG18624, isoform A 7

HaOG203161
HSAPI:A5YKK6 CCR4-NOT transcription complex
subunit 1 BMORI:CCR4-NOT transcription complex
subunit 1-like

7

HaOG203166
HSAPI:Q13946 High affinity cAMP-specific 3’,5’-cyclic
phosphodiesterase 7A BMORI:uncharacterized protein
LOC101739482

7

HaOG205332 BMORI:Fanconi anemia group M protein-like 7
HaOG205326 BMORI:carbonic anhydrase 1-like 7

HaOG205325
BMORI:H/ACA ribonucleoprotein complex non-core
subunit NAF1-like

7
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HaOG205324
DMELA:A8JUV8 Terribly reduced optic lobes, isoform G
BMORI:basement membrane-specific heparan sulfate
proteoglycan core protein-like

7

HaOG205330
DMELA:Q9W4Y2 PDF receptor BMORI:neuropeptide
receptor B2

7

HaOG207317
DMELA:P47825 Transcription initiation factor TFIID
subunit 4 BMORI:LOW QUALITY PROTEIN:
transcription initiation factor TFIID subunit 4-like

7

HaOG207316
DMELA:Q8IQN2 CG5284, isoform B BMORI:H(+)/Cl(-)
exchange transporter 3-like

7

HaOG207314
BMORI:LOW QUALITY PROTEIN: adenosine deaminase
CECR1-like

7

HaOG207312 BMORI:neuropeptide receptor A18 7
HaOG207310 BMORI:olfactory receptor 60 7
HaOG207311 BMORI:trypsin-1-like 7

HaOG207313
DMELA:Q2HPH2 Peptide receptor GPCR
BMORI:neuropeptide receptor A18

7

HaOG207315
DMELA:Q9VT28 Protein furry BMORI:LOW QUALITY
PROTEIN: microtubule-associated serine/threonine-protein
kinase 2-like

7

HaOG207296 BMORI:beta carbonic anhydrase 1-like 7
HaOG207303 BMORI:G-protein-signaling modulator 2-like 7
HaOG207295 BMORI:mucin-17-like 7
HaOG207299 BMORI:ociad protein isoform 1 7
HaOG207293 BMORI:tetratricopeptide repeat protein 26-like isoform X1 7
HaOG207301 DMELA:O61734 Protein cycle BMORI:Cycle like factor b 7

HaOG207304
DMELA:Q9NFR7 Rapsynoid BMORI:G-protein-signaling
modulator 2-like

7

HaOG207300
DMELA:Q9W1X9 OCIA domain-containing protein 1
BMORI:ociad protein isoform 2

7

Table 3.3: Functional annotations for FST outlier loci identified from the sliding window
analysis across the H. armigera Z chromosome. HAOG numbers refer to
the H. armigera official gene set annotated in Pearce et al. (2017). Region
numbers correspond to those shown in Figure 3.4.
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3.3 Supplementary material
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Figure S1: Correlation between a single, randomly-selected graphical representation of a Structure run and the results of multiple
runs. A total of 100 runs were carried out in Structure using K=2. The dotplot shows the number of times each
individual was strongly (probability of 0.95 or higher) assigned to a particular cluster, while the coloured barplot is a
typical representation of a Structure analysis to infer population structure from genotypic data.
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Figure S2: Decay of linkage disequilibrium across 40 loci compared in the Nanpi
and Yancheng populations. Data points represent r2 values from each
locus plotted against physical distance in base pairs. The curve shows
the decay of LD modelled on the expectations of Hill & Weir (1988).
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Figure S3: Decay of linkage disequilibrium across eight loci in the MacIntyre Valley,
Nanpi and Yancheng populations. Data points represent r2 values taken
from Cyp303down1, Cyp303down3, Cyp305b1, Period, Phc, SCAP, Tc
and Tpi, plotted against physical distance in base pairs. The curve in red
models the decay of LD for Cyp303down1 while the decay of the other
seven loci (pooled) is modelled in grey. The models used are described
by the formula in Hill & Weir (1988).
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Figure S4: The Cyp303down3 haplotypes in China (n=69) and Australia (n=22). Each row represents an individual and alleles are
arbitrarily coded as black and white. The haplotype is characterised by 14 sites. At three sites (1, 11 and 12), there is a
distinct difference in allele frequencies between Chinese and Australian individuals. The major Australian haplotype is
primarily defined by Sites 11 and 12.
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Primer Sequence 5’–3’

BGIBMGA000508F GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAaggttctcttaaacatcaagaaatg

BGIBMGA000508R GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCttcaccatttaagcttatacaNcg

BGIBMGA000529F GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAatcgtcaacgccttctactc

BGIBMGA000529R GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCtctgcgatgttctcgccttg

BGIBMGA000615F GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAtttggaaggagattcaagagaa

BGIBMGA000615R GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCccatcttcataatagctgccttt

BGIBMGA000615F2 GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAcgagttcgtcgccaacaa

BGIBMGA000615R2 GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCgaaggagtttgagagcggttt

BGIBMGA000686F GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAgattgtatggacgacttcagtgc

BGIBMGA000686R GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCatgtgccgcgagacagtta

BGIBMGA000687F GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAatggcagctggtatattcatca

BGIBMGA000687R GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCtcctcgaatatcactccacaca

BGIBMGA000698F GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAgacgaagagagccttttatttca

BGIBMGA000698R GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCgcattgctcattttgaatgg

BGIBMGA002020F GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAcatttccagatgttcaactacca

BGIBMGA002020R GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCgcgcaaagtcgggtaaatag

BGIBMGA002034F GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAcgcttgaaggttctccatga

BGIBMGA002034R GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCcgcgtgggtatctccactt

BGIBMGA002043F GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAgtgccgtaccacaacttcg

BGIBMGA002043R GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCatggtgacNgttatgttgaagtga

BGIBMGA002140F GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAcgttcaaccgaactatttgc

BGIBMGA002140R GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCaccaagttgcccactatcac

BGIBMGA002140F2 GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAgggtacagtcaccgcacaa

BGIBMGA002140R2 GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCacgacgacgcctactatcag

BGIBMGA002144F GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAccggataaacgtcagtaaacag

BGIBMGA002144R GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCttgcatacgtcttcacacactg

BGIBMGA002144F2 GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAgcgaaagataacgccaagttc

BGIBMGA002144R2 GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCcttctcccagcaacagacc

BGIBMGA003858F GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAagatacgggacacgtttacgc

BGIBMGA003858R GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCcattggtggtcggcttctac

BGIBMGA003864F GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAggtggtatcaatggcgatg

BGIBMGA003864R GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCttgtcggccatgtcgttc

BGIBMGA003866F GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAcgcacagttctcacaggaaa

BGIBMGA003866R GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCgtggtgtcagggtcgaactc
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BGIBMGA012230F GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAcacagttcaagaaggatttgga

BGIBMGA012230R GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCttgatgagttcgatgaaggtg

BGIBMGA012230F2 GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAaggagctgcgctacaacatc

BGIBMGA012230R2 GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCccattcgcggaggagatt

BGIBMGA012240F GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAagttgcgagagttgccagt

BGIBMGA012240R GCCTTGCCAGCCCGctgatcgtgcggcattcat

BGIBMGA012269F GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAttcggactgtgtatgcctca

BGIBMGA012269R GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCgcagtcgcgttgaagtcg

BGIBMGA012322F GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAgtgttggtcacatacctcatgc

BGIBMGA012322R GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCcaatcggctgcggtcttc

BGIBMGA012323F GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAaggaacagccgatggatatg

BGIBMGA012323R GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCcaggaatggggtctcggta

BGIBMGA013317F GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAtcaagagcgaatggatttgt

BGIBMGA013317R GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCtttgctggagacgtggaaa

BGIBMGA013317F2 GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAttccttcgcgatcactcac

BGIBMGA013317R2 GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCgacctgggtacacgccatt

BGIBMGA013328F GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAagacaagatggagaatcagagc

BGIBMGA013328R GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCgcattgcttacgtagttcgtc

Cyp303down1F GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAgcactccacagcggttattt

Cyp303down1R GCCTTGCCAGCCCGctgatagaaatccaaaggaagtca

Cyp303down3F GCCTCCCTCGCGCCActaattgaccgacatgctaggg

Cyp303down3R GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCtaatcactgggttgcttctgg

Cyp303F0 GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAgggactttgctatgcgaaac

Cyp303R0 GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCtgtatgacggctgcatcg

Cyp303F1 GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAggagaacgccgaggagtatt

Cyp303R1 GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCacttcctgctccctcaccag

Cyp303F2 GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAcggcacaaagagaggtttga

Cyp303R2 GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCttcttacctctggtataaaatatcc

Cyp303F3 GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAtgcgtacgacaattgaataaata

Cyp303R3 GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCgtgtaaattcgatgctaacaaga

Cyp303up1F GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAcgtcgcctgaacttacaaca

Cyp303up1R GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCtcttcggcttatgggtatcg

Cyp305b1F GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAacacgtctgcgtttctccaa

Cyp305b1R GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCggtgtagccaatataccaatcaac

KettinF GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAggctcatcaatggcaacac

KettinR GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCggcctgtggtcaataactcc
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PeriodF GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAatggcaatgggcagcaac

PeriodR GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCgcactggttggatggtagga

PhcF GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAtacgcgaagatgtggtacaagg

PhcR GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCgcgcacgttgttgataatcc

ScapF GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAtggactggtgtcaggcttat

ScapR GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCcgggtacatttccttcagctt

TcF GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAaaatgtgtgctcaagagttgg

TcR GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCttgttgatagcttcgcaagagt

TpiF GCCTCCCTCGCGCCAattcgttgttggtggtaactgga

TpiR GCCTTGCCAGCCCGCtaccgatagcccaaactggt

Table S1: List of 454 primer sequences. The first 15 bases (uppercase) are the
universal tails, with a different sequence for forward and reverse primers.
The remaining bases (lowercase) are the locus-specific sequence.
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Locus n
Number of
sites (bp)a Sb Haplotype

diversity
π

BGIBMGA000508 (22) Nanpi (13) 472 21 29 0.974 0.010 0.009

Yanch. (9) 13 0.009

BGIBMGA000529 (56) Nanpi (24) 312–367 122 115 0.999 0.087 0.082

Yanch. (32) 123 0.078

BGIBMGA000615 (68) Nanpi (26) 179–188 38 52 0.788 0.043 0.026

Yanch. (42) 37 0.025

BGIBMGA000615F2 (47) Nanpi (20) 347–385 99 92 0.952 0.038 0.035

Yanch. (27) 64 0.032

BGIBMGA000686 (61) Nanpi (29) 392–419 92 105 0.980 0.030 0.030

Yanch. (32) 79 0.029

BGIBMGA000687 (66) Nanpi (30) 224–251 45 32 0.989 0.027 0.026

Yanch. (36) 27 0.026

BGIBMGA000698 (61) Nanpi (23) 130–156 40 37 0.950 0.031 0.029

Yanch. (38) 28 0.029

BGIBMGA002020 (19) Nanpi (8) 188 16 26 0.994 0.034 0.037

Yanch. (11) 23 0.042

BGIBMGA002034 (54) Nanpi (22) 282–325 79 104 0.859 0.046 0.044

Yanch. (32) 92 0.044

BGIBMGA002043 (46) Nanpi (26) 411–432 47 52 0.976 0.021 0.019

Yanch. (20) 25 0.016
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BGIBMGA002140 (50) Nanpi (13) 388–391 42 98 0.979 0.029 0.032

Yanch. (37) 90 0.035

BGIBMGA002140F2 (90) Nanpi (37) 424–425 68 87 0.975 0.028 0.029

Yanch. (53) 73 0.029

BGIBMGA002144 (28) Nanpi (10) 343–373 65 84 0.988 0.048 0.048

Yanch. (18) 78 0.049

BGIBMGA002144F2 (57) Nanpi (24) 375–399 63 95 0.978 0.030 0.032

Yanch. (33) 90 0.033

BGIBMGA003858 (10) Nanpi (8) 446–487 16 18 0.867 0.010 0.009

Yanch. (2) 3 0.006

BGIBMGA003864 (52) Nanpi (19) 223–247 53 56 0.878 0.052 0.046

Yanch. (33) 51 0.044

BGIBMGA003866 (93) Nanpi (40) 229–241 61 87 0.881 0.063 0.067

Yanch. (53) 81 0.073

BGIBMGA012230 (19) Nanpi (13) 443 7 13 0.868 0.003 0.004

Yanch. (6) 7 0.006

BGIBMGA012230F2 (83) Nanpi (30) 441–453 14 31 0.752 0.004 0.005

Yanch. (53) 27 0.006

BGIBMGA012240 (88) Nanpi (38) 274–287 34 55 0.888 0.027 0.027

Yanch. (50) 50 0.027

BGIBMGA012269 (13) Nanpi (4) 356–366 24 49 1.000 0.034 0.032

Yanch. (9) 42 0.031

BGIBMGA012322 (83) Nanpi (38) 241–249 38 58 0.994 0.023 0.027
10



Yanch. (45) 53 0.031

BGIBMGA012323 (31) Nanpi (8) 204–295 93 115 0.987 0.111 0.125

Yanch. (23) 113 0.130

BGIBMGA013317 (24) Nanpi (14) 356–374 35 69 0.867 0.027 0.036

Yanch. (10) 56 0.046

BGIBMGA013317F2 (84) Nanpi (39) 289–300 13 20 0.637 0.006 0.006

Yanch. (45) 16 0.006

BGIBMGA013328 (68) Nanpi (28) 302 12 14 0.772 0.006 0.006

Yanch. (40) 11 0.006

Cyp303down1 (33) Nanpi (15) 472–521 41 50 0.991 0.023 0.021

Yanch. (18) 35 0.016

Cyp303down3 (69) Nanpi (26) 446–455 33 51 0.926 0.012 0.009

Yanch. (43) 31 0.008

Cyp303F0 (75) Nanpi (34) 125–133 14 26 0.757 0.014 0.013

Yanch. (41) 18 0.012

Cyp303F1 (88) Nanpi (38) 660 18 49 0.882 0.003 0.004

Yanch. (50) 36 0.004

Cyp303F2 (83) Nanpi (35) 216 14 25 0.503 0.004 0.005

Yanch. (48) 19 0.005

Cyp303F3 (25) Nanpi (4) 439–463 19 30 0.980 0.023 0.016

Yanch. (21) 27 0.014

Cyp303up1 (78) Nanpi (34) 284–377 59 79 0.980 0.022 0.023

Yanch. (44) 67 0.024
11



Cyp305b1 (36) Nanpi (17) 460–470 35 48 0.940 0.020 0.020

Yanch. (19) 36 0.021

Kettin (93) Nanpi (41) 446–447 33 48 0.931 0.007 0.007

Yanch. (52) 34 0.007

Period (87) Nanpi (37) 248–280 27 35 0.815 0.010 0.016

Yanch. (50) 34 0.019

Phc (59) Nanpi (25) 286–394 77 66 0.906 0.046 0.039

Yanch. (34) 58 0.037

Scap (79) Nanpi (34) 419–446 86 111 0.929 0.037 0.034

Yanch. (45) 74 0.032

Tc (89) Nanpi (38) 449 20 31 0.738 0.009 0.008

Yanch. (51) 22 0.007

Tpi (48) Nanpi (17) 463 78 109 0.950 0.052 0.048

Yanch. (31) 91 0.045

Table S2: Nucleotide diversity and haplotype diversity for 40 loci surveyed in this study. Figures in brackets after the locus name
represent the total number of sequences surveyed. Where figures are presented in two columns under a single heading, the
left column reports the estimates for an individual population while the right column reports the estimates after pooling
the sequences from all populations.

∗ p<0.05
∗∗ p<0.01
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∗∗∗ p<0.001
a the number of sites is presented as a range due to the differing subsets of indel polymorphisms present in different populations. Since gapped sites are

excluded from this analysis, the lower boundary represents the number of sites considered when alleles from both populations are pooled.
b number of segregating sites including singletons.
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Inferred ancestry of individuals:

Label (% missing) Pop Inferred clusters

MID-01 (52) 1 0.998 0.002
MID-02 (72) 1 0.906 0.094
MID-03 (43) 1 0.999 0.001
MID-04 (29) 1 0.955 0.045
MID-05 (25) 1 1.000 0.000
MID-06 (59) 1 1.000 0.000
MID-07 (53) 1 0.921 0.079
MID-08 (58) 1 0.998 0.002
MID-09 (38) 1 0.999 0.001
MID-10 (67) 1 0.999 0.001
MID-11 (29) 1 0.998 0.002
MID-12 (22) 1 0.999 0.001
MID-13 (40) 1 0.975 0.025
MID-14 (40) 1 0.952 0.048
MID-15 (20) 1 0.999 0.001
MID-16 (29) 1 1.000 0.000
MID-17 (33) 1 0.999 0.001
MID-18 (34) 1 0.998 0.002
MID-19 (32) 1 0.998 0.002
MID-20 (49) 1 0.954 0.046
MID-21 (57) 1 0.943 0.057
MID-22 (58) 1 0.999 0.001
MID-23 (41) 1 0.997 0.003
MID-24 (53) 1 0.998 0.002
MID-25 (24) 1 0.927 0.073
MID-26 (35) 1 0.993 0.007
MID-27 (27) 1 0.970 0.030
MID-28 (47) 1 0.991 0.009
MID-29 (40) 1 1.000 0.000
MID-30 (33) 1 1.000 0.000
MID-31 (25) 1 0.943 0.057
MID-32 (62) 1 0.999 0.001
MID-33 (31) 1 0.994 0.006
MID-34 (27) 1 1.000 0.000
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MID-35 (33) 1 0.999 0.001
MID-36 (27) 1 0.993 0.007
MID-37 (65) 1 1.000 0.000
MID-38 (45) 1 0.971 0.029
MID-39 (41) 1 0.980 0.020
MID-40 (37) 1 1.000 0.000
MID-41 (16) 1 0.982 0.018
MID-42 (48) 2 0.998 0.002
MID-43 (29) 2 0.994 0.006
MID-44 (37) 2 0.993 0.007
MID-45 (41) 2 0.972 0.028
MID-46 (51) 2 0.978 0.022
MID-47 (37) 2 0.914 0.086
MID-48 (42) 2 0.999 0.001
MID-49 (36) 2 0.993 0.007
MID-50 (36) 2 0.973 0.027
MID-51 (35) 2 0.999 0.001
MID-52 (30) 2 0.988 0.012
MID-53 (51) 2 0.998 0.002
MID-54 (47) 2 0.996 0.004
MID-55 (23) 2 0.998 0.002
MID-56 (43) 2 0.998 0.002
MID-57 (14) 2 0.998 0.002
MID-58 (28) 2 0.927 0.073
MID-59 (38) 2 0.994 0.006
MID-60 (32) 2 0.999 0.001
MID-61 (38) 2 0.983 0.017
MID-62 (24) 2 1.000 0.000
MID-63 (30) 2 1.000 0.000
MID-64 (24) 2 0.997 0.003
MID-65 (42) 2 0.997 0.003
MID-66 (27) 2 1.000 0.000
MID-67 (35) 2 0.995 0.005
MID-68 (38) 2 0.998 0.002
MID-69 (46) 2 0.999 0.001
MID-70 (29) 2 0.922 0.078
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MID-71 (28) 2 0.999 0.001
MID-72 (36) 2 1.000 0.000
MID-73 (28) 2 0.999 0.001
MID-74 (38) 2 1.000 0.000
MID-75 (20) 2 0.996 0.004
MID-76 (27) 2 0.999 0.001
MID-77 (41) 2 1.000 0.000
MID-78 (15) 2 1.000 0.000
MID-79 (62) 2 0.998 0.002
MID-80 (31) 2 0.999 0.001
MID-81 (26) 2 0.995 0.005
MID-82 (17) 2 0.999 0.001
MID-83 (25) 2 0.995 0.005
MID-84 (33) 2 0.996 0.004
MID-85 (28) 2 1.000 0.000
MID-86 (13) 2 1.000 0.000
MID-87 (23) 2 0.989 0.011
MID-88 (52) 2 0.992 0.008
MID-89 (71) 2 0.998 0.002
MID-90 (37) 2 0.999 0.001
MID-91 (40) 2 1.000 0.000
MID-92 (36) 2 0.999 0.001
MID-93 (25) 2 1.000 0.000
MID-94 (42) 2 0.870 0.130
MID-95 (59) 2 0.856 0.144

Table S3: Output of STRUCTURE analysis used to generate Figure 2A showing
inferred ancestry of individuals. Column names refer to individual names
(labels), percentage of missing data for each individual, population to
which each individual belongs (1=Nanpi, 2=Yancheng) and inferred clus-
ters. The analysis was run using K=2 for a total of 1352 sites under a
model incorporating admixture and independent allele frequencies be-
tween populations, without using prior population information.
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K Reps Mean LnP(K) Stdev LnP(K) Ln’(K) |Ln”(K)| ∆K

1 10 -8637.08 0.59 — — —
2 10 -7835.75 23.65 801.33 579.68 24.51
3 10 -7614.10 148.64 221.65 141.08 0.95
4 10 -7533.53 71.42 80.57 533.88 7.48
5 10 -7986.84 1391.28 -453.31 655.73 0.47
6 10 -7784.42 915.85 202.42 581.56 0.63
7 10 -8163.56 1558.53 -379.14 887.71 0.57
8 10 -7654.99 310.14 508.57 — —

Table S4: Results of the Evanno method (Evanno et al., 2005) for evaluating ∆K for
the Nanpi, Yancheng and MacIntyre Valley populations using 310 sites.
The most likely value of K (number of genetically defined populations)
was evaluated as that which corresponds to the largest value of ∆K.
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Chapter 4

Transcriptome analyses of the induction and

selection response to fenvalerate in Helicoverpa

armigera





4.1 Introduction

As a polyphagous pest of economically important crops such as cotton, corn and soybean,

H. armigera is subjected to several classes of insecticides in the field. Fenvalerate, a syn-

thetic pyrethroid, has been used for control since the 1970s, and resistance in Australian

populations of H. armigera was detected in the early 1980s (Gunning et al., 1984). Some

mechanisms of resistance identified were target-site insensitivity, metabolic detoxification

and reduced penetration through the cuticle (Gunning et al., 1991). The introduction

of an integrated pest management strategy that resulted in decreased pyrethroid use

appeared to change the frequencies of resistance mechanisms whereby resistance due to

target-site insensitivity declined while factors associated with detoxification and reduced

penetration through the cuticle increased (Gunning et al., 1991; Forrester et al., 1993).

Resistance was often found to be suppressed by piperonyl butoxide (PBO), suggesting that

detoxification was mediated by CYPs that catalyse monooxygenase reactions, although

PBO may also act to increase penetration of the insecticide and/or as a synergist to sup-

press esterase activity (Kennaugh et al., 1993; Gunning et al., 1995; Young et al., 2005).

4.1.1 Cytochrome P450s

The CYPs are a large and diverse family of proteins found in all eukaryotes and some

prokaryotes. They have broad substrate specificity and are known to catalyse at least

60 chemically distinct reactions (Feyereisen, 2005). A CYP enzyme is composed of a

single polypeptide of about 500 amino acids, encoded for by a single gene. The active site

contains a heme iron centre and most CYPs require a redox partner to reduce the iron

in catalytic reactions. In spite of great sequence diversity, the basic fold of the protein is

highly conserved (Mestres, 2005; Poulos and Johnson, 2005). Sizes of the CYP gene

family differ across insect species, and evidence suggests that species with a broad host

range have greater numbers of CYPs compared to specialist feeders as they are exposed

to a broader range of substrates including pesticides and plant xenobiotics (Good et al.,

2014; Rane et al., 2016). In addition to their roles in detoxification and metabolism of
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xenobiotics, CYPs also have important roles in insect growth and developmental pathways

(Feyereisen, 1999, 2005).

In studies of H. armigera from around the world, several CYPs have been implicated

in pyrethroid resistance. Members of the CYP6B and CYP9A subfamilies are especially

prominent, although their contribution to the resistance phenotype are not well under-

stood (Ranasinghe et al., 1998; Yang et al., 2004; Grubor and Heckel, 2007; Zhang

et al., 2010; Zhou et al., 2010b; Xu et al., 2016). In most cases, a causal link between

overexpression of CYPs and insecticide metabolism has not been well established. A

notable exception is CYP337B3, which has been demonstrated to metabolise fenvaler-

ate into 4’-hydroxyfenvalerate, a non-toxic compound, in a H. armigera-derived cell line

(Joußen et al., 2012). Subsequently, CYP6B6 was also found to metabolise esfenvalerate

into 4’-hydroxyfenvalerate when co-expressed with NADPH cytochrome P450 reductase

(HaCPR) in E. coli cells (Tian et al., 2017). CYP9A12 and CYP9A14 have been shown

to metabolise esfenvalerate in yeast cells but their metabolites have not been identified

(Yang et al., 2008). Members of the CYP4 subfamily have also been found to be overex-

pressed in pyrethroid-resistant strains of H. armigera in the field (Pittendrigh et al.,

1997; Brun-Barale et al., 2010) but their metabolic capabilities have not been fully

elucidated. Interestingly, CYP4G1 has a role in cuticle formation as it is capable of

producing hydrocarbons from aldehydes in D. melanogaster, functioning as an oxidative

decarbonylase in the presence of a cytochrome P450 reductase (Qiu et al., 2012). Flies

deficient in CYP4G1 showed high mortality upon adult emergence and were highly sus-

ceptible to desiccation.

4.1.2 CYP337B3

CYP337B3 provides an unusual example of how resistance mechanisms could arise. The

gene was identified through linkage mapping involving an Australian fenvalerate-resistant

strain crossed to a susceptible strain (Heckel et al., 1998; Wee et al., 2008). The study

employed a DNA-based genotyping assay to distinguish between resistant and susceptible

progeny of a mapping cross, and a cDNA-AFLP (amplified-fragment length polymor-
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phism) assay to identify constitutive expression differences between unexposed cohorts of

resistant and susceptible individuals. Of the 525 transcript-derived fragments found to be

differentially expressed between the resistant and susceptible pools, two CYPs were found,

of which one was Cyp337b1, a progenitor of Cyp337b3. The Cyp337b3 gene is a chimera

that arose from an unequal crossing-over event between its parental genes, Cyp337b1 and

Cyp337b2 which are adjacent on chromosome 15 (Joußen et al., 2012). The product of

Cyp337b3 is almost identical to Cyp337b2 in its first 177 amino acids and Cyp337b1 in

the last 315 amino acids. Neither of the parental genes (nor their allelic variants which

differed by up to 29 synonymous and 8 non-synonymous nucleotide substitutions) resulted

in products that could metabolise fenvalerate although their enzymatic abilities for other

substrates were retained. Cyp337b3 is thus a functional chimera of two functional genes.

Interestingly, Cyp337b3 is allelic to both its progenitor genes in that homozygous indi-

viduals either carry two copies of Cyp337b3 or two copies of Cyp337b1 and Cyp337b2

which are inherited together.

To demonstrate the causal link between CYP337B3 and fenvalerate resistance in vivo,

Joußen et al. (2012) generated two lines from a strain which was heterozygous for

Cyp337b1, Cyp337b2 and Cyp337b3. One strain was bred to carry only Cyp337b1 and

Cyp337b2 while the other carried only Cyp337b3. Homozygotes from both lines as well as

heterozygotes resulting from crosses between the two lines were challenged with topical ap-

plications of fenvalerate. The Cyp337b3 homozygotes were found to be over 40-fold more

resistant than Cyp337b1 –Cyp337b2 homozygotes, whereas the heterozygotes exhibited

an intermediate level of resistance, with a resistance factor of 12.4. Topical application of

the metabolite, 4’-hydroxyfenvalerate onto Cyp337b1 –Cyp337b2 homozygotes (the sus-

ceptible strain) was also found to be non-toxic, providing further evidence for the role of

CYP337B3 in detoxifying fenvalerate in vivo.

A study of a cypermethrin-resistant strain of H. armigera from Pakistan revealed the pres-

ence of a new Cyp337b3 allele which resulted in a product that was capable of metabolising

cypermethrin to 4’-hydroxycypermethrin (Rasool et al., 2014). In this Cyp337b3v2 al-

lele, the intron length and sequence as well as the position of the crossing-over event
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differ from that of the allele identified by Joußen et al. (2012), leading the authors to

speculate that Cyp337b3v2 arose independently. However, the parental Cyp337b1 and

Cyp337b2 genes have not been observed in Pakistani populations, which casts some doubt

on the parsimony of this hypothesis. The Cyp337b3v2 allele was also found to be at high

frequency (96–100%) in field populations of fenvalerate-resistant Chinese H. armigera,

yet resistance levels were not correlated with allele frequency in laboratory-maintained

populations where frequencies of Cyp337b3 were allowed to drop to between 21% and

73% (Han et al., 2015). Nevertheless, Cyp337b3 remained absent from the susceptible

population, which supports the role of CYP337B3 in fenvalerate resistance although it is

likely that other CYPs contribute to the resistance phenotype.

4.1.3 Study aims and hypotheses

Insects have several means by which they can respond to the threats posed by xenobiotics.

One strategy is to respond only when the substrate is encountered. Compared to con-

stitutively expressing an arsenal of enzymes, this induction response is presumably less

taxing on the insect as it is only required to mobilise its resources at the time the threat

is encountered. By studying the induction response to a particular insecticide, we may be

able to identify candidate genes that contribute to the resistance phenotype, particularly

genes that are involved in metabolic detoxification (Willoughby et al., 2006). This

can be complemented by studying the constitutive differences between a selected (resis-

tant) and unselected (susceptible) strain, whereby genes that contribute to the resistance

phenotype through mechanisms other than metabolic detoxification may also be identified.

In this study, a comparative analysis was performed between an unselected strain and

a strain derived from the same genetic background but selected for resistance to fen-

valerate. The strains were exposed to a low, non-lethal dose of fenvalerate then sampled

at four different timepoints over a 24-hour period. RNA-Seq was performed to identify

candidate genes involved in the transcriptional response of H. armigera to fenvalerate.

Given the substantial number of studies implicating CYPs in pyrethroid resistance, an

a priori expectation is that members of this gene family will be enriched in the set of
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differentially-expressed transcripts. Several other gene families have also been associated

with xenobiotic metabolism (Li et al., 2007; Labbé et al., 2011; Ahn et al., 2012; Der-

mauw and Van Leeuwen, 2014; Li et al., 2016), so we hypothesise that in the set

of differentially-expressed transcripts between the exposed and unexposed cohorts (the

induction response) as well as between the selected and unselected strains (the selection

response), gene families involved in detoxification such as the GSTs, CCEs, ABCs and

UGTs will also be over-represented.

We also aim to provide a preliminary look at candidates for resistance beyond the CYPs,

GSTs, CCEs, ABCs and UGTs, as xenobiotic metabolism will not be confined to these five

families. Further, metabolic detoxification is only one of several resistant mechanisms avail-

able to the insect, the others being target-site insensitivity, reduced penetration through

the cuticle and behavioural avoidance. By using a multi-variate (treatment, strain, time-

points) experimental design, we hope to identify candidate resistance genes in H. armigera

that warrant further examination and inform future studies.
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4.2 Materials and Methods

This study was carried out in collaboration with members of the Land and Water Divi-

sion at CSIRO, Black Mountain. Derivation and rearing of H. armigera strains (section

4.2.1) were carried out by Peter Hart and Claire Farnsworth. Peter Hart and I set up and

performed the assay. I carried out the RNA extractions while Chris Coppin performed the

preparation, quantification and normalisation of libraries for RNA-Seq (section 4.2.2 and

Appendix A). Read assembly, alignment and preliminary analyses (section 4.2.3) were

performed by Stephen Pearce. All other analyses in this thesis are my own work unless

otherwise noted.

4.2.1 Samples and experimental design

The H. armigera strains used in this study were derived by Claire Farnsworth (PhD thesis,

2013). The strain originated from about 20 pairwise matings of individuals caught in the

Namoi Valley during the 2008-2009 cropping season. About 80 F2 individuals from these

20 matings were combined to form the BHA strain. BHA was selected for fenvalerate

resistance through topical application of 1µl of a racemic mixture of fenvalerate solution in

acetone on third-instar larvae. The concentration of fenvalerate applied was a multiple of

the original discriminating dose (DD) which was 0.125µg/µl. Survival on 10×DD reached

100% by generation 2 while survival on 50×DD steadily climbed to 80% by generation

14 (Figure 4.1). Survival of BHA on 100×DD was variable as the health of the strain

was compromised. A BHA-bc strain was derived by backcrossing BHA males to females

from a laboratory general rearing strain when the BHA strain crashed due to inbreeding

depression after 15 generations. BHA-bc was established from 160 backcross individuals

(60 males and 100 females) that survived a 100×DD fenvalerate challenge and built up

without selection for one generation. Two cohorts of BHA-bc were maintained in parallel:

an unselected (UU) cohort and a selected (SS) cohort that was subjected to fenvalerate

selection. Approximately 120 survivors of the 100×DD (12.5µg) were used to continue the

strain after each round of fenvalerate selection in the SS cohort. At 100×DD, resistance

in the SS cohort was below 20% at generations 15–16 then gradually climbed to over 80%
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by generation 26. By contrast, survival of the UU cohort at generation 24 was only 36%

at 50×DD (data not shown).

Figure 4.1: Percent survival of third instar BHA (generations 1–14) and BHA-bc-SS
(generations 18–26) on various doses of fenvalerate over the course of fen-
valerate selection. The original discriminating dose, 1×DD, was 0.125µg.
(Figure courtesy of Claire Farnsworth, PhD thesis, 2013)

This study was performed approximately 15 generations after BHA-bc was established,

whereby the Cyp337b3 allele had reached fixation in the SS strain and approximately

70% frequency in the UU strain, with the remaining 30% of the UU strain carrying

Cyp337b1 –Cyp337b2. The genotypes were verified using the PCR screen outlined in the

supplementary methods of Joußen et al. (2012). For this study, crosses were performed

by mass-mating 22 males and 22 females within each strain, and the F1 progeny were

assayed. Progeny were collected as third-instar larvae and placed into trays containing

artificial diet. Larvae from each cross were divided into two treatment groups:

(a) Unexposed (control): topical application of acetone only

(b) Exposed: topical application of 1.25µg of fenvalerate dissolved in acetone

A dose of 1.25µg (10×DD) was chosen based on pilot experiments that showed firstly,

little or no mortality in both selected and unselected cohorts over a 24-hour period; and
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secondly, noticeable developmental delays in only the unselected cohort beyond 24 hours.

In other words, the aim was to choose a treatment that would elicit a differential response

between the selected and unselected cohorts whilst maximising the number of survivors

over a 24-hour period.

Larvae were collected and flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen at 4 timepoints: 1, 6, 12 and 24

hours post-treatment. The assay was set up and performed in triplicate (i.e. 3 biological

replicates) on the same day, resulting in a total of 48 pools (3 × 2 strains × 2 treatments

× 4 timepoints) where each pool contained a minimum of 10 larvae. Setup began at 8am,

and collection times corresponded to approximately 10am, 3pm, 9pm and 9am the next

day. A schematic of the experimental design is shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Schematic illustrating the samples and experimental design used in this
study
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4.2.2 Library preparation

A total of 48 libraries were generated, each with a unique barcode. Each library con-

sisted of RNA extracted from 10 whole larvae. Total RNA was extracted using a guani-

dinium thiocyanate-phenol-chloroform protocol according to the manufacturer’s instruc-

tions (TRIzol, Invitrogen). Libraries were prepared using the method of Langevin et al.

(2013) with the protocol adapted for dual indexing and mRNA enrichment instead of

rRNA depletion. Briefly, the method involves flanking the first-strand cDNA product

with short tags which then serve as primer binding sites for incorporating full-length se-

quencing adapters and barcodes during second-strand synthesis. The first tag is appended

onto the random hexamer that primes reverse transcription. The second tag, which has

a different sequence, is attached to the 3’ end of the completed first strand cDNA by

taking advantage of the terminal nucleotidyl transferase and template switching activity

of the reverse transcriptase. By attaching different tags to each end of the first strand

cDNA, strand directionality information is retained. A second feature of this method

is the use of a quantitative PCR assay to determine the number of cycles required for

optimal amplification in the final library enrichment step, as over-cycling may introduce

artefacts such as primer concatemers. Detailed protocols for mRNA isolation, first-strand

cDNA synthesis and barcoding are included in Appendix A. Reaction yields were quan-

tified using a KAPA Library Quantification Kit for Illumina Platforms according to the

manufacturer’s instructions.

4.2.3 Read assembly, alignment and preliminary analyses

Sequencing was performed on an Illumina NextSeq 500 platform using 75-cycle single-end

reads across six runs. Reads were trimmed using Trimmomatic (Bolger et al., 2014) to

remove adapter sequences and low-quality reads. Reads that passed the filter were aligned

to the H. armigera genome assembly (Pearce et al., 2017) using the subread aligner

implemented in the R subread package (Liao et al., 2013), with a maximum of three

mismatches allowed. The best scoring alignment for each read was reported. The read

count table (read summarisation) was generated at the gene level by taking the number
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of reads per library that overlapped with the predicted transcripts using featureCounts

(Liao et al., 2014).

4.2.4 Testing for differentially-expressed genes

Analyses of differential gene expression were performed using edgeR under the GLM

(generalised linear model) framework (Robinson et al., 2010). Two sets of filtering criteria

were initially considered for the read count table prior to testing for differential gene

expression across samples:

(1) rowSums(cpm(y)>1)>=3 (low-stringency filter)

Only rows containing a cpm (counts per million) of greater than 1 in at least three

samples were included. This filtering criterion is regularly employed in transcriptome

studies whereby rows are included if they have sufficient read counts (using an arbi-

trary threshold for cpm, but typically 1) in at least n samples, where n is the number

of biological replicates. The filter allows for zero values such as in cases where a gene

is expressed in some treatments but not others, and it also increases the sensitivity

towards detecting differential expression in genes that are lowly-expressed. However,

this filter resulted in a BCV (biological coefficient of variation) value of 0.81. As

the BCV represents the uncertainty with which the true abundance of a gene varies

between biological replicates, a lower value is preferable. Increasing the cpm threshold

only marginally reduced the BCV value, which provided the motivation for exploring

a more stringent set of filtering criteria.

(2) rowSums(cpm(y)>1)==96 (high-stringency filter)

Only rows containing a cpm of greater than 1 in all samples were included. This

filter provided a BCV value of 0.38, which falls within the range of values typically

observed in experimental designs that involve organisms from non-identical genetic

backgrounds (McCarthy et al., 2012). However, the stringency of this filter may

have decreased its sensitivity towards detecting differentially-expressed genes. Data

presented in the Results section is based on this filtering threshold as it was deemed

preferable to take a more conservative approach.
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Normalisation of library sizes between samples was performed using the recommended

TMM (trimmed mean of M-values) method in the calcNormFactors function. The design

matrix was constructed by defining a coefficient for the expression level of each group with

no intercept i.e. model.matrix(∼0+group) where group consisted of the 16 combinations

of the strain-timepoint-treatment variables in this experiment.

To identify DE genes between unexposed and exposed cohorts within each strain at each

timepoint (Table 4.3A in the Results section), the data was first divided into two subsets,

with each subset corresponding to the libraries for each strain. Within each subset, a

comparison between the unexposed and exposed cohort was performed for the relevant

timepoint. Table 4.1 below illustrates the contrast parameters used to identify DE genes

between unexposed and exposed cohorts in each strain at 1 hour; DE genes at the other

three timepoints were identified in a similar manner.

Strain-Timepoint-
Treatment
combination

Contrast sets

UU SS

SS-1-Exposed 0 1
SS-1-Unexposed 0 -1
SS-6-Exposed 0 0
SS-6-Unexposed 0 0
SS-12-Exposed 0 0
SS-12-Unexposed 0 0
SS-24-Exposed 0 0
SS-24-Unexposed 0 0
UU-1-Exposed 1 0
UU-1-Unexposed -1 0
UU-6-Exposed 0 0
UU-6-Unexposed 0 0
UU-12-Exposed 0 0
UU-12-Unexposed 0 0
UU-24-Exposed 0 0
UU-24-Unexposed 0 0

Table 4.1: Contrast sets to illustrate identification of DE genes between exposed and
unexposed cohorts in each strain at 1 hour post-exposure

To identify DE genes between strains at each timepoint under exposed and unexposed
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conditions (Table 4.3B in the Results section), the UU strain was set as the reference

and the SS strain was compared to the UU strain at each timepoint, with the analysis

for exposed and unexposed cohorts performed separately. Table 4.2 below illustrates the

contrast parameters used to identify DE genes between the two strains at 1 hour in the

unexposed cohort; DE genes at the other three timepoints and for the exposed cohort

were identified in a similar manner.

Strain-Timepoint-
Treatment
combination

Contrast set

for SS relative to
UU

SS-1-Exposed 0
SS-1-Unexposed 1
SS-6-Exposed 0
SS-6-Unexposed 0
SS-12-Exposed 0
SS-12-Unexposed 0
SS-24-Exposed 0
SS-24-Unexposed 0
UU-1-Exposed 0
UU-1-Unexposed -1
UU-6-Exposed 0
UU-6-Unexposed 0
UU-12-Exposed 0
UU-12-Unexposed 0
UU-24-Exposed 0
UU-24-Unexposed 0

Table 4.2: Contrast set to illustrate identification of DE genes between strains at 1 hour
in unexposed cohorts only
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4.3 Results

All 48 libraries contained in excess of 10 million reads, and no systematic biases were

observed in the distribution of library sizes (Figure 4.3). Of the 800 million reads ob-

tained, approximately 21% of reads could not be mapped (not present in the reference or

mapped to more than one location). A total of 17,089 transcripts which could be mapped

to sequences with a functional annotation in the H. armigera genome (Pearce et al.,

2017) were obtained. All results presented in this section are based on the high-stringency

filtering criteria (cpm>1 in all samples). Under these criteria, a total of 5663 out of the

17,089 transcripts (33%) were retained. Only transcripts showing differential expression

with a false discovery rate (FDR) of below 0.05 are reported.

Figure 4.3: Distribution of library sizes (n=48) by timepoint, treatment (above) and
strain (below)
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4.3.1 Response at different timepoints

Overview

The three-way dimensionality of the experimental design allows us to analyse differential

gene expression between (i) different timepoints, (ii) exposed and unexposed cohorts,

which includes the response to induction; and (iii) selected and unselected strains, which

includes the response to selection. An overview of the data reveals that both the selected

and unselected strains respond to induction by fenvalerate, although in varying degrees.

In the first analysis (Table 4.3A), unexposed and exposed cohorts are compared within a

strain, and each strain is analysed separately to assess its response to induction. In both

strains, there are more genes that are upregulated than downregulated in the exposed

cohort. At the 1-hour timepoint, no differentially-expressed (DE) genes can be detected

in either strain. Six hours post-exposure, a total of 1785 genes are found to be differ-

entially expressed in the unselected (UU) strain compared to only 125 DE genes in the

selected (SS) strain. There is a decrease in the number of genes responding to induction

at the 12-hour timepoint in both strains but this dip appears to be temporary. At the

24-hour timepoint, both strains show an increase in the number of DE genes compared

to 12 hours before. In the selected strain, the highest number of DE genes is observed

at the 24-hour timepoint, unlike the unselected strain which peaks at the 6-hour timepoint.

When the analysis is performed with respect to the differences between strains which

includes the selection response (Table 4.3B), a different pattern is observed. Using the

unselected strain as the reference, the number of DE genes in the selected strain was

quantified in a pairwise manner at each timepoint, with exposed and unexposed cohorts

analysed separately. In the unexposed cohort of the selected strain, a moderate number of

DE genes can be detected at the 1-hour timepoint. This result is not inconsistent with the

response observed in the previous analysis (Table 4.3A) as it reflects constitutive differ-

ences between strains i.e. differential expression is detectible even at this early timepoint

because basal transcription levels of these genes in the selected strain differ from the

unselected strain. The number of DE genes decreases at the 6-hour timepoint, followed

by an increase at the 12-hour timepoint. This is followed by a second dip at the 24-hour
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A

No. of DE genes between Exposed
and Unexposed cohorts at

Strain 1 hr 6 hrs 12 hrs 24 hrs

UU-up 0 916 76 285
UU-down 0 869 26 178
Total 0 1785 102 463
SS-up 0 66 41 94
SS-down 0 59 34 76
Total 0 125 75 170

B

Strain/
Treatment

No. of DE genes in SS strain relative
to UU at

1 hr 6 hrs 12 hrs 24 hrs
Unexposed-up 32 4 135 58
Unexposed-down 24 7 145 27
Total 56 11 280 85
Exposed-up 4 27 31 19
Exposed-down 1 4 41 20
Total 5 31 72 39

Table 4.3: Number of genes that are differentially expressed
A) between exposed and unexposed cohorts within each strain
B) between strains under exposed and unexposed conditions
at 1 hour, 6 hours, 12 hours and 24 hours post-treatment.

For (A), the directionality refers to upregulation or downregulation
in the exposed cohort relative to the unexposed. For (B), it refers to
upregulation or downregulation in the SS strain relative to the UU strain.

timepoint. In the exposed cohort, only five DE genes are reported in the selected strain

at the 1-hour timepoint. The number of DE genes then increases gradually over six hours,

reaching a peak of 72 genes at the 12-hour timepoint. Similarly to the unexposed cohort,

a dip occurs at the 24-hour timepoint with fewer DE genes reported at this stage.
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To what extent are DE genes shared between timepoints and between

strains?

The next level of analysis pertains to identifying a robust set of genes that warrant further

study. We chose to focus on genes that appeared in more than one subset of the data –

given that the dataset could be dissected in multiple ways, the presence of a gene in each

subset could, to some extent, be considered an independent occurrence. For instance, if a

gene was found to be differentially expressed at three different timepoints, this would be

deemed a more robust candidate than one which was only found to be DE at one timepoint.

The analysis was thus guided by this definition of ’robust’, with a particular focus on genes

that fell in the intersections between timepoints and between strains. In the first dataset

where unexposed and exposed cohorts are compared within a strain, two questions that

can be asked are: Which genes show consistent and robust patterns of DE at sufficiently

high levels that they can be detected across all timepoints; and to what extent do the

same genes appear in both the selected and unselected strains? A series of Venn diagrams

(Figure 4.4) shows that there are 20 genes which continue to be differentially expressed in

the UU strain at 6, 12 and 24 hours post-treatment, whereas the SS strain carries three

such genes. No genes were found to be differentially expressed at the 1-hour timepoint

in either strain. The list of 20 DE genes in the UU strain is primarily (75%) composed

of enzyme-coding genes and includes genes encoding for two members of the detoxifica-

tion gene families (UGT40M1 and CYP4G26), two serine protease-like proteins and a

juvenile hormone epoxide hydrolase (Table 4.4). One of these 20 genes is downregulated

(CG6459, also known as P32 in D. melanogaster). Of the three DE genes that occur across

all three timepoints in the SS strain, one is downregulated. A gene which encodes for

farnesyl pyrophosphate synthase (HaOG206975) is present in both the UU and SS strains.

The Venn diagrams in Figure 4.4 also show that 100, 21 and 89 DE genes are shared

across both the UU and SS strains at the 6, 12 and 24-hour timepoints respectively. (The

full list of genes is available in Appendix B.1, ranked by expression level of the SS strain;

the selection of genes presented in this section pertain to some interesting features of the

dataset discussed below.) At the 6-hour timepoint, 47% of the 100 DE genes here are up-
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regulated. Amongst the upregulated genes are genes encoding for regulation of circadian

rhythm (timeless and cryptochrome), an esterase, CCE033 and three CYPs: CYP9A17,

CYP341B7 and CYP333B3 (Table 4.5). The downregulated genes are enriched for genes

encoding ’housekeeping’ proteins such as ribosome biogenesis proteins, ribosomal proteins,

elongation factors and translation initiation factors. The list of DE genes at 12 hours has

genes encoding for enzymes involved in detoxification (CYP4G8), tyrosine catabolism

(4-hydroxyphenylpyruvate dioxygenase, HPPD) and lipid metabolism (Lipase61, fatty

acid synthase-like protein). Only four of the 21 genes here are downregulated, and three

of these four are housekeeping genes. At 24 hours, approximately 30% of the 89 DE genes

here are downregulated. There are nine genes encoding for members of the detoxifica-

tion gene families (CYP4AU7, CYP4G9, CYP4G26, CYP6AE19, CYP333A1, ABCG1,

GSTε16, UGT33J1, UGT40M1), all of which are upregulated. A suite of genes related to

development and lipid metabolism are also present in this list including genes involved

in the regulation of juvenile hormone and genes encoding for cuticular proteins of which

two are downregulated.
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Figure 4.4: Venn diagrams illustrating the number of DE genes that are shared between
timepoints and between strains in the comparison of exposed and unexposed
cohorts within a strain (Table 4.3A). The top row depicts the number of
DE genes shared across timepoints for the UU (left) and SS (right) strains
while the bottom row depicts the number of DE genes that are in common
between the UU and SS strains at each timepoint
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Gene annotation HaOG Log fold-change at
6 hrs 12 hrs 24 hrs

UU strain
1 BMORI:fumarylacetoacetase HaOG215692 1.87 2.69 1.50
2 HarUGT40M1 ALT:HarUGT-14 HaOG200264 1.74 2.21 4.22
3 BMORI:fatty acid synthase-like HaOG207602 1.72 2.42 2.83
4 CYP4G26-Ha HaOG200072 1.62 2.08 2.08
5 BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101745021 HaOG206713 1.62 1.85 3.12

6
BMORI:trans-1,2-dihydrobenzene-1,2-diol
dehydrogenase-like isoform X2

HaOG211544 1.48 2.61 2.52

7
DMELA:Q7KAK2 Farnesyl pyrophosphate synthase
(Dimethylallyltransferase)

HaOG206975 1.42 1.23 1.35

8 BMORI:retinal dehydrogenase 1-like HaOG216699 1.15 1.92 1.72
9 DMELA:Q9VSY0 Cuticular protein 67B HaOG206673 1.14 1.64 1.80
10 BMORI:cuticular protein RR-1 motif 11 precursor HaOG202657 1.13 1.27 1.59
11 serine protease easter-like HaOG207183 1.13 1.68 1.41

12
DMELA:P52034 6-phosphofructokinase
BMORI:6-phosphofructokinase-like isoform X2

HaOG216825 1.09 1.33 1.25

13 serine protease easter-like HaOG208325 1.08 1.61 1.13

14
DMELA:Q7K537 GH14316p
BMORI:selenium-binding protein 1-like isoform X1

HaOG205510 1.07 1.40 2.54

15
DMELA:Q95U46 GH07925p BMORI:acyl-coenzyme
A dehydrogenase

HaOG201695 0.99 1.72 1.39

16
DMELA:P40320 S-adenosylmethionine synthase
BMORI:S-adenosylmethionine synthetase

HaOG206272 0.95 1.39 1.29

17
DMELA:Q9VB96 CG31075 aldehyde dehydrogenase
(NAD) activity

HaOG207201 0.93 1.74 1.60

18
DMELA:A1ZBF3 Juvenile hormone epoxide
hydrolase 2, isoform C

HaOG214591 0.90 1.60 1.12

19
DMELA:A1Z992 CG33138 hydrolase and
1,4-alpha-glucan branching enzyme activity

HaOG204678 0.88 1.46 1.25

20 DMELA:Q7JXC4 CG6459 P32 HaOG215212 -2.23 -1.18 -1.16
SS strain

1 DMELA:Q9XZ56 4E-binding protein THOR HaOG209464 1.60 1.84 1.44

2
DMELA:Q7KAK2 Farnesyl pyrophosphate synthase
(Dimethylallyltransferase)

HaOG206975 1.50 1.53 1.06

3
DMELA:Q9VU36 LP04985p mitochondrial
ribosomal protein L20

HaOG206747 -1.41 -1.50 -1.34

Table 4.4: Genes that are differentially expressed at 6, 12 and 24-hour timepoints in the
UU (unselected) and SS (selected) strains, shown as log2 fold-change values.
Values refer to differential expression between exposed and unexposed cohorts
within each strain. Negative values represent downregulation in the exposed
cohort relative to the unexposed cohort.
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Rank Gene annotation HaOG LogFC in
UU SS

At 6 hours
Detoxification:

1 CYP9A17-Ha HaOG200110 4.23 3.44
5 CYP341B7-Ha HaOG200058 1.55 2.66
13 CYP333B3-Ha HaOG200024 1.61 1.99
20 HaCCE033 HaOG200147 1.46 1.88

Circadian rhythm:
36 DMELA:P49021 Protein timeless BMORI:timeless HaOG217123 1.77 1.37
47 HSAPI:Q16526 Cryptochrome-1 BMORI:cryptochrome 2 HaOG201315 1.49 0.93

Housekeeping:

48
DMELA:Q9VM33 Elongation factor G, mitochondrial
BMORI:elongation factor G, mitochondrial-like

HaOG208027 -1.39 -0.91

53
DMELA:P56538 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 6
BMORI:eukaryotic translation initiation factor 6

HaOG209996 -1.27 -1.01

56
DMELA:Q7K0Y1 Ribosome biogenesis protein BOP1
homolog BMORI:ribosome biogenesis protein BOP1
homolog

HaOG211250 -1.37 -1.03

60
DMELA:A1Z9E3 Elongation factor Tu BMORI:elongation
factor Tu

HaOG212171 -1.83 -1.07

69
DMELA:Q9VKQ3 Ribosome biogenesis protein WDR12
homolog BMORI:ribosome biogenesis protein WDR12
homolog

HaOG216297 -2.23 -1.14

74
DMELA:Q9VJ38 39S ribosomal protein L13,
mitochondrial BMORI:39S ribosomal protein L13,
mitochondrial-like

HaOG208604 -1.43 -1.20

76
DMELA:Q9VXB5 39S ribosomal protein L22,
mitochondrial BMORI:39S ribosomal protein L22,
mitochondrial-like

HaOG211549 -2.12 -1.21

79
DMELA:Q9VLK2 Ribosomal L1 domain-containing
protein CG13096 BMORI:ribosomal L1 domain-containing
protein CG13096-like

HaOG209092 -2.21 -1.22

80
DMELA:P41375 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2
subunit 2 BMORI:eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2
subunit 2

HaOG215665 -2.05 -1.23

88
DMELA:Q9GQ89 Eukaryotic initiation factor eIF2B alpha
subunit BMORI:eIF2B-alpha protein

HaOG203919 -1.52 -1.45

94
DMELA:Q9U3Z7 NHP2-like protein 1 homolog
BMORI:ribosomal protein L7Ae

HaOG217260 -2.52 -1.76

99
DMELA:Q8T9B2 SD09147p BMORI:mitochondrial
ribosomal protein L54

HaOG209676 -1.66 -1.97

At 12 hours
2 HaLipase61 HaOG200588 2.10 2.12
6 CYP4G8-Ha HaOG200074 1.88 1.76
8 BMORI:fatty acid synthase-like HaOG207602 2.42 1.70

9
DMELA:Q961W1 4-hydroxyphenylpyruvate dioxygenase
BMORI:4-hydroxyphenylpyruvate dioxygenase-like

HaOG211200 2.55 1.66

Housekeeping:

18
HSAPI:P54136 Arginine–tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic
BMORI:arginine–tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic-like

HaOG202143 -1.07 -0.96

19
DMELA:Q9VJ38 39S ribosomal protein L13,
mitochondrial BMORI:39S ribosomal protein L13,
mitochondrial-like

HaOG208604 -1.32 -1.16
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21
DMELA:Q9VXB5 39S ribosomal protein L22,
mitochondrial BMORI:39S ribosomal protein L22,
mitochondrial-like

HaOG211549 -1.28 -1.45

At 24 hours
Detoxification:

7 HarUGT33J1 ALT:HarUGT-23 HaOG200284 4.22 3.34
12 CYP4AU7-Ha-26 HaOG200069 2.97 3.06
13 CYP4G9-Ha HaOG200075 1.92 3.00
17 HarUGT40M1 ALT:HarUGT-14 HaOG200264 4.22 2.75
25 CYP6AE19-Ha HaOG200094 1.86 2.14
29 HaABCG1 ALT:HaABC-G-05-1-H HaOG200346 2.42 2.05
30 CYP4G26-Ha HaOG200072 2.08 2.03
37 HaGSTe16 HaOG200231 2.37 1.82
53 CYP333A1-Ha HaOG200023 1.86 1.42

Development:

8
BMORI:juvenile hormone binding protein an-0921
precursor

HaOG204351 4.40 3.22

47
BMORI:juvenile hormone binding protein an-0128
precursor

HaOG204844 1.68 1.60

58
DMELA:A1ZBF3 Juvenile hormone epoxide hydrolase 2,
isoform C

HaOG214591 1.12 1.15

1 BMORI:cuticular protein RR-1 motif 46 precursor HaOG201905 3.49 3.98
2 BMORI:cuticular protein RR-1 motif 46 precursor HaOG201907 4.57 3.79
3 BMORI:cuticular protein RR-1 motif 46 precursor HaOG201908 3.93 3.72
27 BMORI:cuticular protein glycine-rich 10 precursor HaOG215934 1.61 2.08
34 BMORI:cuticular protein RR-1 motif 42 precursor HaOG201900 1.59 1.87
35 BMORI:cuticular protein RR-1 motif 11 precursor HaOG202657 1.59 1.83
36 DMELA:Q9VSY0 Cuticular protein 67B HaOG206673 1.80 1.82
87 DMELA:Q8I0P8 Cuticular protein 65Av HaOG214287 -1.73 -3.14
89 BMORI:cuticular protein RR-1 motif 32 precursor HaOG201888 -3.41 -4.10

Lipid metabolism:
6 BMORI:fatty acid synthase-like HaOG207602 2.83 3.43
20 HaLipase61 HaOG200588 2.75 2.53
50 BMORI:putative fatty acyl-CoA reductase CG5065-like HaOG210892 1.32 1.47

54
BMORI:elongation of very long chain fatty acids protein
AAEL008004-like

HaOG206661 2.60 1.37

55
BMORI:elongation of very long chain fatty acids protein
AAEL008004-like

HaOG206662 1.83 1.33

65
DMELA:E1JHE4 Fatty acid (Long chain) transport
protein, isoform C BMORI:fatty acid transport protein

HaOG210925 -0.98 -1.23

Table 4.5: DE genes that are present in both UU and SS strains – only a subset of genes
are discussed and listed here from the set of 100, 21 and 89 DE genes that
are present in both strains at the 6, 12 and 24-hour timepoints respectively.
Rank number refers to the order in which each gene appears in the full list
(Appendix B.1) ranked by level of differential expression in the SS strain.
The level of differential expression in each strain is shown as log2 fold-change
values.
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An analysis of the overlaps between genes can also be performed with respect to the

strain comparison presented in the overview (Table 4.3B). In this analysis, the number

of DE genes in the selected strain was quantified at each timepoint using the unselected

strain as the reference. Similarly, the question of which genes show consistent and robust

patterns of DE across all timepoints can be asked here. For the purpose of identifying

genes that show a constitutive difference between the selected and unselected strains, only

the unexposed cohort is analysed here as the effects of induction cannot be disentangled

from strain differences in the exposed cohort. A Venn diagram (Figure 4.5) shows that

only one gene is differentially expressed across all timepoints in both strains, a gene

which codes for a microvitellogenin-like protein (HaOG216755). A total of 38 genes are

differentially expressed at two or more timepoints, nine of which are downregulated in

the SS strain (Table 4.6). A gene encoding for a Twist-related protein is upregulated at

the 1-hour timepoint but downregulated at the 12-hour timepoint. Three members of the

detoxification gene families are amongst the 38 genes in this list: UGT40M1, GSTε16 and

CYP6AN3.
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Figure 4.5: Venn diagram illustrating the number of DE genes in the SS strain relative
to the UU strain that are shared between timepoints (Table 4.3B) for the
unexposed cohort
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Gene annotation HaOG LogFC at
1 hr 6 hrs 12 hrs 24 hrs

1
BMORI:neurogenic locus notch
homolog protein 1-like

HaOG212206 3.36 2.91 3.07

2 BMORI:microvitellogenin-like HaOG216755 2.96 2.19 2.97 3.12
3 DMELA:Q7KTA2 CG33306 HaOG201413 2.13 2.10
4 DMELA:A1Z6X6 CG1707 HaOG209351 1.79 2.19 1.65
5 DMELA:Q9VH09 CG3999 HaOG206725 1.75 1.51

6
HSAPI:Q8WVJ9 Twist-related protein
2 BMORI:twist protein

HaOG217056 1.72 -1.59

7
BMORI:probable ATP-dependent
RNA helicase ddx17-like

HaOG212161 1.69 1.25

8

DMELA:Q962N6 Flavin-containing
monooxygenase FMO-1
BMORI:flavin-dependent
monooxygenase FMO2 precursor

HaOG207733 1.68 1.47

9
DMELA:Q8SXK3 RE16411p
BMORI:2-amino-3-ketobutyrate
coenzyme A ligase, mitochondrial-like

HaOG206931 1.51 1.91

10 BMORI:neuroglian-like HaOG210592 1.50 1.54

11
HSAPI:Q96G03 Phosphoglucomutase-2
BMORI:phosphoglucomutase-2-like

HaOG206851 1.39 1.74 1.46

12 DMELA:Q9W1I7 CG5554 HaOG208672 1.35 1.37

13
HSAPI:P54105 Methylosome subunit
pICln BMORI:methylosome subunit
pICln-like

HaOG209379 1.25 1.73

14 HarUGT40M1 ALT:HarUGT-14 HaOG200264 2.02 2.89

15
DMELA:Q8IMH5 Niemann-Pick type
C-2h, isoform B BMORI:promoting
protein precursor

HaOG204615 2.50 1.75

16 HaGSTe16 HaOG200231 2.45 1.74

17
BMORI:hemolymph juvenile hormone
binding protein precursor

HaOG204364 2.18 2.04

18 CYP6AN3-Ha HaOG200099 2.11 2.80
19 DMELA:Q95U32 CG31344 HaOG207554 1.64 1.92

20

HSAPI:Q9UHK6
Alpha-methylacyl-CoA racemase
BMORI:alpha-methylacyl-CoA
racemase-like isoform X1

HaOG203554 1.81 1.58

21 DMELA:Q9VGJ9 Heme oxygenase HaOG213764 1.79 1.69

22

HSAPI:P26885 Peptidyl-prolyl
cis-trans isomerase FKBP2
BMORI:peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans
isomerase FKBP2-like

HaOG202690 1.73 1.82

23 DMELA:Q9VMC6 CG9547 HaOG216270 1.71 2.33

24
DMELA:Q9VQS4 Spindly
BMORI:protein Spindly-like

HaOG206676 1.54 1.70

25 DMELA:Q9W3N9 CG10932 HaOG205801 1.50 1.15

26
BMORI:monocarboxylate transporter
14-like, partial

HaOG206815 1.44 1.79

27
BMORI:elongation of very long chain
fatty acids protein AAEL008004-like

HaOG206662 1.29 1.50

28
BMORI:fatty acid-binding protein,
heart-like

HaOG210112 1.10 1.31
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29
DMELA:Q24492 Replication protein A
70 kDa DNA-binding subunit
BMORI:replication protein A1

HaOG216188 1.10 1.06

30
BMORI:uncharacterized protein
LOC101740603

HaOG204753 -1.14 -1.15

31

DMELA:Q9VKZ1 Protoheme IX
farnesyltransferase, mitochondrial
BMORI:protoheme IX
farnesyltransferase, mitochondrial-like

HaOG206426 -1.33 -1.67

32

DMELA:P20028 DNA-directed RNA
polymerase I subunit RPA2
BMORI:DNA-directed RNA
polymerase I subunit RPA2-like

HaOG203697 -1.37 -1.37

33

DMELA:Q9VCD0
Glutamyl-tRNA(Gln) amidotransferase
subunit B, mitochondrial
BMORI:glutamyl-tRNA
amidotransferase subunit B

HaOG202767 -1.16 -1.37

34
BMORI:U3 small nucleolar
RNA-associated protein 14 homolog
A-like

HaOG202528 -1.20 -1.29

35 no annotation HaOG214947 -1.66 -1.90
36 DMELA:Q9V3U1 CG3655, isoform A HaOG206136 -1.71 -1.64 -1.71
37 DMELA:Q8IND1 Arpc3A, isoform D HaOG207575 -1.92 -1.67 -1.35

38
BMORI:uncharacterized protein
PFB0145c-like

HaOG215026 -2.64 -2.95

Table 4.6: Subset of DE genes in the selected strain relative to the unselected strain,
unexposed cohort – only genes that are differentially expressed at two or more
timepoints are listed here. Genes are listed in order of level of differential
expression at the 1-hour timepoint. The level of differential expression at each
timepoint is shown as log2 fold-change values.
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4.3.2 Response to induction and selection

Following on from the previous analyses, a union of the sets of DE genes at different

timepoints shows that a total of 2203 genes in the UU and SS strains combined respond

to the treatment, of which 252 genes are shared between both strains (Table 4.7A). Com-

paring between strains, a total of 387 genes are found to be differentially expressed in the

unexposed SS strain relative to the UU strain. Table 4.7B draws on these sums to broadly

categorise all the genes in this dataset into four categories through a contingency table:

genes that are differentially expressed between treatments and strains (TS); between

treatments but not strains (T); between strains but not treatments (S); and genes that

show no differential responses between treatments nor strains (N). The 2203 genes that

show a differential response between treatments could largely be considered inducible,

but of the 387 genes that show a differential response between strains, only a subset may

be responding to selection while the rest could be due to drift in the small population

sizes kept in the laboratory. The genes that show a differential response between both

treatments and strains are therefore of particular interest as they are more likely to have

been selected for. Of the 219 genes that fall into this category, there are 18 members of

the detoxification gene families (discussed further below). Other notable genes include

genes encoding for haemolymph juvenile hormone binding protein precursors, mucin-like

proteins, cuticular proteins and genes involved in lipid metabolism. Table 4.8 illustrates

some of the genes in this dataset while Appendix C.1 lists all 219 genes in this category.
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A

Strain UU and SS UU and SS
No. of DE genes UU SS (union) (intersection)

Between treatments
(exposed and unexposed
cohorts)

2115 340 2203 252

Between strains
(unexposed SS strain
relative to UU)

– 387 – –

B

No. of genes that are
DE

between
treatments

non-DE
between

treatments
DE between strains 219 168 387
non-DE between strains 1984 3292 5276

2203 3460 5663

Table 4.7: A) Number of genes that are differentially expressed between treatments and
between strains. Only the unexposed cohort was used to identify DE genes
between strains.
B) Contingency table showing the four categories of DE genes. The total
number of transcripts (5663) corresponds to the number of transcripts that
passed the filtering criteria.
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HaOG Gene annotation

Detoxification
71 HaOG200023 CYP333A1-Ha
72 HaOG200072 CYP4G26-Ha
73 HaOG200094 CYP6AE19-Ha
74 HaOG200098 CYP6AN1-Ha
75 HaOG200099 CYP6AN3-Ha
186 HaOG200346 HaABCG1 ALT:HaABC-G-05-1-H
187 HaOG200341 HaABCH2 ALT:HaABC-H-26-2-H
188 HaOG200131 HaCCE017
189 HaOG200140 HaCCE026
190 HaOG200189 HaCCE107
191 HaOG200215 HaGSTe02
192 HaOG200231 HaGSTe16
193 HaOG200235 HaGSTo02
194 HaOG200239 HaGSTs01
195 HaOG200248 HaGSTs09
196 HaOG200249 HaGSTs10
199 HaOG200267 HarUGT33T1 ALT:HarUGT-20
200 HaOG200264 HarUGT40M1 ALT:HarUGT-14

Cuticular proteins
12 HaOG215601 BMORI:cuticular protein glycine-rich 13 precursor
13 HaOG210770 BMORI:cuticular protein glycine-rich 6 precursor
14 HaOG201905 BMORI:cuticular protein RR-1 motif 46 precursor

Juvenile hormone binding protein precursors
22 HaOG204363 BMORI:hemolymph juvenile hormone binding protein precursor
23 HaOG204364 BMORI:hemolymph juvenile hormone binding protein precursor

Mucin-like proteins
28 HaOG215196 BMORI:mucin-17-like
29 HaOG212338 BMORI:mucin-2-like
30 HaOG214737 BMORI:mucin-5AC-like isoform X5

Lipid metabolism
8 HaOG207595 BMORI:apolipoprotein D-like
17 HaOG206659 BMORI:elongation of very long chain fatty acids protein 2-like
18 HaOG206662 BMORI:elongation of very long chain fatty acids protein AAEL008004-like
19 HaOG210112 BMORI:fatty acid-binding protein, heart-like
148 HaOG211110 DMELA:Q9V496 Apolipophorins BMORI:apolipophorins isoform X2

Table 4.8: A selection of genes that are differentially expressed between treatments and
between strains. Numbers in the leftmost column refer to the order in which
they appear in the full list of 219 genes (Appendix C.1)
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4.3.3 Contribution of the detoxification gene families

An aim of this study is to assess if members of the detoxification gene families are enriched

in the set of DE genes. The five gene families combined – 114 CYPs, 97 CCEs, 42 GSTs,

46 UGTs and 54 ABCs – comprise 2% of the 17,000 protein-coding genes annotated in

the H. armigera genome (Pearce et al., 2017) and an a priori expectation is that the

proportion of detoxification genes in the list of DE genes will exceed 2%. A count of

the number of detoxification gene family members in each of the four classes of genes –

differentially expressed between treatments and strains (TS); between treatments but not

strains (T); between strains but not treatments (S); and genes that show no differential

responses between treatments nor strains (N) – provides some evidence to support this

hypothesis (Table 4.9). Of the 5663 transcripts that passed the filtering criteria, 1.7%

consists of genes from the detoxification families, which approximates their proportion

in the H. armigera genome. Of these 95 detoxification genes that passed the filtering

criteria, the ABCs are particularly enriched, with 24 of their 54 members included here.

Overall, the detoxification genes comprise over 8% of the TS class of genes. The GSTs

are enriched in the TS class, with 6 members contributing to the 18 detoxification genes

here, whereas most of the CYPs and UGTs are found in the T class. The detoxification

families are also enriched (4.1%) in the S class of genes, but only account for 1.8% of the

T class. One possibility is that inducible genes are also more likely to respond to selection,

and their presence is compensated for by their over-representation in the TS class of genes.
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TS T S N Total

No. of genes in
this class

219 1984 168 3292 5663

CYPs 5 11 1 5 22 (114)
CCEs 3 6 3 10 22 (97)
GSTs 6 3 1 7 17 (42)
ABCs 2 11 0 11 24 (54)
UGTs 2 5 2 1 10 (46)

Sum of detox.
family genes

18 36 7 34 95

As % of genes
in this class

8.2 1.8 4.1 1.0 1.7

Table 4.9: Proportion of CYPs, CCEs, GSTs, ABCs and UGTs that fall into the following
four classes:
genes that are differentially expressed between treatments and strains (TS);
between treatments but not strains (T);
between strains but not treatments (S); and
genes that are not differentially expressed between treatments nor strains
(N).
Figures in brackets in the rightmost column refer to the number of members
for each gene family in the H. armigera genome
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4.4 Discussion

The three-way dimensionality of the experimental design allowed the data to be dissected

in several ways, providing a rich dataset with the potential to provide insights on several

biological questions. An overview of the DE genes between exposed and unexposed cohorts

over the time course (Table 4.3A) reveals that no differential expression is detectible at

the 1-hour timepoint. This suggests that at this early timepoint, there has been insuffi-

cient time to allow for a differential response to the treatment to be detected. A second

observation is that the increase in transcriptional activity between 1 and 6 hours appears

to be followed by a dip in the induction response around the 12-hour timepoint. This

profile is reminiscent of that observed by Willoughby et al. (2006) who compared the

induction responses of D. melanogaster to eight xenobiotic compounds. Using real-time

quantitative PCR, they quantified changes in mRNA levels at several timepoints over a

24-hour period and found that an initial induction peak occurred around 4 hours post-

exposure; this was followed by a dip and an eventual increase to levels that exceeded

the 4-hour peak as they approached the 24-hour mark. They hypothesised that the genes

responding to the treatment could be metabolising or sequestering the xenobiotic in the

first few hours post-exposure, thus lowering levels of the xenobiotic in the organism after

the initial increase in transcriptional activity. A similar phenomenon could be responsible

for the patterns observed in our data whereby the 6-hour timepoint could be (or is close

to being) the initial induction peak.

A third observation is that the unselected (UU) strain shows a larger induction response

– the UU strain has higher numbers of DE genes than the SS strain at each timepoint.

This supports the idea that the unselected strain is exhibiting acute stress and increasing

transcriptional activity of an arsenal of genes in response to the early stages of insecticide

exposure. One intriguing possibility is that a ’master regulator’ gene is induced by the

stress of xenobiotic exposure in the UU strain but not in the SS. Misra et al. (2011) ob-

served that up to 70% of the genes induced by xenobiotic compounds in D. melanogaster

responded to expression of CncC (cap ’n’ collar isoform C), a Drosophila orthologue

of Nrf2 which is a transcription factor from the leucine zipper family. Using transgenic
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lines, they found that overexpressing CncC was sufficient to induce expression of six

detoxification genes (Cyp6a2, Cyp6a8, Cyp6a21, GSTδ2, GSTδ7 and Jheh1, juvenile hor-

mone epoxide hydrolase 1) in the absence of xenobiotics. A similar mechanism could be

present in H. armigera where the transcriptional activity of several genes in response to

xenobiotics and/or oxidative stress can be traced to a single trans-acting factor, with a

loss of function preventing the normal transcriptional response to xenobiotics from taking

place in the SS strain.

In the overview of the DE genes between strains (Table 4.3B), the expression profile of

the unexposed cohort provides evidence of constitutive differences between the selected

and unselected strains – at the 1-hour mark, 56 DE genes are detectible, in contrast to the

complete absence of DE genes at this timepoint in the previous analysis. The presence of

DE genes at this early stage is consistent with differences in the basal transcription levels

of these genes between the SS and UU strains. A question remains as to whether or not

the DE genes reported in this analysis are relevant to fenvalerate resistance – it is not

immediately apparent why the numbers of DE genes should vary over the time course

in the absence of the insecticide. One possibility is that a subset of these constitutive

differences are unrelated to the resistance phenotype, and that some genes simply have

differential activity that align with the circadian rhythm of the organism. Somewhat

counter-intuitively, the exposed cohort has fewer DE genes than the unexposed cohort

over the time course, with the exception of the 6-hour timepoint. A possible explanation

is that the response to induction in both strains has reduced the net effect of the differ-

ences between strains, making it more difficult to detect differential expression under our

stringent filtering criteria.

In our dataset of DE genes between the exposed and unexposed cohorts (Table 4.4), genes

encoding for serine protease-like proteins were found to be upregulated upon exposure

to fenvalerate. Proteolytic enzymes have been reported to be upregulated in studies of

differential gene expression between DDT and/or permethrin-resistant and susceptible

strains of A. gambiae, D. melanogaster and houseflies (Ahmed et al., 1998; Pedra et al.,

2004; Vontas et al., 2005). The authors of these studies speculate on several possibilities
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such as the involvement of protein catabolism in the induction of detoxification enzymes,

putative roles of proteolytic enzymes in regulation through effecting changes in protein

conformations and protein turnover, or protein catabolism as a means of regulating energy

utilisation under stress. A gene encoding for juvenile hormone epoxide hydrolase (Jheh)

was also upregulated in this dataset. Jheh has been found to be induced by multiple

xenobiotics in Trichoplusia ni, including compounds without epoxides (Anspaugh and

Roe, 2005).

Some interesting patterns can also be seen in the lists of genes that are shared between the

UU and SS strains (Table 4.5) – at the 6-hour timepoint, a suite of housekeeping genes are

downregulated in both strains. Inhibiting the translation of non-essential housekeeping

proteins could be a stress response that allows the cell to conserve energy and divert

resources towards adaptively responding to stressors (Roelofs et al., 2010; Aufauvre

et al., 2014). Cyp9a17 was also amongst the list of upregulated DE genes at this timepoint,

which is consistent with a previous study that found it was upregulated in response to

the pyrethroid insecticide deltamethrin, along with gossypol and phenobarbital (Zhou

et al., 2010a). Two genes involved in regulation of circadian rhythm, crytochrome and

timeless were also upregulated at this timepoint, and it is possible that they could affect

the activity of xenobiotic-metabolising enzymes at different times of day (Hooven et al.,

2009; Beaver et al., 2010). Future studies would ideally control for this variation, perhaps

by replicating the experiment at different times of the day.

At the 12 and 24-hour timepoints, genes involved in tyrosine catabolism, lipid metabolism

and development are upregulated. 4-hydroxyphenylpyruvate dioxygenase (HPPD) is a

key enzyme in tyrosine catabolism that metabolises 4-hydroxyphenylpyruvate into ho-

mogentisate. In silkworm larvae, carbamate insecticides have been shown to increase

the concentration of hydroxyphenyl compounds in the haemolymph, so disrupting the

function of HPPD could increase the amount of toxic metabolites circulating in the insect

haemolymph (Sugiyama et al., 1981). Another contribution of tyrosine to the resistance

phenotype could be in reducing penetration of insecticides through the cuticle, as tyro-

sine serves as a precursor for compounds involved in cuticle sclerotization (Kramer and
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Hopkins, 1987). The upregulation of genes involved in lipid metabolism and cuticular

proteins is supported by studies in Anopheles which implicate these pathways in cuticular

hydrocarbon synthesis (Jones et al., 2013; Toé et al., 2015). One explanation revolves

around the possibility that the upregulation of these genes is a response to topical ap-

plication of the insecticide as the insect attempts to reduce penetration of xenobiotics

through the cuticle. Genes encoding enzymes involved in lipid metabolic pathways could

also be effective targets for insect control because of their roles in maintaining the fat

body, which is an organ that is unique to insects and has many metabolic functions

including xenobiotic metabolism and energy storage (Arrese and Soulages, 2010). A

second explanation, unrelated to insecticide exposure, is that the organism is undergoing

developmental changes as it prepares to enter the next larval stage. Expression levels of

Jheh vary over the course of larval development, as do cuticular proteins (Anspaugh and

Roe, 2005; Togawa et al., 2008; Liang et al., 2010).

Comparing the unexposed SS strain to the UU strain (Table 4.6) reveals one gene that is

differentially expressed across all four timepoints, a gene encoding for a microvitellogenin-

like protein. Vitellogenin is a female-specific protein that is a major constituent of egg

proteins. In most insects, vitellogenin is synthesised by the fat body and transported to the

ovaries through the haemolymph. Microvitellogenin is a small protein that shares many

similarities with vitellogenin (Kawooya et al., 1986). A gene encoding for a haemolymph

juvenile hormone binding protein (hJHBP) precursor, HaOG204364 is also upregulated

in this dataset. HaOG204364 is also present in the list of genes that respond to induction,

along with another hJHBP precursor, HaOG204363. Interestingly, both vitellogenin and

hJHBP have been implicated in stress responses. Bees with higher concentrations of vitel-

logenin in their haemolymph were found to be more resistant to oxidative stress and had

longer lifespans (Seehuus et al., 2006) while stressed Manduca sexta showed decreased

levels of hJHBP and a corresponding increase in the availability of unbound juvenile hor-

mone to induce developmental delays in response to stressors (Tauchman et al., 2007).

Our data could therefore be interpreted as detecting reduced levels of hJHBP in the UU

strain relative to the SS strain rather than an upregulation of hJHBP in the SS strain,

which is consistent with the idea that the UU strain is exhibiting a larger stress response
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while the SS strain is relatively unstressed. However, a limitation of the study design was

the lack of replicate populations which would provide evidence for the contribution of a

gene to the resistance phenotype. Differences between the selected and unselected strains

could be attributable to drift rather than positive selection, so future study designs would

ideally have replicate populations subjected to a selection regime without overly compro-

mising population sizes, particularly in an organism like H. armigera which suffers from

inbreeding depression. Our study design could also be further improved by distinguishing

between different stages of the third-instar larvae i.e. whether the larvae were at an early,

middle or late phase of third instar.

The classification of genes into the four categories (TS, T, S and N) reveals that larger

numbers of DE genes are observed between treatments than between strains. In light of

the limitations and caveats involved in the study design and data analyses, perhaps the

most robust candidates that warrant further study are the class of genes that are differ-

entially expressed both between treatments and strains (TS). A qualitative distinction

between constitutive differences due to the selection response and those due to drift could

be made by identifying DE genes that are present in both the between-treatments dataset

(inducible genes) and the between-strains dataset – if a DE gene in the between-strains

dataset is found to be DE in the between-treatments dataset, it appears more likely to

have been selected for rather than simply being a consequence of drift. Using the example

of the genes encoding for microvitellogenin and hJHBP precursor, the data could perhaps

be interpreted as providing stronger support for the role of the latter in the resistance phe-

notype, whereas differential expression of the former could be attributed to drift. Similarly,

the presence of genes involved in the lipid metabolism pathway and genes encoding for

cuticular protein precursors in both the between-treatments and between-strains dataset

suggests that these genes could be part of the selection response (in addition to being

inducible) and contribute to the resistance phenotype.

Finally, our findings support the hypothesis that gene families involved in xenobiotic

metabolism and detoxification such as the CYPs, CCEs, GSTs, UGTs and ABCs play

a prominent role in the mechanisms underlying fenvalerate resistance. Cyp337 was not
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found to be amongst the list of genes in the filtered dataset. Nine members of the detoxi-

fication gene families are present in the set of 89 DE genes that are induced in both the

UU and SS strains at the 24-hour timepoint. Across the whole dataset, these five gene

families comprise approximately 2% of the 17,000 protein-coding genes in the H. armigera

genome yet they are over-represented in the class of ’responsive’ genes, particularly genes

that are both inducible and selectable. Although they comprise only 1.8% of the inducible

(T) class of genes, it is compensated for by their over-representation in the class of TS

genes (8.2%). There are five CYPs in the TS class of genes, but it is not known if any of

them have the ability to metabolise fenvalerate. As these gene families are found across

a diverse range of organisms, further studies into the function of the individual members

would provide valuable insight into the mechanisms underlying resistance across different

orders of insect pests. An understanding of how different members of a metabolic pathway

interact to confer resistance is also required to elucidate their roles in the induction and

selection responses. Outside of the detoxification gene families, further investigation of ju-

venile hormone-binding proteins, cuticular proteins, tyrosine metabolism, lipid metabolic

pathways and the effects of circadian rhythm on xenobiotic metabolism is also required

to advance our understanding of their roles in insecticide resistance.
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Chapter 5

General discussion





The aims of this thesis revolve around the premise that H. armigera is a target pest of

insecticides in the field and is expected to be subjected to selective pressures that can

leave behind signatures of selection in its genome. Candidate gene-finding for a trait of

interest – in this case, insecticide resistance – can therefore be approached in several ways,

of which two have been explored in this thesis: genomic scans for selective sweeps and

comparative transcriptomics of populations that have been selected for and/or exposed to

the insecticide. Chapter 2 explored patterns of variation using Australian populations to

establish a baseline for future genome-wide scans of selective sweeps in H. armigera, while

Chapter 3 assessed whether or not the findings of the previous chapter could be extended

to non-Australian populations of H. armigera. Chapter 3 also assessed the extent of pop-

ulation differentiation between inter-continental samples and identified useful markers

for characterising population structure. The genomic approach explored in Chapters 2

and 3 was complemented by a transcriptome study in Chapter 4 to identify candidate

resistance genes by comparing gene expression between an unselected strain and a strain

from the same genetic background that had undergone selection for fenvalerate resistance,

and between exposed and unexposed cohorts. Here, I discuss some of the findings of this

thesis, their implications, and future directions.

5.1 High nucleotide diversity and limited linkage disequilibrium in He-

licoverpa armigera facilitates the detection of a selective sweep:

Implications and future directions

In quantifying population genetic parameters such as nucleotide diversity, insertion-

deletion frequency and the decay of LD, this study found that the H. armigera genome

harboured high levels of diversity and high levels of recombination. It is not well under-

stood how or why levels of genetic diversity vary between species, although Romiguier

et al. (2014) report that life-history traits such as propagule size, fecundity and longevity

appear to have some predictive value through their effects on effective population size,

Ne. The range of genetic diversity levels can be relatively narrow despite large differences
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in census population sizes across species (Leffler et al., 2012). An upper or lower limit

may exist to constrain the amount of variation that can be carried in a genome. The cost

of carrying too many deleterious mutations in a population (genetic load) is detrimental,

as is an inability to respond to change due to insufficient genetic variation (Crow, 1970).

Intriguingly, high levels of diversity are observed in H. armigera, yet inbreeding depres-

sion, which is a consequence of homozygosity, is a recurrent problem amongst colonies of

H. armigera maintained in the laboratory – it is not clear how the two phenomena can

be reconciled. Studies of genetic load in H. armigera would provide insights into these

questions as well as the factors underlying its reproductive success and fitness in the field.

The rapid decay of LD in H. armigera highlights some design considerations for genome-

wide studies in this species. Designs that genotype only a subset of the variants using

arrays of ’tag’ SNPs (or ’SNP chips’) such as those typically used in human studies are

likely to be unpropitious, and genome imputation approaches will be limited. The genome

size of H. armigera (and insect genomes in general) makes whole-genome sequencing

feasible, but genome assembly will be challenging due to the high frequencies of single

nucleotide as well as insertion-deletion polymorphisms. However, the low levels of LD

suggest that identification of causal variants in GWAS and scans for selective sweeps

could be easier because each association will be confined to a narrower ’window’ (genomic

region) containing only a small number of candidate genes.

A surprising outcome of this study was the identification of a locus that exhibited signs

of a selective sweep. The study was conceived to survey patterns of variation at neutrally-

evolving loci, hence the focus on intronic sequences and the EPIC marker design; it was,

in effect, an attempt to answer the question ’What does neutral look like in H. armigera?’.

However, the data revealed that the Cyp303a1 locus was characterised by two divergent

haplogroups, Ins200 and Del200, with the Del200 haplogroup displaying the classic signs

of recent positive selection. Sequencing of the coding regions did not reveal any non-

synonymous sites distinguishing between the two alleles, and it is not known what the

function of Cyp303a1 is in H. armigera. In D. melanogaster, the gene has been found to

be essential for mechano- and chemosensation and is expressed only in the sensory bristles
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(Willingham and Keil, 2004). Loss-of-function mutants had a diminished proboscis

extension reflex (PER), a response scored as present or absent when leg chemoreceptors

were stimulated with sugars or other tastants. In H. armigera, CYP303A1 was found to

be expressed in the antennae (Pearce et al., 2017), which suggests that it is likely to

have a chemosensory function as antennae are the primary organs of olfaction in Lepi-

doptera. No expression was detected in the tissues associated with detoxification such

as midgut, fatbody and Malphigian tubules. A functional study of Cyp303a1 and its

alleles in H. armigera would shed light on its contribution to insecticide resistance, if

any, and expand our understanding of CYPs and their diverse roles across insect taxa.

Another avenue of interest could be to quantify the frequency of chromosomal aberrations

in H. armigera and to investigate the likelihood that the lack of recombination between

the Ins200 and Del200 alleles is the result of a chromosomal inversion.

5.2 Population differentiation between Australian and Chinese Heli-

coverpa armigera occurs in distinct blocks on the Z chromosome:

Implications and future directions

The previous study using Australian H. armigera provided a picture of a high-diversity

genome, in a highly vagile species. To assess if these findings could be generalised, it was

imperative that non-Australian populations be characterised in a similar manner – as

Australasia was postulated to be the centre of origin for the Helicoverpa lineage, it was

possible that Australian populations of H. armigera were atypical in their genetic diversity.

To that end, samples were collected from two sites in China, located 700km apart. Less

than 1% of the variation in the samples discriminated between individuals from the two

collection sites, which was consistent with the high dispersal ability of the species. The

Chinese populations also harboured levels of diversity similar to that of the Australian

populations, and a rapid decay of LD. High genetic variation thus appeared to be fairly

typical of H. armigera. Another finding in this study was a consistent signal of a negative

Tajima’s D. As the signal was distributed across multiple loci, the most parsimonious

interpretation is that there has been a population expansion in the evolutionary history
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of H. armigera. Future population genomic studies of H. armigera could incorporate

different demographic models and employ more sophisticated statistical frameworks to

disentangle the effects of selection from drift and date the expansion event.

Comparison of the samples from the two different countries revealed that the Chinese

individuals could be distinguished from the Australian individuals, but only subtly – 88%

of the variation could be attributed to variation within samples from the same country.

The exception was the Cyp303a1 locus where different haplotypes were predominant

in each country. The discovery that the Cyp303a1 locus was highly differentiated be-

tween Australian and Chinese H. armigera motivated a search for other loci that could

be used as markers of population structure. A chromosome-wide scan identified several

regions (’blocks’) of high differentiation between Australian and Chinese populations, and

these blocks formed distinct peaks (of high FST values) across the chromosome. That the

Cyp303a1 locus exhibits both population structure and signatures of a selective sweep

raises the question as to whether or not these regions of high differentiation will show a

similar phenomenon – resequencing of these loci in populations from different continents

could uncover more evidence of positive selection in the H. armigera genome. One of

these highly-differentiated regions contains members of the ABCB subfamily of ABC

transporters which have been implicated in xenobiotic detoxification, so evidence of a se-

lective sweep at this locus would provide strong support for its role in insecticide resistance.

The question of whether or not the H. armigera genome contains DNA introgressed from

another species remains open; more data would be required to test the hypothesis, in-

cluding identification of the source species. The introgression hypothesis presents some

interesting possibilities – it could explain why Australian H. armigera appear to be a sep-

arate subspecies (H. armigera conferta) that differs from ’rest-of-the-world’ H. armigera

(Anderson et al., 2016). An introgression event between H. armigera and a closely-related

Helicoverpa species that is endemic to Australia would produce haplotypes that are unique

to Australia, such as the Cyp303a1 Del200 haplogroup. The presence of these blocks of

high FST favour a model in which introgressed regions are concentrated in small stretches

of high differentiation, rather than diffused in low-to-moderate amounts throughout the
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genome. In a model proposed by Currat and Excoffier (2011), introgression coupled

with population expansion could produce sweep-like patterns as genes introgressing in the

invading population spread through the population. This model provides a backdrop for

an alternative hypothesis: that the sweep-like signal at the Cyp303a1 Del200 haplogroup

is a result of demographic processes rather than selection. It would be interesting to see

if more Cyp303a1 -like loci can be found in the H. armigera genome, and to quantify the

frequency of these patterns to determine the more parsimonious explanation.

Our study also confirmed instances of synteny between B. mori and H. armigera, consis-

tent with previous reports in lepidopterans (Jiggins et al., 2005; Yasukochi et al., 2006;

d’Alencon et al., 2010). The study was conceived while assembly of the H. armigera

genome was still underway, so coding sequences of the B. mori Z chromosome were used to

identify putative Z-linked contigs in H. armigera through orthology – marker design thus

relied upon assumptions of synteny in lepidopterans, and data collection was undertaken

on that premise. The markers were only much later confirmed to be on the H. armigera Z

chromosome, after completion of the H. armigera genome assembly and annotation. This

auxiliary result supports the utility of synteny-based approaches in studies involving non-

model lepidopterans as it may speed up the process of identifying insecticide resistance

genes in pest organisms (Baxter et al., 2011).

A caveat in both our studies is that the results may be peculiar to the Z chromosome. Sex

chromosomes may be subjected to faster rates of evolution compared to the autosomes

because recessive alleles are exposed in the hemizygous sex (Vicoso and Charlesworth,

2006; Sackton et al., 2014). The symmetry of autosomal loci may buffer against the

effects of selection on deleterious recessive alleles and drift as a result of larger effective

population size (4/3 times that of Z-linked loci). However, a strength of this study design

is the ability to empirically observe the different haplotypes resulting from recombination

without the need for imputation – sequencing the sex chromosome in the hemizygous

sex is a cost-beneficial way of overcoming the problem of inferring gametic phase from

diploid sequences. Advances in single-molecule sequencing technology along with expected

decreases in cost will presumably lead to the obsolescence of this approach in future.
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5.3 Transcriptome analyses of the induction and selection response to

fenvalerate in Helicoverpa armigera : Implications and future direc-

tions

A component that is lacking in genomic scans of selective sweeps is the link between

genotype and phenotype. Signals of selection inferred purely from patterns in the DNA

cannot directly be ascribed to a selective agent; a functional assay or study is required at

some level to provide a biological context for the relevance of candidate loci to a particular

trait. A comparative analysis of the transcriptomes of resistant and susceptible strains

provides some validation of the relevance of candidate loci to insecticide resistance. While

evidence of differential gene expression in itself may not be sufficient, it does moves us

one step closer towards linking genotype to phenotype.

This study approached the identification of candidate genes by looking for differential

gene expression between treatments (exposure to the insecticide) and between strains. In

the induction response, genes respond when the substrate is encountered, so a comparison

between exposed and unexposed cohorts identifies genes involved in this response. In the

selection response, strains are expected to show constitutive differences in the expression

of some genes due to the selection regime; a comparison between strains under unexposed

conditions identifies genes involved in this response without the confounding influence of

the induction response. Genes were assigned to one of four categories: responding to both

induction and selection (TS), responding to induction but not selection (T), responding

to selection but not induction (S), and responding to neither induction nor selection (N).

The majority of the genes fell into the N class, while genes from the T class comprised

the largest proportion of the three responsive classes. Some interesting candidates were

revealed in the TS class of genes, and these genes form a good starting point for future

studies as they are found to be differentially expressed in multiple ’slices’ of the dataset.

The xenobiotic response of genes involved in lipid metabolism is supported by the role

of the fatbody which is analogous to the mammalian liver and has many functions in-
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cluding xenobiotic metabolism. It also serves as an endocrine organ and as the site of

synthesis for haemolymph proteins. Lipophorin, a major lipid carrier circulating in the

haemolymph, has the ability to bind a range of xenobiotics including permethrin, dieldrin,

DDT and malathion (Haunerland and Bowers, 1986). Lipid metabolism also serves

to regulate energy utilisation when the insect is faced with stressors, provides cholesterol

for synthesising steroid hormones including ecdysone and delivers energy to flight muscles

and oocytes (Canavoso et al., 2001; Arrese and Soulages, 2010).

The upregulation of genes involved in tyrosine metabolism is conceivable given that car-

bamate insecticides increase the concentration of hydroxyphenyl compounds in the insect

haemolymph (Sugiyama et al., 1981); upregulating HPPD could serve to reduce the

amount of these toxic metabolites in the haemolymph. Another potential role for tyro-

sine in insecticide resistance is through cuticle sclerotization (Kramer and Hopkins,

1987), where resistant cohorts could have evolved to reduce penetration of xenobiotics

through additional hardening of the cuticle. Copley (2000) offer an interesting hypothesis

of pre-existing promiscuous enzymes being recruited to perform novel functions – they

speculate that a glutathione-dependent enzyme from the tyrosine catabolism pathway,

maleylacetoacetate (MAA) isomerase, may have been recruited to detoxify the pesticide

pentachlorophenol (PCP) in Sphingomonas chlorophenolica (a Gram-negative aerobic

bacteria) due to similarities in the active sites between the MAA isomerase and a dehalo-

genase (both of which are ζ-class GSTs) involved in the degradation of PCP. While this

scenario seems quite idiosyncratic, it does spark some interesting possibilities which could

lead to other avenues of research.

A variable which is often not considered in insecticide dose-response assays is the time

of day at which assays are carried out. Circadian clocks have been found to regulate

not only everyday physiological functions such as sleep-wake cycles, cellular function and

metabolism, but also the activity of xenobiotic-metabolising enzymes (Hooven et al.,

2009; Beaver et al., 2010). Beaver et al. (2010) found that disruption of the tran-

scription factor Pdp1, which is controlled by the circadian clock, led to differences in the

expression of Cyp6a2, Cyp6g1, α-Esterase7 and DHR96, a nuclear receptor which has been
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found to regulate expression of a large number of genes involved in xenobiotic metabolism

(King-Jones et al., 2006) – thus leading to differences in pesticide susceptibility. It is

speculated that this variation in the expression of xenobiotic-metabolising enzymes may

have evolved to anticipate exposure to plant allelochemicals and other compounds during

daily feeding rhythms. An avenue for further research would be to investigate if expres-

sion of CncC, another central regulator of xenobiotic-metabolising enzymes (Misra et al.,

2011) also exhibits a similar response to the circadian clock. Hooven et al. (2009) also

found that the variation in susceptibility to insecticides at different times of day was not

significant when flies were maintained under constant light, so future study designs could

use this approach to control for such variation.

The upregulation of genes encoding for cuticular proteins and juvenile hormone-related

functions presents some intriguing questions: do they contribute to the resistance phe-

notype, or is the differential expression detected in this study a result of developmental

changes taking place over the course of the 24-hour assay? The answers may not be

mutually exclusive – for instance, juvenile hormone degradation is affected by stress and

insects can delay progression to the next developmental stage in response to stressors

(Rauschenbach et al., 1996; Gruntenko et al., 2000; Tauchman et al., 2007). Simi-

larly, cuticular proteins form part of the normal developmental pathway in insects but

could also serve to reduce penetration of xenobiotics through the cuticle. A further con-

sideration is that genes encoding for cuticular proteins and JH-related functions may also

be governed by circadian rhythms, and/or may be part of the suite of genes under the

control of a central regulator such as DHR96 or CncC. More research would be required

to understand the contributions of these genes in insecticide resistance.

This study assessed the contribution of five detoxification gene families to fenvalerate

resistance, and the data support the hypothesis that these gene families are enriched in

the set of genes responding to induction and selection. CYP303A1 was not among the

CYPs found to be differentially expressed in this study, and there are several plausible

reasons for its absence in this dataset: firstly, expression of CYP303A1 in the H. armigera

antennae would indicate that it is unlikely to have a role in xenobiotic detoxification.
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Secondly, if the gene was only expressed at very low levels in H. armigera (as it is in

D. melanogaster), it is unlikely to have passed the stringent filtering criteria used in this

study. Further, the sweep-like patterns were only observed in the Del200 haplogroup – it

is not clear if this intronic insertion-deletion polymorphism was segregating amongst the

individuals used in this study. Genomic sequences would be required to ascertain if there

are any associations between the CYP303A1 indel polymorphism and resistance.

A criticism that could be levelled at this study is the lack of replication of both the

selection and control lines. As only a finite number of individuals will be carried through

each generation, allele frequencies in subsequent generations are susceptible to the effects

of drift. The use of replicate populations helps to disentangle the effects of drift from

selection, particularly if the same genes are found to be differentially expressed in multiple

replicates. However, even study designs that have rigorously taken into consideration the

effects of effective population size, laboratory adaptation and the replication of selection

and control lines have found it difficult to identify consistent genetic changes across repli-

cates. Griffin et al. (2017) found that there were large differences in the number of loci

estimated as contributing to the selection response, with some replicate lines showing up

to ten times the number of candidate SNPs as other replicate lines in some cases. The

authors concluded that these differences were the result of hitchhiking effects and different

selection responses in the replicate lines. Selection also appeared to promote divergence

rather than convergence of the replicate lines, and it was unclear if additional precautions

to control for hitchhiking effects would have borne a different outcome.

Another limitation of this study was the variation between biological replicates that led to

greater uncertainty surrounding the true abundance of a gene. The use of high-stringency

filtering criteria to estimate levels of DE with a higher confidence comes at the expense

of discarding data – only 33% of transcripts passed the filtering threshold. Ideally, a

more sophisticated statistical technique would be employed in future study designs to

retain a larger proportion of the dataset. One avenue that could be explored to reduce

the variation between replicates is to further categorise the larvae into sub-categories of

early, middle or late-stage third instar as the differences in developmental timing could
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be contributing to the ’noise’ in the data.

A QTL (quantitative trait loci) mapping approach will provide further insights in linking

genotype to phenotype. There are several options for obtaining a quantitative measure of

the resistance phenotype including time to death, median lethal dose (LD50), knockdown

time, fecundity and motility response (Denecke et al., 2015). In a cross between the

selected (resistant) and unselected (susceptible) strain, the segregating progeny resulting

from an F2 cross (or F1 backcrossed to a parental strain) will display different mean values

of the trait. Genome sequencing of the segregating progeny along with a scan for selective

sweeps is expected to provide a valuable dataset to propel the search for novel candidates.

Given that a major resistance factor has already been identified in the form of Cyp337b3,

the use of parental strains that have fixed for Cyp337b3 will allow genes of smaller effect to

be elucidated. The high levels of recombination in H. armigera populations may prove to

be helpful at pinpointing the causal locus within the QTL region. Nevertheless, functional

studies involving positional cloning and targeted gene replacement would still be required

to establish causality.

A further endeavour would be to build a repository of sequenced genotypes against which

the transcriptomes could be compared to identify correlations between variation in gene

expression and genotype i.e. eQTLs (expression quantitative trait loci). Mapping crosses

have already been undertaken, and analysis of QTLs and eQTLs is expected to take place

in the near future (J. Oakeshott, personal communications). Additionally, changes in cis-

and trans-regulatory elements could be investigated through the use of reciprocal crosses,

with the question: How does prior selection by an insecticide affect subsequent transcrip-

tional responses, without the supposition that such changes are adaptive responses to

insecticides. ChIP (chromatin immunoprecipitation) sequencing could also be undertaken

to identify the binding sites of transcription factors.
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5.4 Concluding remarks

The body of research presented in this thesis provides insights into the genome archi-

tecture of H. armigera, a major pest of agriculture globally. In the context of applied

research, it identifies several candidate genes for pyrethroid resistance that warrant further

investigation. It also identifies several avenues for future inquiries in population genomics

and evolutionary biology.
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Appendix B

List of DE genes that are shared across the UU

and SS strains at the 6, 12 and 24-hour

timepoints



Gene HaOG LogFC in
UU SS

At 6 hours (n=100)
1 CYP9A17-Ha HaOG200110 4.23 3.44
2 BMORI:frizzled-2-like HaOG210988 1.93 3.42
3 BMORI:proton-coupled folate transporter-like HaOG206635 2.63 3.33
4 BMORI:GTPase-activating protein CdGAPr-like HaOG213929 2.24 2.88
5 CYP341B7-Ha HaOG200058 1.55 2.66
6 DMELA:A8JR05 Crossveinless c, isoform C HaOG214463 2.43 2.56
7 BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101745090 HaOG210985 1.72 2.17
8 unknown HaOG202754 3.26 2.17
9 DMELA:Q9VIC9 CG8665 HaOG207522 2.66 2.09
10 BMORI:putative uncharacterized protein DDB-G0277255-like HaOG209375 1.93 2.07
11 DMELA:Q9VHC5 CG8165 HaOG213149 1.64 2.06

12
DMELA:E1JH44 Cuticular protein 49Ac, isoform D
BMORI:cuticular protein RR-1 motif 1 precursor

HaOG215985 1.53 2.00

13 CYP333B3-Ha HaOG200024 1.61 1.99
14 BMORI:peroxidase-like isoform X1 HaOG213098 2.97 1.98
15 BMORI:solute carrier family 46 member 3-like HaOG206634 1.98 1.97
16 DMELA:Q8IPB7 CG6206, isoform B HaOG214600 1.74 1.94

17
DMELA:Q9VMC9 Kynurenine formamidase
BMORI:kynurenine formamidase-like

HaOG211924 2.14 1.91

18 DMELA:Q9VPL5 CG11490 HaOG206862 1.87 1.90
19 BMORI:microtubule-associated protein futsch-like HaOG207771 2.74 1.88
20 HaCCE033 HaOG200147 1.46 1.88

21
DMELA:A8JNN5 CG7112, isoform B BMORI:rab
GTPase-activating protein 1-like isoform X1

HaOG213468 1.10 1.82

22 BMORI:DNA ligase 1-like isoform X2 HaOG206374 1.43 1.81

23
DMELA:Q9VSH9 UPF0183 protein CG7083 BMORI:UPF0183
protein CG7083-like

HaOG213196 2.00 1.77

24
DMELA:Q9VN93 Putative cysteine proteinase CG12163
BMORI:fibroinase precursor

HaOG207683 2.13 1.73

25 DMELA:Q2PDP3 CG2201, isoform E HaOG204816 2.17 1.70

26
DMELA:Q7KTG2 CG15828, isoform B
BMORI:apolipophorins-like

HaOG213763 1.66 1.65

27
DMELA:Q8IMW9 CG6454, isoform C BMORI:C2
domain-containing protein 5-like

HaOG215054 1.92 1.62

28
DMELA:Q8MRN2 GH13342p BMORI:uncharacterized protein
LOC101735388

HaOG204554 1.42 1.61

29 DMELA:O76906 Protein cramped BMORI:protein cramped-like HaOG208924 2.35 1.60
30 DMELA:Q9XZ56 4E-binding protein THOR HaOG209464 1.98 1.60
31 DMELA:Q9VJE5 Restin homolog BMORI:restin homolog HaOG212175 1.71 1.54
32 BMORI:xaa-Pro dipeptidase-like isoform X3 HaOG203283 1.07 1.54

33
DMELA:Q7KAK2 Farnesyl pyrophosphate synthase
(Dimethylallyltransferase)

HaOG206975 1.42 1.50

34 DMELA:Q7KTS2 CG1347, isoform B HaOG208115 1.54 1.45
35 BMORI:maternal protein tudor-like HaOG206847 1.64 1.45
36 DMELA:P49021 Protein timeless BMORI:timeless HaOG217123 1.77 1.37
37 serine protease gd-like HaOG209738 1.52 1.36
38 DMELA:Q8SYN0 CG11638 HaOG201973 1.35 1.30

39
BMORI:LOW QUALITY PROTEIN: 5’-3’ exoribonuclease 2
homolog

HaOG204131 1.89 1.27

40 BMORI:E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase MARCH5-like HaOG214126 1.28 1.25
41 BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101739953 isoform X1 HaOG213412 1.73 1.23

42
DMELA:Q9VEX0 Extracellular sulfatase SULF-1 homolog
BMORI:extracellular sulfatase SULF-1 homolog

HaOG201436 1.33 1.14

43
DMELA:A1Z8F4 Schnurri, isoform D BMORI:uncharacterized
protein LOC101737452

HaOG206586 0.94 1.10
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44
HSAPI:Q9BQP7 Mitochondrial genome maintenance
exonuclease 1 BMORI:mitochondrial genome maintenance
exonuclease 1-like isoform X2

HaOG203348 1.57 1.05

45 DMELA:Q9VK36 CG5204 HaOG208091 1.11 1.00
46 DMELA:Q8IGL2 RE69804p BMORI:DnaJ (Hsp40) homolog 9 HaOG207356 0.85 0.97
47 HSAPI:Q16526 Cryptochrome-1 BMORI:cryptochrome 2 HaOG201315 1.49 0.93

48
DMELA:Q9VM33 Elongation factor G, mitochondrial
BMORI:elongation factor G, mitochondrial-like

HaOG208027 -1.39 -0.91

49 DMELA:Q7KLW8 LD03471p BMORI:protein SEC13 homolog HaOG202960 -1.54 -0.94

50
DMELA:P55035 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory
subunit 4 BMORI:proteasome 26S non-ATPase subunit 4

HaOG211398 -1.19 -0.98

51 DMELA:Q9VPQ2 CG4164 HaOG213230 -1.12 -0.98

52
DMELA:Q9W1V3 rRNA 2’-O-methyltransferase fibrillarin
BMORI:rRNA 2’-O-methyltransferase fibrillarin-like

HaOG209384 -1.80 -0.99

53
DMELA:P56538 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 6
BMORI:eukaryotic translation initiation factor 6

HaOG209996 -1.27 -1.01

54
HSAPI:P28066 Proteasome subunit alpha type-5
BMORI:proteasome zeta subunit

HaOG214956 -1.04 -1.01

55
DMELA:Q9I7K5 Transmembrane emp24 domain-containing
protein eca BMORI:transmembrane emp24 protein transport
domain containing 9 precursor

HaOG202530 -0.78 -1.02

56
DMELA:Q7K0Y1 Ribosome biogenesis protein BOP1 homolog
BMORI:ribosome biogenesis protein BOP1 homolog

HaOG211250 -1.37 -1.03

57
DMELA:Q9VZ23 GTP-binding nuclear protein Ran
BMORI:GTP-binding nuclear protein Ran

HaOG212172 -1.71 -1.06

58 DMELA:Q9VX98 CG9099 HaOG212651 -1.78 -1.06
59 BMORI:peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase HaOG206578 -1.24 -1.06

60
DMELA:A1Z9E3 Elongation factor Tu BMORI:elongation
factor Tu

HaOG212171 -1.83 -1.07

61 DMELA:Q9VXP3 GH05406p HaOG215666 -1.52 -1.07

62
DMELA:P40796 La protein homolog BMORI:la protein
homolog isoform X2

HaOG214975 -2.29 -1.08

63
CELEG:Q9GUM1 Protein Y73E7A.1, isoform a
BMORI:coiled-coil domain-containing protein 124-like isoform
X3

HaOG209881 -1.93 -1.09

64
DMELA:P35128 Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 N
BMORI:ubiquitin conjugating enzyme E2

HaOG204404 -1.10 -1.10

65
DMELA:P08985 Histone H2A.v BMORI:H2A histone family
member V

HaOG211144 -1.23 -1.10

66
HSAPI:P09661 U2 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein A’
BMORI:U2 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein A’

HaOG201835 -1.60 -1.10

67 DMELA:Q8SYL1 Lethal (2) 09851 HaOG205531 -2.09 -1.12

68
DMELA:Q9VL78 FK506-binding protein 59
BMORI:FK506-binding protein FKBP59 homologue

HaOG209865 -1.64 -1.13

69
DMELA:Q9VKQ3 Ribosome biogenesis protein WDR12
homolog BMORI:ribosome biogenesis protein WDR12 homolog

HaOG216297 -2.23 -1.14

70
DMELA:P17917 Proliferating cell nuclear antigen
BMORI:proliferating cell nuclear antigen

HaOG206623 -1.69 -1.15

71
HSAPI:P54136 Arginine–tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic
BMORI:arginine–tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic-like

HaOG202143 -2.14 -1.16

72
DMELA:Q8MR62 Viral IAP-associated factor homolog
BMORI:viral IAP-associated factor homolog

HaOG204124 -1.78 -1.16

73
DMELA:A1Z7K8 CG8235 BMORI:endothelial-monocyte
activating polypeptide II

HaOG205829 -1.23 -1.19

74
DMELA:Q9VJ38 39S ribosomal protein L13, mitochondrial
BMORI:39S ribosomal protein L13, mitochondrial-like

HaOG208604 -1.43 -1.20

75 DMELA:Q7JVG6 CG1550 HaOG213793 -1.65 -1.20

76
DMELA:Q9VXB5 39S ribosomal protein L22, mitochondrial
BMORI:39S ribosomal protein L22, mitochondrial-like

HaOG211549 -2.12 -1.21

77 BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101740936 HaOG215261 -1.48 -1.21
78 DMELA:Q8IGT5 RE33426p BMORI:nucleolar protein 56-like HaOG203696 -1.23 -1.22
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79
DMELA:Q9VLK2 Ribosomal L1 domain-containing protein
CG13096 BMORI:ribosomal L1 domain-containing protein
CG13096-like

HaOG209092 -2.21 -1.22

80
DMELA:P41375 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2
subunit 2 BMORI:eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2
subunit 2

HaOG215665 -2.05 -1.23

81 DMELA:Q8SZL6 RH10688p BMORI:malectin-like HaOG205040 -1.60 -1.24
82 DMELA:A1Z6P3 Eb1, isoform F HaOG202795 -1.06 -1.25

83
HSAPI:Q9BTM9 Ubiquitin-related modifier 1 homolog
BMORI:ubiquitin-related modifier 1 homolog

HaOG210774 -1.90 -1.27

84
DMELA:P48592 Ribonucleoside-diphosphate reductase subunit
M2 BMORI:ribonucleoside diphosphate reductase small subunit

HaOG211812 -1.45 -1.27

85
DMELA:Q9XZT6 Deoxynucleoside kinase BMORI:putative
deoxynucleoside kinase

HaOG204372 -1.75 -1.30

86
DMELA:P43332 U1 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein A
BMORI:U1 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein A

HaOG214422 -2.25 -1.40

87 DMELA:Q9VU36 LP04985p HaOG206747 -1.73 -1.41

88
DMELA:Q9GQ89 Eukaryotic initiation factor eIF2B alpha
subunit BMORI:eIF2B-alpha protein

HaOG203919 -1.52 -1.45

89
DMELA:P54622 Single-stranded DNA-binding protein,
mitochondrial BMORI:mitochondrial single-stranded
DNA-binding protein

HaOG204078 -1.72 -1.47

90 BMORI:elongation of very long chain fatty acids protein 2-like HaOG206659 -1.79 -1.49

91
DMELA:Q7PLT4 Tim17b BMORI:mitochondrial import inner
membrane translocase

HaOG216752 -2.58 -1.59

92 DMELA:Q9VA81 IP02765p HaOG202483 -1.29 -1.74
93 BMORI:short-chain dehydrogenease/reductase-like HaOG206177 -1.79 -1.75

94
DMELA:Q9U3Z7 NHP2-like protein 1 homolog
BMORI:ribosomal protein L7Ae

HaOG217260 -2.52 -1.76

95
HSAPI:Q9Y3E5 Peptidyl-tRNA hydrolase 2, mitochondrial
BMORI:peptidyl-tRNA hydrolase 2, mitochondrial-like

HaOG210038 -2.36 -1.77

96 BMORI:vitellogenin precursor HaOG208268 -2.31 -1.84
97 BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101746705 isoform X1 HaOG209938 -1.91 -1.89
98 DMELA:Q8MKK1 CG30185 HaOG202790 -1.82 -1.94

99
DMELA:Q8T9B2 SD09147p BMORI:mitochondrial ribosomal
protein L54

HaOG209676 -1.66 -1.97

100 BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101746539 HaOG210604 -3.54 -2.48
At 12 hours (n=21)

1 BMORI:p270 HaOG209733 2.70 2.52
2 HaLipase61 HaOG200588 2.10 2.12

3
BMORI:trans-1,2-dihydrobenzene-1,2-diol dehydrogenase-like
isoform X2

HaOG211544 2.61 2.02

4
DMELA:Q7KTG2 CG15828, isoform B
BMORI:apolipophorins-like

HaOG213763 1.76 1.90

5 BMORI:fumarylacetoacetase HaOG215692 2.69 1.85
6 CYP4G8-Ha HaOG200074 1.88 1.76

7
DMELA:P40320 S-adenosylmethionine synthase
BMORI:S-adenosylmethionine synthetase

HaOG206272 1.39 1.70

8 BMORI:fatty acid synthase-like HaOG207602 2.42 1.70

9
DMELA:Q961W1 4-hydroxyphenylpyruvate dioxygenase
BMORI:4-hydroxyphenylpyruvate dioxygenase-like

HaOG211200 2.55 1.66

10

DMELA:Q9VA02 Probable 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase E1
component DHKTD1 homolog, mitochondrial BMORI:probable
2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase E1 component DHKTD1
homolog, mitochondrial-like isoform X1

HaOG217047 1.56 1.58

11
HSAPI:Q14624 Inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain H4
BMORI:inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain H4-like

HaOG201450 2.00 1.54

12
DMELA:Q7KAK2 Farnesyl pyrophosphate synthase
(Dimethylallyltransferase)

HaOG206975 1.23 1.53

13 DMELA:Q9VSY0 Cuticular protein 67B HaOG206673 1.64 1.47
14 serine protease gd-like HaOG209738 1.93 1.43
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15 DMELA:A1Z992 CG33138 HaOG204678 1.46 1.40
16 BMORI:poly(U)-specific endoribonuclease homolog HaOG206610 1.50 1.35
17 DMELA:P17336 Catalase BMORI:catalase HaOG215508 1.08 1.11

18
HSAPI:P54136 Arginine–tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic
BMORI:arginine–tRNA ligase, cytoplasmic-like

HaOG202143 -1.07 -0.96

19
DMELA:Q9VJ38 39S ribosomal protein L13, mitochondrial
BMORI:39S ribosomal protein L13, mitochondrial-like

HaOG208604 -1.32 -1.16

20 DMELA:Q7JVK1 HL07956p HaOG208694 -1.14 -1.32

21
DMELA:Q9VXB5 39S ribosomal protein L22, mitochondrial
BMORI:39S ribosomal protein L22, mitochondrial-like

HaOG211549 -1.28 -1.45

At 24 hours (n=89)
1 BMORI:cuticular protein RR-1 motif 46 precursor HaOG201905 3.49 3.98
2 BMORI:cuticular protein RR-1 motif 46 precursor HaOG201907 4.57 3.79
3 BMORI:cuticular protein RR-1 motif 46 precursor HaOG201908 3.93 3.72
4 HarmCSP23.1 HaOG200660 2.00 3.63
5 BMORI:p260 HaOG204585 2.96 3.54
6 BMORI:fatty acid synthase-like HaOG207602 2.83 3.43
7 HarUGT33J1 ALT:HarUGT-23 HaOG200284 4.22 3.34
8 BMORI:juvenile hormone binding protein an-0921 precursor HaOG204351 4.40 3.22
9 BMORI:acyl-CoA Delta(11) desaturase HaOG216651 2.73 3.17
10 BMORI:vitellogenin precursor HaOG208268 2.83 3.16

11
DMELA:Q961W1 4-hydroxyphenylpyruvate dioxygenase
BMORI:4-hydroxyphenylpyruvate dioxygenase-like

HaOG211200 4.16 3.09

12 CYP4AU7-Ha-26 HaOG200069 2.97 3.06
13 CYP4G9-Ha HaOG200075 1.92 3.00
14 BMORI:solute carrier family 46 member 3-like HaOG206634 1.69 2.95
15 BMORI:alpha-tocopherol transfer protein-like HaOG210356 2.59 2.89
16 0 HaOG204395 3.57 2.85
17 HarUGT40M1 ALT:HarUGT-14 HaOG200264 4.22 2.75
18 BMORI:nuclear factor of activated T-cells 5-like HaOG206901 3.79 2.60
19 DMELA:Q9W5X1 CG9572 HaOG207458 2.78 2.57
20 HaLipase61 HaOG200588 2.75 2.53
21 BMORI:phosphoribosyl pyrophosphate synthetase HaOG202408 1.76 2.37

22
BMORI:trans-1,2-dihydrobenzene-1,2-diol dehydrogenase-like
isoform X2

HaOG211544 2.52 2.32

23 DMELA:Q9XTP7 DOMINA protein HaOG216334 2.30 2.24
24 BMORI:retinal dehydrogenase 1-like HaOG216699 1.72 2.21
25 CYP6AE19-Ha HaOG200094 1.86 2.14
26 HarmOBP6 HaOG200803 2.21 2.13
27 BMORI:cuticular protein glycine-rich 10 precursor HaOG215934 1.61 2.08
28 BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101737025 HaOG213700 1.53 2.08
29 HaABCG1 ALT:HaABC-G-05-1-H HaOG200346 2.42 2.05
30 CYP4G26-Ha HaOG200072 2.08 2.03

31

HSAPI:Q3LXA3 Bifunctional ATP-dependent
dihydroxyacetone kinase/FAD-AMP lyase (cyclizing)
BMORI:bifunctional ATP-dependent dihydroxyacetone
kinase/FAD-AMP lyase (cyclizing)-like

HaOG213660 1.47 1.96

32 BMORI:C-type lectin 10 precursor HaOG205089 3.56 1.94

33
BMORI:LOW QUALITY PROTEIN: aldo-keto reductase
family 1 member C4-like

HaOG203859 2.40 1.91

34 BMORI:cuticular protein RR-1 motif 42 precursor HaOG201900 1.59 1.87
35 BMORI:cuticular protein RR-1 motif 11 precursor HaOG202657 1.59 1.83
36 DMELA:Q9VSY0 Cuticular protein 67B HaOG206673 1.80 1.82
37 HaGSTe16 HaOG200231 2.37 1.82

38
HSAPI:Q6P2I3 Fumarylacetoacetate hydrolase
domain-containing protein 2B BMORI:fumarylacetoacetase

HaOG215554 2.13 1.76

39
BMORI:von Willebrand factor A domain-containing protein
8-like

HaOG204383 2.14 1.74

40 BMORI:putative hexokinase HKDC1-like HaOG212535 1.71 1.74
41 DMELA:Q9VQB4 CG3609 HaOG204750 2.06 1.73
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42
DMELA:P46415 Alcohol dehydrogenase class-3 BMORI:alcohol
dehydrogenase

HaOG217257 2.47 1.69

43 BMORI:nitric oxide synthase HaOG206412 1.55 1.64
44 BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101746794 HaOG213603 2.55 1.63
45 BMORI:antichymotrypsin-1 precursor HaOG207953 1.99 1.63

46
DMELA:Q962N6 Flavin-containing monooxygenase FMO-1
BMORI:flavin-dependent monooxygenase FMO2 precursor

HaOG207733 1.68 1.61

47 BMORI:juvenile hormone binding protein an-0128 precursor HaOG204844 1.68 1.60
48 BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101744418 HaOG202396 1.53 1.60
49 BMORI:leucine-rich repeat-containing protein 15-like HaOG211658 1.51 1.56
50 BMORI:putative fatty acyl-CoA reductase CG5065-like HaOG210892 1.32 1.47
51 DMELA:Q9V4B8 CG31999 HaOG211690 1.58 1.46
52 DMELA:Q9XZ56 4E-binding protein THOR HaOG209464 1.49 1.44
53 CYP333A1-Ha HaOG200023 1.86 1.42

54
BMORI:elongation of very long chain fatty acids protein
AAEL008004-like

HaOG206661 2.60 1.37

55
BMORI:elongation of very long chain fatty acids protein
AAEL008004-like

HaOG206662 1.83 1.33

56 DMELA:Q7K2E1 CG8839, isoform A HaOG207822 1.81 1.30
57 serine proteinase-like protein precursor HaOG211226 1.49 1.20

58
DMELA:A1ZBF3 Juvenile hormone epoxide hydrolase 2,
isoform C

HaOG214591 1.12 1.15

59
DMELA:A1Z6Z3 Aldehyde dehydrogenase BMORI:aldehyde
dehydrogenase isoform 1

HaOG205660 0.96 1.11

60 BMORI:zinc finger protein 600-like HaOG215539 1.48 1.06

61
DMELA:Q7KAK2 Farnesyl pyrophosphate synthase
(Dimethylallyltransferase)

HaOG206975 1.35 1.06

62
DMELA:Q8MQS7 Malate dehydrogenase BMORI:cytosolic
malate dehydrogenase

HaOG205283 0.88 1.02

63
DMELA:Q3YNC0 CG9847 BMORI:FK506-binding protein
precursor

HaOG215867 -1.28 -1.09

64
DMELA:Q7JRJ1 Ell-associated factor Eaf
BMORI:ELL-associated factor 2-like

HaOG202866 -1.17 -1.18

65
DMELA:E1JHE4 Fatty acid (Long chain) transport protein,
isoform C BMORI:fatty acid transport protein

HaOG210925 -0.98 -1.23

66
DMELA:A1Z8N1 Facilitated trehalose transporter Tret1-1
BMORI:facilitated trehalose transporter Tret1

HaOG215283 -1.18 -1.32

67 DMELA:Q8IPN4 Krotzkopf verkehrt, isoform A HaOG210462 -1.38 -1.38
68 DMELA:E1JI40 Vermiform, isoform E HaOG217147 -1.79 -1.57
69 DMELA:Q9VQH2 Dual oxidase BMORI:dual oxidase-like HaOG212627 -2.55 -1.62
70 DMELA:Q9VZV2 Cht7 HaOG211353 -1.62 -1.70

71
DMELA:Q8SY08 RE18374p BMORI:decaprenyl-diphosphate
synthase subunit 1-like, partial

HaOG206224 -1.92 -1.78

72
DMELA:Q9VAN1 CG14515 BMORI:neuropeptide receptor B3
precursor

HaOG206273 -1.64 -1.78

73
BMORI:gamma-interferon-inducible lysosomal thiol
reductase-like

HaOG215278 -1.85 -1.93

74 BMORI:mucin-17-like HaOG215196 -2.29 -2.00
75 BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101739142 HaOG202357 -2.55 -2.06
76 BMORI:mucin-5AC-like isoform X5 HaOG214737 -2.73 -2.07
77 DMELA:C0PTW4 CG8776, isoform F HaOG205076 -1.83 -2.12
78 BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101737216 HaOG206589 -1.71 -2.12
79 DMELA:Q9VR79 LD43683p HaOG206891 -2.83 -2.14
80 BMORI:neurogenic locus notch homolog protein 3-like HaOG212397 -2.46 -2.14

81
BMORI:myristoylated alanine-rich C-kinase substrate-like
isoform X1

HaOG214739 -2.07 -2.31

82 DMELA:A8JQU3 Gasp, isoform B BMORI:gasp precursor HaOG206885 -2.68 -2.34
83 DMELA:Q8T0J5 CG7675, isoform A HaOG203692 -2.08 -2.42
84 BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101739160 HaOG205610 -2.31 -2.48

85
DMELA:Q0KIA5 Mind the gap BMORI:uncharacterized
protein LOC101736353

HaOG215047 -2.42 -2.48
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86 BMORI:collagen alpha-1(II) chain-like HaOG215487 -2.69 -3.03
87 DMELA:Q8I0P8 Cuticular protein 65Av HaOG214287 -1.73 -3.14
88 BMORI:alpha-tocopherol transfer protein-like HaOG210360 -2.25 -3.77
89 BMORI:cuticular protein RR-1 motif 32 precursor HaOG201888 -3.41 -4.10

Table B.1: List of DE genes that are present in both UU and SS strains when comparing
between exposed an unexposed cohorts within a strain. There are 100, 21
and 89 DE genes at the 6, 12 and 24-hour timepoints respectively. Genes are
ranked by highest level of differential expression in the SS strain. The level
of differential expression for each strain is shown as log2 fold-change values.
Negative values represent downregulation in the exposed cohort relative to
the unexposed cohort for a strain.
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Appendix C

List of 219 genes that are differentially expressed

between treatments and between strains



HaOG Gene annotation

1 HaOG216548 BMORI:27 kDa glycoprotein precursor
2 HaOG209773 BMORI:acyl-CoA desaturase
3 HaOG211959 BMORI:aldose reductase-like
4 HaOG202369 BMORI:aliphatic nitrilase
5 HaOG210360 BMORI:alpha-tocopherol transfer protein-like
6 HaOG212906 BMORI:ankyrin repeat and sterile alpha motif domain-containing protein 1B-like
7 HaOG207953 BMORI:antichymotrypsin-1 precursor
8 HaOG207595 BMORI:apolipoprotein D-like
9 HaOG213884 BMORI:AT-rich interactive domain-containing protein 4B-like
10 HaOG205154 BMORI:calponin homology domain-containing protein DDB-G0272472-like
11 HaOG212060 BMORI:cellular retinaldehyde-binding protein
12 HaOG215601 BMORI:cuticular protein glycine-rich 13 precursor
13 HaOG210770 BMORI:cuticular protein glycine-rich 6 precursor
14 HaOG201905 BMORI:cuticular protein RR-1 motif 46 precursor
15 HaOG212663 BMORI:cysteine-rich with EGF-like domain protein 1-like
16 HaOG212897 BMORI:cytoplasmic dynein 2 heavy chain 1-like
17 HaOG206659 BMORI:elongation of very long chain fatty acids protein 2-like
18 HaOG206662 BMORI:elongation of very long chain fatty acids protein AAEL008004-like
19 HaOG210112 BMORI:fatty acid-binding protein, heart-like
20 HaOG215346 BMORI:fibroin light chain precursor
21 HaOG201542 BMORI:flocculation protein FLO11-like
22 HaOG204363 BMORI:hemolymph juvenile hormone binding protein precursor
23 HaOG204364 BMORI:hemolymph juvenile hormone binding protein precursor
24 HaOG217234 BMORI:laminin subunit alpha-like
25 HaOG206694 BMORI:leucine-rich repeat extensin-like protein 3-like
26 HaOG208708 BMORI:luciferin 4-monooxygenase-like
27 HaOG206815 BMORI:monocarboxylate transporter 14-like, partial
28 HaOG215196 BMORI:mucin-17-like
29 HaOG212338 BMORI:mucin-2-like
30 HaOG214737 BMORI:mucin-5AC-like isoform X5
31 HaOG203373 BMORI:myosin-11-like
32 HaOG214739 BMORI:myristoylated alanine-rich C-kinase substrate-like isoform X1
33 HaOG212206 BMORI:neurogenic locus notch homolog protein 1-like
34 HaOG210592 BMORI:neuroglian-like
35 HaOG206412 BMORI:nitric oxide synthase
36 HaOG204870 BMORI:organic cation transporter protein-like
37 HaOG202408 BMORI:phosphoribosyl pyrophosphate synthetase
38 HaOG212161 BMORI:probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase ddx17-like
39 HaOG203426 BMORI:probable pseudouridine-5’-monophosphatase-like isoform X1
40 HaOG207975 BMORI:protein ECT2-like
41 HaOG206635 BMORI:proton-coupled folate transporter-like
42 HaOG211045 BMORI:putative transcription factor SOX-15-like
43 HaOG211451 BMORI:quinone oxidoreductase-like
44 HaOG216699 BMORI:retinal dehydrogenase 1-like
45 HaOG202196 BMORI:RNA exonuclease 1 homolog
46 HaOG206634 BMORI:solute carrier family 46 member 3-like
47 HaOG205586 BMORI:synaptic vesicle glycoprotein 2B-like isoform X1
48 HaOG213725 BMORI:trichohyalin-like
49 HaOG202528 BMORI:U3 small nucleolar RNA-associated protein 14 homolog A-like
50 HaOG201276 BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101736300, partial
51 HaOG206589 BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101737216
52 HaOG209299 BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101738032
53 HaOG204753 BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101740603
54 HaOG210344 BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101740930
55 HaOG212621 BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101741832 isoform X2
56 HaOG215502 BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101742068
57 HaOG207617 BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101742291
58 HaOG212317 BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101742721
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59 HaOG209335 BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101744544
60 HaOG206713 BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101745021
61 HaOG206325 BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101745862
62 HaOG214825 BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101746940
63 HaOG202169 BMORI:vegetative cell wall protein gp1-like
64 HaOG205395 BMORI:VID27-like protein-like
65 HaOG208266 BMORI:vitellogenin precursor
66 HaOG209212 BMORI:yellow-b precursor
67 HaOG202098 BMORI:zinc finger protein 184-like
68 HaOG202619 BMORI:zinc finger protein 791-like
69 HaOG211452 CELEG:O45496 Protein F39B2.3 BMORI:quinone oxidoreductase-like
70 HaOG205635 CELEG:Y69H2.3c.1 NULL NULL BMORI:tenascin-like
71 HaOG200023 CYP333A1-Ha
72 HaOG200072 CYP4G26-Ha
73 HaOG200094 CYP6AE19-Ha
74 HaOG200098 CYP6AN1-Ha
75 HaOG200099 CYP6AN3-Ha
76 HaOG216172 DMELA:A1Z6K0 CG7849, isoform A
77 HaOG209351 DMELA:A1Z6X6 CG1707
78 HaOG209622 DMELA:A1Z746 Kynurenine 3-monooxygenase BMORI:kynurenine 3-monooxygenase
79 HaOG201384 DMELA:A1Z8D2 CG18003, isoform A

80 HaOG215283
DMELA:A1Z8N1 Facilitated trehalose transporter Tret1-1 BMORI:facilitated trehalose
transporter Tret1

81 HaOG212787 DMELA:A1Z8R0 CG13188, isoform B
82 HaOG205965 DMELA:A1Z942 No extended memory, isoform E
83 HaOG209146 DMELA:A1ZA45 CG30089 BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101744784
84 HaOG215908 DMELA:A8DYS5 Chitin deacetylase-like 5, isoform D
85 HaOG217198 DMELA:A8E6R2 CG11241, isoform B
86 HaOG206885 DMELA:A8JQU3 Gasp, isoform B BMORI:gasp precursor
87 HaOG211871 DMELA:B5RJS0 CG42388, isoform E
88 HaOG203738 DMELA:B7YZT7 CG8740, isoform D BMORI:dentin sialophosphoprotein-like
89 HaOG215412 DMELA:B7Z097 CG32442, isoform C BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101740229
90 HaOG205006 DMELA:B7Z0Q3 CG11857, isoform B BMORI:protein RER1-like isoform X1
91 HaOG217147 DMELA:E1JI40 Vermiform, isoform E
92 HaOG210448 DMELA:O15943 Neural-cadherin BMORI:neural-cadherin

93 HaOG208956
DMELA:O18407 Collagen type IV alpha 2 BMORI:LOW QUALITY PROTEIN:
collagen alpha-2(IV) chain-like

94 HaOG216708
DMELA:O18660 BZIP transcription factor BMORI:nuclear factor
interleukin-3-regulated protein-like

95 HaOG215902 DMELA:O77459 Transcription factor Ken BMORI:ken and barbie protein

96 HaOG208116
DMELA:P12646 Glucose-6-phosphate 1-dehydrogenase BMORI:glucose-6-phosphate
1-dehydrogenase-like

97 HaOG206623
DMELA:P17917 Proliferating cell nuclear antigen BMORI:proliferating cell nuclear
antigen

98 HaOG204787 DMELA:P18459 Tyrosine 3-monooxygenase BMORI:tyrosine hydroxylase

99 HaOG214709
DMELA:P33244 Nuclear hormone receptor FTZ-F1 BMORI:nuclear hormone receptor
FTZ-F1

100 HaOG209799
DMELA:P48591 Ribonucleoside-diphosphate reductase large subunit
BMORI:ribonucleoside-diphosphate reductase large subunit-like

101 HaOG205935 DMELA:P48608 Protein diaphanous BMORI:protein diaphanous-like

102 HaOG201798
DMELA:P81928 RPII140-upstream gene protein BMORI:RPII140-upstream gene
protein-like

103 HaOG208619 DMELA:P82147 Protein lethal(2)essential for life BMORI:heat shock protein 1

104 HaOG202552
DMELA:Q03043 cGMP-dependent protein kinase, isozyme 2 forms cD4/T1/T3A/T3B
BMORI:protein kinase, cGMP-dependent, type I

105 HaOG205083 DMELA:Q0E8W1 CG30427, isoform A
106 HaOG208526 DMELA:Q0E908 Hillarin, isoform A
107 HaOG215255 DMELA:Q0E960 CG8389, isoform A
108 HaOG215047 DMELA:Q0KIA5 Mind the gap BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101736353

109 HaOG216188
DMELA:Q24492 Replication protein A 70 kDa DNA-binding subunit
BMORI:replication protein A1
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110 HaOG206413 DMELA:Q27571 Nitric oxide synthase BMORI:nitric oxide synthase-like protein
111 HaOG204816 DMELA:Q2PDP3 CG2201, isoform E

112 HaOG212842
DMELA:Q5BID6 RE32747p BMORI:short-chain dehydrogenase/reductase family 16C
member 6-like

113 HaOG209280 DMELA:Q5BIH5 CG12753, isoform B
114 HaOG211384 DMELA:Q7JR58 CG6543, isoform A
115 HaOG201252 DMELA:Q7JWM6 CG10936, isoform A
116 HaOG203137 DMELA:Q7JWQ7 CG3074, isoform A
117 HaOG205825 DMELA:Q7K172 LD04933p
118 HaOG207427 DMELA:Q7K2V9 CG33671
119 HaOG205510 DMELA:Q7K537 GH14316p BMORI:selenium-binding protein 1-like isoform X1

120 HaOG205418
DMELA:Q7KV91 Purine nucleoside phosphorylase BMORI:purine nucleoside
phosphorylase-like isoform X1

121 HaOG210519 DMELA:Q7KVI9 CG9812, isoform B BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101735353
122 HaOG211346 DMELA:Q7YU25 RE05911p BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101744777

123 HaOG213834
DMELA:Q86P00 LP10544p BMORI:CCA tRNA nucleotidyltransferase 1,
mitochondrial-like

124 HaOG202350
DMELA:Q8IGE6 Ribose-phosphate pyrophosphokinase BMORI:phosphoribosyl
pyrophosphate synthetase

125 HaOG209339 DMELA:Q8IH53 GH12864p BMORI:porphobilinogen deaminase-like
126 HaOG209907 DMELA:Q8IMI9 CG31028, isoform D BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101739289
127 HaOG207575 DMELA:Q8IND1 Arpc3A, isoform D
128 HaOG210462 DMELA:Q8IPN4 Krotzkopf verkehrt, isoform A
129 HaOG207679 DMELA:Q8IPQ7 AT06280p

130 HaOG216329
DMELA:Q8MQI6 Transcription elongation factor 1 homolog BMORI:transcription
elongation factor 1 homolog

131 HaOG212652 DMELA:Q8MQJ7 Autophagy-specific gene 1, isoform B
132 HaOG202726 DMELA:Q8MQN1 RE64786p BMORI:homocysteine S-methyltransferase
133 HaOG209114 DMELA:Q8MRY2 SD14156p BMORI:ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 43-like

134 HaOG205167
DMELA:Q8MSU3 Putative ferric-chelate reductase 1 homolog BMORI:putative
ferric-chelate reductase 1 homolog

135 HaOG212948 DMELA:Q8SXH6 RE44714p BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101739898

136 HaOG206931
DMELA:Q8SXK3 RE16411p BMORI:2-amino-3-ketobutyrate coenzyme A ligase,
mitochondrial-like

137 HaOG206224
DMELA:Q8SY08 RE18374p BMORI:decaprenyl-diphosphate synthase subunit 1-like,
partial

138 HaOG209657 DMELA:Q8SY12 RE15159p BMORI:hydroxylysine kinase-like
139 HaOG209889 DMELA:Q8SYC6 RE68083p
140 HaOG201462 DMELA:Q8SYN7 RE50056p BMORI:ribonuclease H2 subunit B-like
141 HaOG205040 DMELA:Q8SZL6 RH10688p BMORI:malectin-like

142 HaOG210667
DMELA:Q8WQM0 Rho GTPase guanine nucleotide exchange factor GEF64C
BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101738416

143 HaOG205481
DMELA:Q94517 Histone deacetylase Rpd3 BMORI:LOW QUALITY PROTEIN:
histone deacetylase Rpd3-like

144 HaOG206619
DMELA:Q94548 LK6 protein kinase BMORI:MAP kinase-interacting
serine/threonine-protein kinase 2-like

145 HaOG201499 DMELA:Q95S24 GM14561p BMORI:protein canopy homolog 3-like

146 HaOG207733
DMELA:Q962N6 Flavin-containing monooxygenase FMO-1 BMORI:flavin-dependent
monooxygenase FMO2 precursor

147 HaOG214854 DMELA:Q9V447 Protein Kr-h2 BMORI:protein Kr-h2-like
148 HaOG211110 DMELA:Q9V496 Apolipophorins BMORI:apolipophorins isoform X2
149 HaOG211690 DMELA:Q9V4B8 CG31999

150 HaOG217125
DMELA:Q9V6X7 GDP-fucose protein O-fucosyltransferase 1
BMORI:protein-O-fucosyltransferase 1 precursor

151 HaOG207201 DMELA:Q9VB96 CG31075

152 HaOG205860
DMELA:Q9VC61 Protein CREBRF homolog BMORI:uncharacterized protein
LOC101740805

153 HaOG202767
DMELA:Q9VCD0 Glutamyl-tRNA(Gln) amidotransferase subunit B, mitochondrial
BMORI:glutamyl-tRNA amidotransferase subunit B

154 HaOG210891 DMELA:Q9VCF6 CG12268, isoform A
155 HaOG213116 DMELA:Q9VCG4 Nucleoporin Ndc1 BMORI:nucleoporin NDC1-like
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156 HaOG216328 DMELA:Q9VCI4 CG10217, isoform A
157 HaOG212905 DMELA:Q9VCM6 CG4393
158 HaOG213494 DMELA:Q9VDI1 LD46328p
159 HaOG207522 DMELA:Q9VIC9 CG8665
160 HaOG216975 DMELA:Q9VJQ3 RH54244p
161 HaOG202389 DMELA:Q9VLC5 Aldehyde dehydrogenase
162 HaOG216270 DMELA:Q9VMC6 CG9547

163 HaOG201232
DMELA:Q9VN27 Putative lipoyltransferase 2, mitochondrial BMORI:putative
lipoyltransferase 2, mitochondrial-like

164 HaOG216767 DMELA:Q9VN86 AT14148p
165 HaOG203254 DMELA:Q9VPG1 CG5847 BMORI:proteoglycan 4-like
166 HaOG208065 DMELA:Q9VPH2 DNA primase large subunit BMORI:DNA primase large subunit-like
167 HaOG209463 DMELA:Q9VQ86 CG15385
168 HaOG212627 DMELA:Q9VQH2 Dual oxidase BMORI:dual oxidase-like
169 HaOG206676 DMELA:Q9VQS4 Spindly BMORI:protein Spindly-like
170 HaOG206891 DMELA:Q9VR79 LD43683p
171 HaOG213196 DMELA:Q9VSH9 UPF0183 protein CG7083 BMORI:UPF0183 protein CG7083-like
172 HaOG208803 DMELA:Q9VTZ5 LD22449p

173 HaOG216446
DMELA:Q9VU70 Tetratricopeptide repeat protein 36 homolog
BMORI:tetratricopeptide repeat protein 36-like

174 HaOG207574 DMELA:Q9VWF8 CG14210
175 HaOG209182 DMELA:Q9VY87 CG10992
176 HaOG201682 DMELA:Q9VYT0 CG15739

177 HaOG213331
DMELA:Q9VYY2 Signal peptidase complex subunit 2 BMORI:signal peptidase complex
subunit 2

178 HaOG211353 DMELA:Q9VZV2 Cht7

179 HaOG205458
DMELA:Q9W0V1 3-phosphoinositide-dependent protein kinase 1
BMORI:3-phosphoinositide-dependent protein kinase 1-like isoform X1

180 HaOG211554 DMELA:Q9W1G0 Probable transaldolase BMORI:transaldolase

181 HaOG217200
DMELA:Q9W1Y1 ER membrane protein complex subunit 8/9 homolog BMORI:ER
membrane protein complex subunit 8/9 homolog

182 HaOG205801 DMELA:Q9W3N9 CG10932
183 HaOG210589 DMELA:Q9W3W5 Protein shifted BMORI:Wnt inhibitory factor 1 precursor
184 HaOG210031 DMELA:Q9W3W7 CG14439
185 HaOG216259 DMELA:Q9XZS5 CG17636
186 HaOG200346 HaABCG1 ALT:HaABC-G-05-1-H
187 HaOG200341 HaABCH2 ALT:HaABC-H-26-2-H
188 HaOG200131 HaCCE017
189 HaOG200140 HaCCE026
190 HaOG200189 HaCCE107
191 HaOG200215 HaGSTe02
192 HaOG200231 HaGSTe16
193 HaOG200235 HaGSTo02
194 HaOG200239 HaGSTs01
195 HaOG200248 HaGSTs09
196 HaOG200249 HaGSTs10
197 HaOG200660 HarmCSP23.1
198 HaOG200803 HarmOBP6
199 HaOG200267 HarUGT33T1 ALT:HarUGT-20
200 HaOG200264 HarUGT40M1 ALT:HarUGT-14
201 HaOG202208 HSAPI:B7Z4K4 Putative tRNA (cytidine(32)/guanosine(34)-2’-O)-methyltransferase

202 HaOG209124
HSAPI:O75832 26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 10 BMORI:26S
proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 10-like

203 HaOG201835
HSAPI:P09661 U2 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein A’ BMORI:U2 small nuclear
ribonucleoprotein A’

204 HaOG207212
HSAPI:P23786 Carnitine O-palmitoyltransferase 2, mitochondrial BMORI:carnitine
O-palmitoyltransferase 2, mitochondrial-like

205 HaOG210790
HSAPI:P31937 3-hydroxyisobutyrate dehydrogenase, mitochondrial
BMORI:3-hydroxyisobutyrate dehydrogenase

206 HaOG212048 HSAPI:P36959 GMP reductase 1 BMORI:GMP reductase 1-like
207 HaOG209379 HSAPI:P54105 Methylosome subunit pICln BMORI:methylosome subunit pICln-like
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208 HaOG202122 HSAPI:Q6MZP7 Protein lin-54 homolog BMORI:protein lin-54 homolog
209 HaOG215618 HSAPI:Q6ZNB7 Alkylglycerol monooxygenase BMORI:alkylglycerol monooxygenase-like

210 HaOG216695
HSAPI:Q8NBP5 Major facilitator superfamily domain-containing protein 9
BMORI:major facilitator superfamily domain-containing protein 9-like isoform X1

211 HaOG212955 HSAPI:Q8NHV4 Protein NEDD1 BMORI:uncharacterized protein LOC101745951

212 HaOG206211
HSAPI:Q8WXX5 DnaJ homolog subfamily C member 9 BMORI:DnaJ (Hsp40) homolog
10

213 HaOG203304 HSAPI:Q92673 Sortilin-related receptor BMORI:sortilin-related receptor-like
214 HaOG206851 HSAPI:Q96G03 Phosphoglucomutase-2 BMORI:phosphoglucomutase-2-like
215 HaOG208272 HSAPI:Q9H334 Forkhead box protein P1 BMORI:forkhead box protein P1-like

216 HaOG203554
HSAPI:Q9UHK6 Alpha-methylacyl-CoA racemase BMORI:alpha-methylacyl-CoA
racemase-like isoform X1

217 HaOG211579
HSAPI:Q9UNS2 COP9 signalosome complex subunit 3 BMORI:COP9 signalosome
complex subunit 3-like

218 HaOG202754 no annotation
219 HaOG214947 no annotation

Table C.1: List of genes that are differentially expressed between treatments and between
strains (n=219)
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